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PREFACE

In the recent past so much has been said and written about "Technology

Transfer" that it ;has become a catch phrase: With respect to Universities,

however, more attention seems to have been given to the broad overall con-
A

cept than to its fine structure. The problem of transferring university

"technology" to Industry must be addressed in highly Specific terms if safis-

,factory and conclusive results are to be expected. We must del+rt from the

large picture and begin to identify those particular barriers in the pipeline

obstructing the flow of research accomplishments Into the stream of technology

utlyzation.

It was the-general purouSe of this conference to identify some of these

major obstacles and to explore successful means for reducing or eliminating

them.

90
More specifically, the conference was planned bearing in mind the follow-

ing objectives: (I) To promote an increased interest among university admin-

istrators in the technology potential of their respective institutions'; (2) To

develop a more acute awareness of the need for more effective management of

university technology resources; (3) To assemble university representatives

with considerable experience and expertise in the management of faculty dis-

coveries and_ inventions to encourage them to communicate with one another and

to a broad university audience details -relating to their policies, procedures,

methodology, etc. (4) Through an effective program format to maximize effec-

tive communication between all institutional representatives relating to
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-pertinent problems. now imPeding the flow of "technology" into the market

place; (5) To compile and publish a detailed report on the information

deriving froM the meeting for the benefit of participating institutions

as well as others who may be interested in the future.

The first four objectives have been accomplished with apparent suc-

cess during the conference. This publication will of course deal with the

final objective.

Essentially all of the structured portion of the conference was taped,

and the participants were asked to go over the tape transcripts to make

any needed corrections or additions. Every effort has been made by ali con-

cerned to retain the informal -flavor of the meeting. It is hoped that the

proceedings will reflect this atmosphere which seemed to promote free and

open discussion among the conferees.

Allen C.,Moore

CY
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An Updated Statement from
the Keynote Speaker
ON THE HORIZON: A NEW GOVERNMENT PATENT
POLICY FOR NON-NUCLEAR ENERGY RESEARCH
AND DEVELOPMENT

Betsy Ancker-Johnson,*
Assistant Secretary of Commerce
for Science and Technology

In my remarks to the Technology Transfer conferees on October 15, 1974 I

spoke extemporaneously and candidly about the challenge confronting the univer-

sity community in the area ,of government patent policy. Now two months later,

I have been asked by the.Conference Chairman whether J would care to submit some
0

written remarks-fOrnclusion in the Conference proceedings..

For this opportunity I am most grateful. Rather than attempt to, recreate

my Previous remarks, which were intended to be conversational in character,;)

prefer to make use of this,opportunity by updating that portion of my presenta-

tion which dealt with the status of S. 1283, the Non-Nuclear Energy Research and

Development Bill. This choice reflects my conviction that, for,better or for

worse, S. 1283 will have both a profound and enduring *act on the industrial

utilization of university-generated research advances.

The text-of the patent .provisiOn in S. 1283, as reported out of the Senate-

House Conference Committee on December Ili* remainsuRchanged from that which

was negotiated between Senator Hart and the Administration. Inasmuckas my office

represented the Administration throughout these negotiation'S, I am. aware not only

\a
of the strong points.of the present provision, bOt also, and perhaps more4 acutely,

1

of its weaknesses.,

*See Appendix B for biographical information

1 0
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To the extent that we had any bargaining power at all in our confrontation

with Senator Hart, the entire credit must be given to Congressman Don Fuqua, a.
. .

Florida Democrat and a member of the-House Science and Astronautids CoMmittee,

It was he who led the successful floor fight last September which resulted in

the deletion of the patent policy section thattad emerged from the House Inter-

ion Insular Affairs Committee.

.Convessman Fuqua announced that he would lead yet another floor fight

if the House Conferees brought back a package which did not accord with those

principles which 14 as spokesman. for the scientific community and the Adminis-

tration, had enunciated in my testimony before the Interior' Committee. It was

the fear of this second floor fight, potentially jeopardizing the whole of S. 1283,

whfch bi-ought the Senate to the conference table.

What, then, did we bring away from the table?

We have, essentially, a title.policy. The major tenet of this policy may

be expressed is follows:

THE GOVERNMENT WILL TAKE TITLE TO ANY PATENTABLE INVENTION

WHICH IS CONCEIVED OR FIRST ACTUALLY REDUCED TO PRACTICE IN

THE COURSE OF OR UNDER ANY ERDA R&D CONTRACT.

So far as government-financed inventions are concerned, the Senate would

have inserted-a period at the end of this sentence.

I am confident that many of our universities hold patents or inventions

which have never been "actually reduced to practice." Remember, the mere filing
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of a patentapplicatiod,on the concept Ts not an "actual" but rather a "con-

structive" reduction to practice. Paterits which fall into this category can

be lost to the government if the first actual reduction to practice occurs

under a contract-between the patent owner and ERDA. There are two ways to

protect your patent rights in this situation. You can refuse to enter into

a contract with the government...Or you can_achleve-the-first actual reduction

to practice at your-owe-expense outsiOe the-contract. The difficulty which

exists here is no different from that which you face under NASA and AEC con-
.

tracts today.

Now I recognize that the establishment of a title policy for ERDA constit-

utes dismal beginning. You will be happy to know, therefore, that there are
a

exceptions to this policy. The principal exception may be stated as follows:

THE ADMINISTRATOR MAY WAIVE TITLE TO ANY INVENTION, EITHER

AT THE-TIME OF CONTRACTING OR AFTERWARD, PROVIDED THAT 'bERTAIN

CONSIDERATIONS ARE SATISFIED, -AWPROVIDED-FURTHER -THAT THE

GOVERNMENT RETAINS A LICENSE FOR ITS OWN USE, AS WELL AS CER-

TAIN MARCH-IN RIGHTS.

The first step in getting a waiver is to ask for it, either at the time o

contracting or after the indention is made.

The next requirement is that the Adminis4ator sit down and reflect on
\\

a number of considerations which the Congress feels should be in the forefront

of his mind whenever he makes a waiver decision. More on these ,considerations
a

12.
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in a moment.

"' If is important to note that there is.no hearing connected with .a1 waiver

determination. r is there any provisiOn fOr third party participation. And

finally., there is o court review of the Administrator's determination .

Now since it 1 easy enough to-ask for a waiver, the important question

is whether it will b grahted. What exactly are these considerations on which

the Administrator mus fix his ntion? The number of considerations involved

is VI in the case of aivers r quested at the :time of contracting, and 10 for

waivers requested after\ id ification of the invention. Eight of these consider-
1

ations are the same Fn e,. h case-;-,-and--they-may-be-paraphrased--as-follows:

. I. Governme s contribution to the-field of technology

2. Intended, use of contract results

3. Contractor's-contribution to the contract, either of

money'or technology

4. Contractor's contribution to the field of technology

,5. Government's intentions regarding further development

6. Public health,.safefy, and welfare needs

7. Effect oh coMpetitiOn and market concentration

8. Technology transfer-capability of any university applicant

Foctising on consideration #5, as a for instance, the government would not1
Y

want to waive title to am-invention which it intended'to carry all the Way_

through the development process and tnfoL the marketplace - such ,as was done by

Agriculture in, respect to instant mashed ''tatoes.
ti



In addition to these eight basic considerations, there are three others

which must be attended to when the waiver is *requested at the time of contract-

ing.

I. Is the contractor's participation necessary?

2. Will the contractor's participation expedite attainment of

program objectives?

3. And, finally, will the contractor's commercial position

expedite utilization of the R&D results?

We have two different_ questions to ask if the waiver is requested after

identification of the invention.

1. we need a waiver to Call forth risk capital?

2. And second, will the granting of a ,waiver,really help speed

this technology into the marketplace?

Let's suppose that, after applying the appropriate considerations, the

government decides to retain title; what happens then? As a general proposi-

tion, the contractor responsible, -for the invention will receive anon- exclusive.

license in the U.S. and full foreign rights in any country where the Administra-
1

tion itself does hot seek a patent. Additionally, the Administrator can grant

non-exclusive licenses to"other parties in the U.S.

In fact, there are many in the Congress, particularly in the-Senate, who

feel that the best way to commercialize an invention is to insure that as many

people as possible have the right to practice that invention

14'
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Our experience in this matter suggests that the opposite is true. Of the

23,401, government -owned U.S. patents available for licensing during fiscal year

1972, only 1,238, or leSs than 6 percent, were actually licensed. Moreover, the

overwhelming majority of those patents which were licensed had only one licensee.

It was for the purposevof correcting. this anomaly that we insisted upon the

flexibility to license exclusively- in appropriate circumstances. The only require--;

ment is that objectors be afforded an opportunity to be heard before an exclusive

license is 'granted.

While I
'hate to be the bearer of fll-tidings, especialry when things are

just now beginning to look reasonable, I
must remind you that we negotiated thiS

settlement - we didn't write it. We didn't get waiver'of titre_without hearing

and,exclusive licensing just by asking. We bargained for these features and we

did.so in good faith.

We took the position that it made better sense to relax the-antitrust con-

trols at the beginninTpf the administrative process, while applying a second

. look further down the line.

Instead of holding up a hundred waivers because one of them might be ill-

advised, why not waive more generously in the beginning and call back the one,

if any, after'it becoMes distinguishable from the 99?

Accordingly, we accepted all of the standard march-in rights, plus an im-

portantnew one. This new march -.in right permits the Administrator to modify

or rescInd any waiver which can be shown to have transgressed the antitrust



standard set forth in Section 7 of the Clayton Act, notwithstanding the fact

that suit could not be brought under that statute because of governmental par-

ticiPation in the questioned adtivity.

Section 7 of the Clayton Act deals not only with mergers but also'with the

acquisition of capital assete.. A patent is-a capital asset.

Suppose that, instead of acquiring the patent on a waiver from the govern-

ment, you purchased it from a private party. Should that purchase be set aside

as _a violation of Section 7 of the Clayton Act? That is the question which the

Administrator may be asked to decide. If he answers yes, he can rescind the

original waiver, or require you to license the patent to other parties, with or

without royalties. Obviously, this march-in provision is of greater cOncern to

industry than to unive'rsities. In either event, the patent owner is entitled

to a hearing before his waiver can be modified or revoked, and the hearing can-

not be called until four years following the patent filing'date. This protec-

tion is inserted to curb unnecessary fears respecting the invocation of this,

Section. We know of no existing waiver which could-be-recafied under this

clause. Wedoubt that one will ever arise.

In summary, these are the highlights of the ERDA patent policy.

I. At is a title policy, as distinguished from a license policy.

2. However, the Administrator can waiver title and he is encour-

aged to do so when such is in the bett Interests of the United

States.
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3. The Administrator has the option to grant excluSive licenses.

4. There is no mandatory or compulsory licensing of privately-
,

owned patents - such as called for in the original senate

version.

5. And finally, there is no surrender of background patent

rights as a precondition of participation in a government

contract. .This precondition was also contained in the original

Senate version.

I am hopeful that the settlement which we reached with the Senate will per-

\
mit the full force of our private inventive capacity to be brought to bear in

the successful implementation of Project Independence. We have certainly come a

long way- -from the draft provisions which existed last September. The crucial

question is whether we have come far enough.
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REPORTS ON THE CURRENT STATUS OF
UNIVERSITY PATENT-MANAGEMENT:
THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA SURVEY

Nark-Owens,*
Assistant Vice President
University'of California.

11.

There were basically two:reasons why we conducted a survey on university patent

programs.. The first was to find out-how-we compared in our operation, our volume,

our. administration with other like institutions; and second, to see if we should

tie up with an outside patent management organization. I say this with some hesi-

tation for I don't mean to imply anything derogatory of prganitations which handle

patent programs for institutions. I am not speaking-of the people who are going to

be speaking to you tomorrow. We have, however,,been deluged in recent years with

profit making organizations who have set themselves up as patent management organi-

zations on a for-profit basis. Probably most of you have been approached by this

type of organization. The proposal is that you sign up with them on an exclusive

baSis not on a permissable basis, as is the case with the Research Corporation,

Battelle DevelopmentoCorporation, Arthur D. Little, Inc., etc-.
,

So our desire was

more or less as a defensive measure to check and see if we should tie up with one

of those, organizations or to determine that we vere doing all right by ourselves.

To accomplish this, we sent out questionnaires to .some 25 educational institu-

tions about a year ago, and received response0 from 22 of the 25. The period

covered in the-survey was for the years 196871972. ;Let me just read to you the

names of the participating institutions so you cam get some feel of the type of
S'

4-See Appendix B for biographical infOrmation

19
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institutions which were involved. . These were: The-California Institute of

Technology, the-University of Cali=fornia (we included ourseives),-Carnegie

Institute of Technology, Columbia University, Ciornell University, University

of Florida, Georgia Institute of Technology, Harvard Unlyersity University of

. Ilinols, Iowa State University, Johns Hopkins University, Massachusetts In-

itute of Technology, the Universities of-Michigan, Minnesota,. and Missouri,

Purdue University, University of' Rochester=, Rutgers Univer'Sity, Universityof

Southern California, Stanford, University of WaShington, and the University of

Wisconsin.

The survey revealeethat most, but surprisingly not all of these 22 institu-

tions who responded to us, encouraged the disclosure of inventions. Thesmajority

of institutions have A mandatory assignment requirement. If the invention was

generated as a part of the employees university activity, they reserve the right,

either by patent agreement, or by institutional policy, or something of this sort,

to require the assignment of invention to the 'institution.

111;.

All of those institutions which have an active patent program share royalties

withthe inventor in some degree or the other. In three cases, the-royalties

are negotiated on a case by case basis, apparently prior,to any royalty income

coming-in, as a part of the assignment process. In four cases the departMents in
0

which the inventor is employed share the royalties with the inventor: the institu7

6 tion, the inventor and the department, share royalties on-some basis. Ifi,most

-cases the inventors get from 15% to 50%, this is probably on a net rather than a

gross basis. In4mapy cases it!s just on the 15% gross basis. -Of these 22 inttitu-_

tions, and keep in mind this .was a year ago, 13 of them have institutional patent

2L)
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agreements-with The U. S. Public Health Service. Only two indicate any in-

crease in activity-as a result of that institutional patent agreement.

As far as the expenses of operating a patent prograT are concerned, there

were such varied answers that I
think the question.wasn't really as clear as it

should have been. Some institutions listed the salaries of the people who were

directly involved with the handling of the patent program. Some listed the

salaries of the people who were involved-and an overhead factor, and, some listed

only the monies paid out to patent attorneys. Although we have rough. figures,

which may not hold up too well for comparison, it appears that the expenses to

the institution run anywhere from $600 a year up to $470,000.

0

With respect to program management, (and keep in mind that this is one of

the reasons we were having the survey made), we learned that the great majority

of these,22 institutions managed their own patent program internally. Six of the

institutions lave apparently established a separate foundation to handle the 'patent

program. We consider those as part of the great majority that handle their own

patent program. Five of these 22 institutions augment their own program by per-

missive arrangements with outside organizations such as Research Corporation,

Dr. Ovorkovitz,-Battelle, and so forth. But keep in mind again these are perMis-
,

sive arrangements, not exclusive arrangements. Only one of the institutions which

responded is fully managed by a separate outside organization.

Of the institutions responding, 5 had more than $100,000 gross income per

year since )968-72. In one case, that gross income came from 8 inventions, but

2 I
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almost in al! the other cases the income came from one or two inventions.

Therefore, as you can seq,,,, the pattern is that there is usually one invention,

or two inventions at the most, which pretty much carry the patent program.

Since there may be some interest in why many of these institutions chose

not to go to one of these outside profit making organizations, let me just note

some of their responsevto that question. Most of the institutions wanted the

flexibility of decidIng how to pursue a course of action for themselves. They

didn't want to get involved in any exclusive arrangement where they were bound'

to follow the dictates of some outside organization. The institutions in some

cases believe that only by managing their own programs could they maintain what

they felt was a necessarily close relationship with the faculty. And they didn't

want to ha e the over interest of the institution, which may transcend_

the patent interest of the institution, in the hands of an outside organization.

Further, in many cases they felt that because of geographical considerations the

contacts with profit making exclusive management firms would tend to be sporadic.

. The institutions felt that prompt interviewing of inventors as soon,as inventions

are disclosed was really critical to getting the technology out. One of the in-

stitutions responded, "No outside firm has been able to demonstrate that it

I

would be more successful in managing the program and/or would be able to serve

the best interest of the program, the university, its Inventors, and sponsors of

research."

-This hits the-high points of what we found in obr,survey.

22
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REPORTS ON, THE CURRENT STATUS OF
UNIVERSITY PATENT MANAGEMENT:.
THE NORTHWESTERUNIVERSITY SURVEY

E. J. Freise,*
Assistant Director,
Research and Sponsored Programs,
Northwestern University

In the- late summer of 1973,. David Mintzer, Vice President for Research

at Northwestern University, undertook,areview of the patent policy and
,

administrative procedures in effect at the U iversity. In an effort to'

1gather information which would be helpful in developing an effective and,

hopefully, productive technology transfer program at the University a

questionnaire was developed and circulated to 76 selected universities

from a list compiled by the NSF of the top 100 universities in fesleral

funds for research and' development.

The selection of institutions) receiving the questionnaire was

on two c iteria:

I. The Institutions should have schools or programs

whi are likely to produce patdntable inventions

(e.g. Sc ols. of Engineering, Medicine, Agriculture,

etc.)

N.\

2. Institutions which. ere judged to have hrghly success
h.

ful technology transferf_programs, because'of unusual,

circumstances such as very large numbers of technically

oriented faculty, coupled with lane dollar volumes of

industrial and federal research funds, were to.be

.23
* See Appendix a for biographical information.

O

O
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excluded. For our purposes we felt that their

responses to such a questionnaire would not,be

representative of the research and technology

transfer .atmosphere existing at an institution

such as Northwestern.'

The federal research dollars of the institutions selected ranged

from 10 to 75 million dollars ,per year.

The questionnaire used will be found in the',Appendix Section of this

publication. Since,the Office of Research and Sponsored Programs was just

entering into the area of patent administration, the information requested

was of a rather basic naiure and often required the respondent to make

estimates. However, the purpose was to gather order of magnitude informa-

tion and to determine what gross correlations seemed to exist. Fifty-four

institutions responded. Two of these indicated that they were in the pro-

cess of revising their, own patent policies and procedures and another two

institutions indicated that their policies allowed the faculty inventors to

work directly with patent development firms such as the Research Corporation.

Thus, fifty institutions supplied useable information provided in response

to some or all of the questions.

A brief review-of the highlights of.the survey and our interpretation

of the results. wiJI be presented.

With re ect to the site of responsibility the following question

was asked:

'What office and/or university official has responsi-

bility for administering your patent p09cy?"

4.
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The response was:

OFFICIAL/OFFICE

PERCENTAGE OF 49
RESPONDENTS

Research Office . 67%

Fiscal Office 14%

Legal Office 2%

Separate Patent Office 6%

k Academic Officer (i.e. Provost) 10%

In 5 of these institutions the,responsibility is shared with another

office, but since an individual from a Retearch Administrative Office

responded, these replies were included in the percentage shown for the

Research Office.

In responding to the question on how a decision to pursue a patent

application was made, 27 out of 50 institutions use a pa;tent committee of

either faculty or administrators. Nine of these institutions used informa-

tion from an outside firm such as Research Corporation in reaching a decision.

Six institutions had the Committee either working with or reporting their

results to an individual who was classified as a patent administrator while

.the remaining 12 institutions haJ the committee report their recommendations

to an academic officer. Of the 50 institutions responding, a total of 22

relied on information supplied by a firm such as. Research Corporation or

Battelle, in reaching a decision on filing for' "a patent, although 42 of

the institutions indica.ted that they had agreements with firms of this

type.

With respect to the involvement of professional staff, the question

was asked:
4

"How is the patent program staffed within the university

and what percentage of time does each demote to the program?"
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The response on time spent by professional staff was:

Less
Total Time of: than 6% 10 to 49% 50% or more

Respondents 21.0 20.0 9.0

Disclosures/Inst./Yr. 7.0 16.6 52.0

Patent appl../Inst./Yr. 1.3 4.0 14.,2

Licenses/Inst./Yr. 0.4 2.0 . . 4.1

As one might expect, as the number of disclosures, patent applications

and licenses increases, the amount of professional staff time also increases.

From this limited data, and keeping in mind the types of institutions, surveyed,

the middle column of figures appear to represent the best performance.

With respect to the use of licensing corporations the question was

asked:

"Which outside firms doet your institution use to promote

patents and inventions?"

The response Was:

v
8 used' no outside firms

21 used one firm:
Research Corporation 18 institutions

Battelle . 2

. Dvorkovitt

21 used two or more firms:.,
'Research Corporation 21 institutions
Battelle 17

Dvorkovitz 4

Of the eight who did not list any affiliation with an outside firm, A

have their own research foundations.

Another question related- to covering expenses:

"How are expenses incurred in the University Patent Program

covered?"

2.6'



The responses from 49 institutions were as follows:-

NO. OF UNIVERSITIES METHOD OF. RECOVERY

fI Royalties

8 Indirect Cost

14 _Direct Uhiversity Support

2 Royalties and Indirect

7 Royalties and Direct

I
Direct and Indirect

(Six. Institutions gave estimated percentages as follows:)

University % Royalties % Inclirect % Direct

. '90

2 75 25

3 40 60

4 -82 18

5 28 36

6 50 25 2:5

Although institutions were asked to proOde estimates of the percentageS

of expenses recovered by the various sources, only six provided actual per -

\

centage estimates. The remainder simply checked one or more methods of

recovery. It is suspected that.many of the institutions which listed direct

university support for the program may actually be covering expenses through

recovery of indirect costs, since often the expenses are incurred by an

office within the university whose operating budget is included in'the

indirect cost pool foxothe purposes of calculating the indirect cost rate.

As would be expected, the survey revealed that the number of patent

applications is markedly less than the number otdisclosurec, indicating

that a considerable effortis made to eliminate non-patentable and perhaps
0

non - marketable Ltems, -However, the interesting feature of the results is

that.the median 'number Of disclosures is II and the-median- number of patent

applications, is 3, indicating, that for a Median school about 27% Of the

27
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disclosures result in patent applications, and in turn the median school

licenses 2 inventions per year for a ratio of 66% license to patent ratio.

This figure is much higher than generally quoted by firms such as The

Research Corporation which reported that approximately 10% of the dis

closures they receive result in patent applications, and of these,only

10% result in licenses. In the actual report on the survey, some possible

reasons for these differences and cautions on interpretation of these data

'are presented.

Results on the administrative costs and royalty income for a number

. of the institutions indicate that while the schools having the highest

reported administrative costs are among the schools having a large number

of disclosures and licenses, the correlation between these parameters is

not simple. The twd institutions having very large royalty incomes have,

to the best of our knowledge, apparently licensed one major invention each.

In attempting to identify other correlations which may, exist among

the data, we,examined the relationship between the number of disclosures

and federal obligations. One might have, assumed that a large federal

obligation for research at an institution Would result iQ a large number

of disclosures. However, the data appear to fall into two groupings.

Eighteen respondents definitely belong to Group I (low number, of disclosures

per federal dollar) and 12 to Group 2 (high number of disclosures per

federal dollar). The remaining 16 institutions lie in the overlap region.

One might have also assumed that,some correlation would exist between

the number of disclosures and the administrative costs. However, no such

28
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correlation was reality obvious. This may be because of the crudeness'of

the data or perhaps reflects the fact that institutions which do not active-

ly pursue patent applications probably have not reported costs involved in

having an administrator or- faculty patent committee-process the disclosure:

Once a decision is made to pursue a-patent application, costs are more

readily identifiable, since some administrative cpicial, and perhaps a

patent attorney, are now devoting substantial time and funds to'prodessing

the application.

Some correlation may exist between the administrative costs and the

number of patent applications filed per year. The reported results of the

survey appear to group the responding institutions into those which have

relatively high administrative costs per patent application and those with a

much lower administrative cost. When comparing these results to those

relating to the number of disclosures per federal dollar, one finds that

II of the schools having high administrative costs per patent application,

also have a large number of disclosures per federal dollar, while 9 schools

which have low administrative costs per patent application have a small num-

ber of disclosures per federal dollar. The other six respondeilts would fall

-4:- into one of the other two possible combinations. These correlations can be

examined in terms of net royalty income. While certainly the net royalty

income can be used to gauge the financial success of a program, it can also

be interpreted in the broader sense as some measure of the effectiveness

which an institution is having in transfering technology for the benefit

of tho public.

An important feature which these data appear to indicate is that if

29
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an aggressive and expensive patent prograth is established -at an institution

which does not have a large research, base, as judged In this case by federal

dollars, then the program may not be successful financially, and probably

indicates 'that the research expertise of the institution is not capable

of producing large numbers of inventions, which are useful to the public,

even though a relatively large number of disclosures per research dollar

is obtained. On the. other hand, if the research base is relatively large,

even if the program at the institution is not well administered, or if

the administrative.costs are kept to a minimum, then the chances of having

at least a program which Is not costly to the institution appear to be

enhanced. Therefore, based on these minimal data and crude correlations,

one has to carefully examine the extent to which an institution develops

its technology transfer program.

A complete discussion of these correlations, together with more

detailed data,. is given in the survey report which is available from

Northwestern University. Certainly,, this area of study deserves further

investigation and collection of better data to see if these preliminary

observations and.correlations can be verified.

3Q
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FUNDAMENTALS--OF PATENT POLICY:

PATENT- POLICIES FOR.

EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS

T. L. Stain,*

Patent OffiCer,.
California Institute of

TeChnology

I'm going to talk about patentyolicies for educational institutions:

what they are, why you have to have one, whatever it is, why you should

want to have one, and what it should do. I'll start right off-by saying,that

this is going to be a fairly elementary discussion, hopefully to stir up

questions and answers later in this session or In the meeting we will be

holding tomorrow.

I' prepared this paper talking about policies and _I suddenly realized:

that part of the problem, to the extent that it exists in various places,

is a combination\of policy and administration. Practically every insti-

tution has some kind of policy. The question then is to what degree do you

administer it? I'd like to preface the rest of my paper by saying that when

I
talk alpOut policy, I'm talking also about what you do about implementing

that policy, the administration of it, because this really is important.

Before I
launch into this subject I'd like to make a general observation

that it is my experience that no two institutions do things alike. There

are substantial differences in the internal policies and philosophies of
..

various institutions. There are legal restraints, particularly in the case

of.State Universities, and so on. The net result is that procedures in use,

plus the degree of commitment to technology transfer, disposition of income,

* See Appendix -B- -for biographltal inforMation.

SO
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and the like are extremely variable. Accordingly, all I can hope to give

you is a cross section. -In our later discussions perhaps we can bring out.

some of the institutional variations and make some sense of the problems.

The purpose would be for each of you, in the institution you represent, to

evaluate those things we have to say and apply whatever may fit and be use-

ful to your own case. I hope that my presentation will lay out the functions

you ought to perform and what the basic requirements of educational, institu-

tions should be. And these may be-a matter of choice. I would hope to

touch briefly on\the major categories, but only sufficiently to generate

questions which may be, specific to individual institutions.

My particular subject will be a definition of patent policy and a

statement of what I consider to be the basic requirement and function of

a patent policy; with some emphasis on what is probably.mandatory and

what might be termed as optional. First, we should define patent policy.

k

My definition wouid be that patent poliey for any institution is,whatever

.it wants it to be. It may be its policy simply to ignore the,whole matter,

or to have minimal machinery for filling obligations to sponsors, or to have

sophisticated machinery for identiNing and evaluating- inventions for

filling obligations to sponsors, for acquiring title to patents and for

licensing. I guess what I want to talk about and really define is what

a gOod policy should be. And again I would like to stress the point that

for each individual institution the nature of the policy, or program and its

size may vary depending upon the size and nature of the research p ogram

and many other factors.. First, I would like to eliminate the no action or

32
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tnospolicy"'as simply being unacceptable, since it ignores contractual,

moral and ethical obligations. 'At,the very minimum, even if an,institu-

,tion does not choose to protect the interest of itself and its faculty

.-or to concern itselfwith the public interest, it still has a contractual°

obligation to identify and report inventions in connection with most spon-

sored research. This then would require what Vilave called minimal machi-

nery: that is, some structure or assignment of responsibility, either

faculty or administration, for monitoring sponsored research for the ful-

fillment of contractual obligations relating to the identification and

reporting of inventions.

In my opinion, neither the "no policy" nor the minimal machinery

policy is a good policy. A good policy should protect the rights of the

institution and of its faculty and staff in inventions, and should permit

the institution to assume its responsibility and obligations relative to

its sponsors and to the general public. In this regard, I should point out

that it haS long been felt by institutions which do not have full programs

that over and above responsibilities fo itself and to its faculty and staff,

the research and educational institution has g dual responsibility to its

sponsors on the one hand, and to the public on the other. The responsibility

to the sponsor is one which I have mentioned before; namely, the moral and

ethical and contractual obligation to fulfill requirements relating to in-,

ventions which are incorporated in terms of the grants and contracts under

which the institution accepts funding for research. Secondly, and perhaps

less readily recognized and understood, there is a responsibility to the

general public to make an effort to have advanced technOlogy developed by
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such institutions made available to the public in the form of new and

improved products. When patent licensing, or he offer of a Proprietary

position to a manufacturer, is the best tool for effecting such transfer

of technology to public use, then a patent licensing program forms an

integral and necessary part of the patent policy. Parenthetically, such

programs may offer the possibility of substantial income to the institu-

tion, althOugh this expectation by itself should not necessarily be the

reason for undertaking such a prodram. In summary then, a good patent

policy would protect the institution,and its faculty and staff insofar as

rights are concerned, and would fulfill both the contractual obligation of

the institution to its sponsors and its obligation to the public toseek

to provide the results of new 'technology to the public in the form of

improved goods.

Also of importance ks the fact that there is some evidence of a grow-

ing consciousness on the4!part of federal agencies, which sponsor a large

proportion of the type of research we are discussing, in technology transfer.

As a result there has been, and probably will be, an accelerated tendency

for such agencies to favor sponsorship of research at those institutions

which have a mechanism, or at least an arrangement, to assure that some

effort will be made for commercialization of the results of federally

supported research. If for no other reason, every educ'JfIonal institution

seeking federal sponsorship for research should seriously consider the

implementation of a good policy which will: be attractive to such agencies.

Accordingly, then, it is my thesis that every institution engaged in spon-

sored research should have a good patent policy what I have defined as

34
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good patent policy - and.that it should have or create policies and admin-

istrative procedures and an organization for fulfilling the necessary func-

tions. What the precise language of a policy statement or the organization

established should be, and indeed the philosophies involved, may vary from

institution to institution. And all we can do here is provide some food

for thought and some guidelines. It is my thought that what I have said

thus far, and what other speakers will say in the balance of this meeting

will give suggestions as to policy formulation. In this connection

Dike to call your attention to the booklet put together by the Committee on

Governmental Relations of NACUBO.* Copies are_available on the reception

table.

Assuming then that an institution has created policies and procedures

to deal with patents and to handle the essential functions I have mentioned

(including provisions for establishing relationships with sponsored research

policy and policies relating to licensing philosophy and royalty distribution),

the next question is how do you implement such a program? First, it must

be stated as obvious that the size of staff and the nature of people necessary

to.the effort will vary with the size.and nature of the research effort

involved. The staffing should be approached from the point of view of

assuring responsibility for and performance of the functions which are

.

essential to a good patent policy. To repeat, these functionslare: (I)

innovation, identification and reporting; (2) evaluation as to patentability

and commercial importance; (3) title acquisition; (4) patent prosecution;

and (5) patent administration, including the licensing function. Prior to

*"Patents at Colleges and Universities:

Guidelines for the PevelOpment of Policies and Programs" (1974)
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a discussion staffing, you should be reminded that there are- organizations

geared.t0 performing. or helping. or advising in the performance of almost

all of these functions for educationaj institutions. This is one of the

alternatives available for implementing a program. Arthur D. Little, Inc.,

The Research Corp., Battelle Development Corp., and others are available for

such purples and are all- represented at this conference. There are pros

and cons to involvement with such groups. The preference of my particular

institution, California institute of Technology, isnot to use such organ-

izations. For other particular schools there could be justification for
,

such affiiiation's.

The balance of my discussion as to staffing will be based on the proposi-

tion that you're going to do it yourself and if so, what kind of peopledo

you need? .You should be aware that certain of the costs of administering

the patent clauses of federal grants or contracts can be reimbursed and

with appropriate advice from your accounting people this is a fact to be

considered in staffing. Moreover, depending on the size of your effort

and the nature of your organization, you might need one or more persons

for performing each function, or you might have a single person responsible

for all. As an example, at Cal Tech, which has a small student body and

a relatively large research effort, only one man, myself, has all of these

responsibilities. Obviously,l have assistance from our entire organization,

but the fact remains that one person can be the spearhead of the organization-
, A,-

al effort and be responsible for seeing that it gets done. You can do this

if you have effective liaison between your faculty and your administration.

Now let's_ get to the functions.

36.
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.?

First, as to innovations, identification and reporting. One person

should be responsible for monitoring research, identifying innovations and

reporting to sponsors. This should involve personal contact with labora-

r-I
tories and investigators and monitoring of publications. While ideally it

can be performed by-trained patent attorneys, whether on staff or retainer,

I
personally see no reason why any serious minded, technically oriented

faculty or administrative staff person could not perform this function with

little or no training. It is simply a qUestion of looking for a statement

concerning novelty in a publication as it comes through. I repeat, while

a trained patent attorney is the best route to go, other people could be

easily trained to perform the function.

k-

The.next function deals with the evalua't'ion of identified innovations

as to patentability and commercial application. This also may be accom-

plished by placing primary responsibility in an individual. In his case

it is appropriate business for a legally trained person. In my opinion

it should be an administrative and not a faculty function. It is prefer-
:,

able to have some faculty or administrative advisory council or committee

set up to assist the responsible individual in the evaluation and in making

decisions as to whether the institution will invest time and money and seek

to acquire title-to any given invention:

The function of seeking to acquire title can become complex and legal-

istic. Terms and. conditions of various agencies and private sponsors vary

substantially, as does the philosophy. There are times when this is taken

care of during the period of negotiation of 4he grant or contract. There are

times when an agency may have a waiver provision. This must be taken into
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account during the negotiation process. Generally speaking, such matters

could be handled by a knowledgeable contract adminidtrator, and often'are,

but my recommendation is that, as necessary, legal help (preferably patent

counsel) be utilized bgth in the negotiation stage and in the waiver of

title stage.
o

The function of patent prosecution will 'almost always be performed by

'outside hired patent counsel. Although it is conceivable that a large

enough operation might have house patent counsel on staff for such purposes,

I advise against it,ssince I prefer to have the widest possible choice of

attorneys open to our program, so that I can select the attorney best suited

to the prosecution 1-f a patent application in a particular technology. The

only requirement that I would place upon the institutional organization is

that some administrator have,,the responsibility for the selection of attor-

neys, for assignment of cases to those attorneys, and/or monitoring the

quality of their work.

The last function involves the patent licensing program and its admin-

istration. This is one area where institutions not having the know-how

must decide whether they want to acquire it or turn patent properties over

to an organization such as Research Corporation., Battelle, Arthur D. Little

or UPI. In theory, and in practice, several institutions do both. A person

on the staff can have responsibility for making contacts and negotiating
/

the terms of license agreements and for policing and administering such

4, VA'

agreements. A single person can fulfill this responsibility if he is qua i-

fied, or,has competent general and patent counsel available to him.
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in summary, then, there should be written policies and administrative
.t.

procedures for performing the functions I have discusseq,as minimal for a

good patent policy, and staffing and organization for accomplishing those

functions. You can farm it out or do it yourself, either by assignment

of responsibility to eKiosting faculty or administrators, or you can create

a special position.or positions having the, responsibilities. Once again,

it depends on the size of your operation. The important thing is, if you

assign it to a faculty member or an admielistrator,.be sure that he really

performs the functiOn. I guess I became very conscious of this listening

to Mr. Freise. Probably a large difficulty is the danger of assignment

of the duty of fulfilling these functions to people who don't really per-

form.

I have also been asked to talk about distribution offoyarty income.

Thus assuming that you have a full program, with royalty income, the ques-

tion is what can you or should ,you do with it? In" the first place; it is

customary in the university community for the faculty or inventor to share

in royalty income. Preferably, the percentage of sharing should be established,

in written policy so that when a faculty member comes aboard, the relation-

ship is fixed and remains so. Under such policies there is a good deal of

variation. As Mark Owens told you, it varies from 15 to 50 percent. Some

schools have sl_rding-scales-o actually bargain with the inventor in each

case. Whatever the arrangement chosen by a given institution, it is wise

to let the faculty body.establish ttT, policy. We have foUnd at Cal Tech

that the percentage written into the policy is questioned from time to time.

The question always goes back to the faculty body in having to examine it.

They have always left it exactly where they set it 30 years ago. And what

39
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this does is to take the patent administrator and the adMiniStration off the

hook. It's a faculty decision. The remainder of the income can be used as

desired. Both the policies of the institution and sometimes the nature of

its charter may prescribe the nature of the distribution. Generally, I think

we can assume for the purpose of this discussion that we Will all use the money,
i

for furthering of educationaFscience. As a matter of fact, Cal Tech is limited.

by charter to such usage. Some schools may put royalty income only in a
4

general,fund to be used where-it is mostaleeded. Others feed some income

.from each invention back, at least in some degree, to the division of the

0
,institution in which the invention was made. I think such matters are

simply matters of choice determined by the needs and philosophy of your

own institution.

,4



FUNDAMENTALS OF PATENT POLICY:

THE .UN(VERSiTr = SPONSOR ;PATENT

POLICY RELATIONSHIP _

G. WI I lard- Fornel l_;
Patent Administrator, '

-University of MinneeOta-

.0ne of the important aspects to be considered in formulating an insti-

tutional patent policy is that it mesh with the policies of .the agencies

which-fund research at the institution. It is imperative that this take

place to minimize the number of conflicts.between the institution's policy

and an'a- gency's paten+ requirements. When these conflicts do arise, the

opposing, policies place the faculty member seeking support in the Middle,

and if he is denied funding for a project which is, quite important to

him for any reason, there-can be adverse attitudes-generated. towards the

institution's policy and even to the entire patent program. it is a good

idea, therefore, when establishing a patent policy to build in enough flex-

ibility to allow determinations as to when and where it is permissible

to depart from the policy in seeking funding.

There are three broa!J areas of funding which we-must consider for

purposes of this discussion. Although Federal' funding is by far the most

important, I would prefer to treat it last.because of the intricacies
t.

involved. The other two sources, will, therefore, be given our first

attention. .Among private funding agencies, the vast majority of them

make no mention of patent or patent rights in their granting documents.

However, two or:Ionizations dealing with health matters do not follow this

.practice. The American Heart Association and the American. Cancer Society,

.stiptilate policies on the handling of Inventions that may arise from their

sponsorship. )

*-See Appendix B for biographical information.
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Of the two agencies mentioned, the patent policy of the AmeriOan Heart

Association is the most realistic from a University point of view. An

essential caveat of the Heart Association's policy'is that its inventions be

administered in a manner that will bring them into public use at the

earliest possible time. The American Heart Association,recognized that this

may be best accomplished through patenting and licensing in a manner con-

sistent with the public interest. The Heart Association defers to those

institutions that have an established patent policy and a procedure for

administrating inventions, subject to certain restrictions, the most

important of which are: (I) that the inventors income share will be no

more than 15% of the gross royalty income, and in no event more than

$100,000, and (2) that the Heart Association shall participate in_

royalty income derived from the invention to an extent to be determined

by mutual agreement between the institution and the Heart Association.

Here we see the first instance of the importance of having an established

patent policy and the administrative.structure for handling inventions.

The American Cancer Society is somewhat more restrictive in its

policy on patents, providing that no application will be filed without

the prior written consent of the Society, and that inventions and patents

made under its rants be assigned to the Society-.
\

In exceptional cases

the Society may g ant exclusive .licenses to third parties for a period

\I\not to exceed five ears under.a royal y arrangeme exceeding five

percent. The Cancer ociety obviously does not leave any room for patent
\

management-by the inst tufion.

A second area where lexibility in an itutiona6mtent policy, is

essential is in contracting for research with 'industrial sppnsors. In such

4
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situations it is common for the intended sponsor to seek rights, either

License rights or title to any invention that may be made. Although under

private agency and Federal support, it is permissible for an institution

to participate in cost-sharing by performing research at 'less than full

indirect cost recovery rates, in most cases, under an industrial contracting

situation the institution must insure that their indirect cost recovery

is sufficient to warrant pledging the use of the University's equipment

and facilities to cover such costs. Any recovery short of this results

in the subsidy of a private activity with institutional or public funds.

At. the University of Minnesota we pondered for quite a time over how we

should handle these industrial contracts. Title was frequently requested

by the industrial sponsor and often times in the past, research was conducted

for industrial organizations at the negotiated Federal indirect cost recovery

rate. This,.of course, resulted in a shortfall of cost recovery for the

Uniyersity and in effect, a subsidy of the company's research. We concluded

that this practice must come to a halt. Therefore, in an effort to satisfy

both an industrial sponsor'' need for patent rights and the University's

obligation to recover its costs in private relationships, the following

indirect cost recovery policies were evolved:

I.. Industrial research that is of academic interest may

be conducted at the then current Federal negotiated
indirect cost,recovery rate, but this rate will carry
no obligation-to treat the sponsor any differently
thanthe general public with respect to the patent

rights. While cost recovery at this level is less

than full, it is justifiable from a public policy
standpoint if University resources are not being
completely,utilized and some fixed costs are being

recovered.

2. ,Full recovery of the University's indirect costs
will be accomplished where 'the sponsor pays the
then current Federal rate _plus 25%,to cover the

disallowed and other Indirect coststnot built
into the Federal rate.,Currently at our institu-
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tcon, this will produce a full indirect cost recovery

rate of 75%. At this level the sponsor 01 be granted
a first right-of-refusal to a limited-term exc= lusive
royalty-bearing patent license under terms and condi-

tions that are reasonable in-the industry.

3. In those instances where the sponsdr desires and the
University agrees to make an assignment of title to
any invention, that may result from. the research, the

rate will be set at 50 % abbve the Federaj -negotiated

rate, i.e., 25% above the license- option. Where

this option is to be employed, the proposed research
agreement will be reviewed with the University Patent
Office for determining that the proposed assignment of
title will not impinge on the University's commitments
under other sponsored research programs or its own

equities and technology under development.

The third category, and by far the largest sources of funding for the

education community, is from the Federal Government. Federal support

comes in the form of grants or contracts. There once -was a time in the

post-World War II period when there was an apparent difference between

a Federal grant.and a Federal contract. However, in recent years the terms

and conditions of the funding documents in grants have become more involved

and have approached in complexity and restrictiveness the terms and condi-

tions in Federal contracts. Thus, -Fhb distinction between the two Is no

longer as clear as it once was. Generally speaking, however, it can be

said that Federal contracts apply to a work product which has been more

closely specified or defined by the agency. Also, contracts usually are

used where the subject matter of the research has been proposed by the

agency to the contractors rather than where the proposal originates with the

contractor and is submitted to one or more agencies. There seems to be

no uniform criteria as to what is a grant and what Is a contract. One

agency may calla certain type of work a ,Contract and. another agency will.
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call it a grant. The use of terms, however, is not very material. What

the institution must be concerned with are the terms and conditions in the

granting document which deals with the right of the institution to assume

rights in inventions that have occurred under the support and the right

to do all the things those rights entail.

There are eight Federal agencies that sponsor the bulk of the research

projects that flow into the educational community from the Federal Government.

These agencies are the National Science Foundation, the Department of Health,

Education and Welfare,. the Department of Defense, the Atomic Energy Commission,

the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, the Department of Agricul-

ture, the Environmental-Protection Agency and the Department of Transporta-

tion.

The first three of these agencies, NSF, HEW and DOD, generally employ

a license clause policy i.e., one which permits the institution to retain

title and give, the agency a paid-up license for governmental purposes. They

also employ what one might call an institutional patent agreeMent type of

,operation with respect to inventions developed in the educational community.

I use ,the term institutional patent agreement advisedly here because the

Department of Defense,does not have a formal agreement, such as that developed

by the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. It does, however,

approve of institutional patent.policies, Published in Defense Procurement

Circular No. 65 is a list of institutions whose patent policies have been

approved by DOD and which, therefore, have been granted the right to take

title and license certain kinds of inventions that arise from DOD research.
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While DOD has -been'using what is called the license clause for years, in

\ .

its Army, Navy and Air Force contracts, the credit for developing the institu-

tionalional patent agreements as such must go to the Public Health Service.U.S.U

This was a very farsighted concept deyeloped in th early 1950's. The- agree-

ments consisted of nothing more than an exchange of letters between the institu-
.

tion and USPHS which set forth in a very general way permitt-

ing tha institution to take title to and manage patents that arose from the
1

.

;

sponsored research. In 1968,/ HEW

.

developed a more comue ensive and probably

more legally enforceable institutional patent agreement, wh.ch spelled out

the terms and conditions in great detail for the assumption o patent rights.

In 1973, the National Science Foundation inaugurated a similar nstitutional
'\

...,

patent agreement prograM and a number of educational institutions have availed

themselves of the opportunity to assume title to_patents-under its, rovisions.

Those of us who are in university patent administration would find o lives

quite a bit easier if we could operate under institutional patert ag cements

across the board. Of course that is really pie in-the sky because there re

some agencies that are so far from an institutional patent agreement, that I

am sure that we, our children, nor our grandchildreb will ever see one.

A second group of agencies, those which operate under what is termed a

"title clause," i.e., reserving title to the agency of inventions that occur

under their sponsorship, consists of the Atomic Energy Commission, National

Aeronautics and Space,Administration, Environmental Protection Agency and

the Department of Transportation. I group these agencies together because

while they reserve title to the Government, they also have policies for and

practice, at least to a limited extent, a waiver prOgram to permit title to go
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to the contractor. Two of these agencies, AEC and NASA, have their patent

requirements established in enabling legislation and theoretically do not have

as much flexibility to handle patentable subject matter. It is not an

impossible task to obtain a patent waiver from them (in fact, NASA is quite

cooperative) as it is with the two I will mention next,

1-1
They are the bekrtment of Agriculture and the DepartMent of Interior.

Both have title policies. Both are inflexible as their patent needs relate

to the "agency mission," and both are nearly impossible from which to obtain

a -patent waiver.

Use of the title clause by the last six named agencies is reinforced

by their particular interpretation of the Presidential patent policy state-

ment of August 23, 1971, Section I. This section is widely incorporated

into agency 'patent regulations and provides criteria for the agency to

employ in reinforcing the philosophy and attitudes it held prior to the

enunciation of the President's statement. Section I (a) of the Presidential

Statement provides criteria that constitutean exceedingly fine screen which

a Governmental agency can effectively employ to take title to patents that

may result from its sponsored research. It is important to note that title,

clause based on this Presidential Patent Policy,Statement is developed at

the time the contract is negotiated. Therefore, where an invention might

fall. outside of the scope of the title provisions if a determination were

made after an ,invention is identified, the use of the title clause'effective-
,

ly preempts such determinations that could be beneficial to the contractor

at a later date. Section 1(b) of the President's patent policy statement

of August 1971., does contain provisions whereby the,contractor can obtain

47r
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title to patents resulting from the subject research. However, the provi-

sions to this section are aimed at contractors having an "established non-

governmental commercial position" and since universities do not have such an

established commercial,position, we are dealt with only indirectly under

Section 1(c) of the Augudf 1971 statement.

The 1971 presidential patent policy statement contains a march-in

rights clause which the 1963 statement did not contain. This qualifies

the contractor's title by giving the agency the right to grant additional.

non-exclusive licenses after a period of time, in the event the contractor

has failed to take adequate steps to bring the invention into publiO use.

All in all, one can say that both presidential patent policy statements,

the one promulgated by President Kennedy in September 1963, and the one

promulgated by President Nixon in August 1971, have not had a great impact

upon the basic patent philosophy of any particular agency. These patent

policy statements are worded in such a way that any agency can read into

them its own preconceived requirements and coupled with a term called

"agency mission," the agency can be as generous or miserly with patent

rights and its relations to contracts as it chooses.

Let us look for a moment at the disposition of inventions disclosed

V the Government., If one examines the Annual Report on Government Patent

Policy recently published by the Federal. Council for Science and Technology

for the combined years 1971-1972, he can, if he is wiiling to make the

effort, uncover the dismal track record of the Federal agencies in managing

inventions and transferring technology into public use. The tables at the
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rear of this little document are masterpieces in obfuscation. What they

do show is that while the Government has a-huge patent organization and

'handles a tremendous amount of paper work relating to patents, the interest

Of Government in patents is in form rather than in substance. . For example,

during an average year in the 1963 -1972 period, it filed 3,594 patent appli-

cations. Of these 3,594 patent applications in the average year, 1,638

matured into U.S. patents. For one thing, this certainly indicates that there is

no faculty evaluation of the pVentability of disclosures prior to the time

the applications are filed. That is far higher than the abandonment rate

,experience in the Patent Office. No institution could, afford that kind of

track record. The report also shows a, large number of non-exclusive licenses.

This is very misleading and indicates that a number of contractors are:Yaking

pro forma non-exclusive licenses on inventions that have been disciOsed to

the Government to which they were required to release title. These licenses

cost nothing and the recipients do nothing with them to bring 0 product to

the marketplace. When one looks at the number of exclusive licenses granted,

and this is really the test of whefher technology is being transfer=red and

.whether products are being developed, one appalled by the paucity of

exclusive licenses. For example, in the six year period, 1967 through 1972,

the Government issued 12,204 non-exclusive licenses and only 20 exclusive

licenses. Anyone i'iho has been involved in marketing of technology knows

that you can't bring forward risk capital with mostly non-exclusive licenses,

and that, at least a limited period of exclusivity is almost invariably required

to bring an invention to commercial realization,

The reason for citing these statistics is a very real. one. If the educa-
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tional community, and Industry as well, are to have a patent relationship

with the Federal Government, and we are to be divested of patent rights

that occur under research conducted 1.n our facilities, then I think there is

a legitimate question to be raised; what is the Government doing with the

valuable assets that we're transferring? I think it is obvious that these

statistics constitute an indictment,of the patent system as conducted by

several (not all) GovernMent agencies. The track record of AEC, USDA and

Interior come to mind, in particular. Such practices are more of a deterrent

to technology transfer than a vehicle. Technology is locked up, so to speak,

in,patents and the Government is using the patents to control the release

of the patented technology in ways that it deems to be in the best interests

of the public....tn,oth_ec, words, if the invention cannot be licensed non-

exclusively, it will. not be licensed at all. This is a perversion of the

intent under which large amounts of money are appropriated for Government

research. It behooves this group to make whatever effbrts it can to bring

about a more widespread use of the license clause in Government grants and

contracts for education institutions, and to also make a sincere effort to

increase the utilization of the 'institutional patent agreement technique.

There are two areas that I would like to touch upon briefly before

I conclude my remarks. The first relates to a small but concerted and

effective effort by several colleges and the :universities to obtain favorable
o 4

recognition for educational patent policies and their unique position to

market technology under the Energy Bill, H.R. 13565. The second relates

to the two lawsuits, Public Citizen #I, Public.Citizen #2 brought against

the Administrator of General Services Administration. As a kind of corollary

)U
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to these suits there is a third suit between a private corporation as the

plaintiff, and the Department of Health, Education and Welfare and the

University of Minnesota ;as codefendant, which .1 would also Iiice to touch

upOn.

Both of these matters, the Energy Bill, and the litigation in the

courts undertaken by-Public Citizen Inc., arise under competing patent

philosophies in. government as to how rights in inventions should be disposed-

of. On one side is a group which traces its lineage back to Senate Russell Long

of Louisiana and the so-calfed Long Amendment to Public Health Service Act

in 1965. As precedent for the Long Amendment, its supporters were looking

back to the Atomic Energy Act of the late 1940's and the National Aeronautics

and Space Administration enabling act of the late 1950's. The proponents

of this philosophy generally subscribe to the thinking that where Government

money is,involved in research, the Government should take title. In some

instances, this philosophy applies even though the Government investment is

minimal. The philosophy further holds that the public interest is best

served by the Government managing i.e., controlling the use of patents that

are based on Government funded research. Opposing this philosophy are those

who believe that the public interest is not adequately served by the Government

merely acquiring the naked property right represented by a patent, but is

served only when the fruits of Government research in the form of products

and processes are made available to the public. This group holds that flexible

policies on patent licensing will enable the incentive system to work, best to

bring inventions into the public use and advocates that Government policies

be framed to emphaSize the utilization of the fruits of research.
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I

H.R. 13565*is a bill to establish "a national program for researchand-

development in nbn-nuclear energy sources." This bill is like motherhood,

the American flag, and apple pie. There is a widespread feeling that it is

long overdue and strong support exists for research in non-nuclear lines to

0

maintain our living standards and retain some semblance of environmental

quality. The provision in the original draft of the bill that was so object-

ionable to the educational community was the patent Section, Number 7, providing,

in essence, that the Federal Government retain all inventions and patent rights

in connection with discoveries made by grantees or contractors receiving'

energy research awards. These provisions ran directly counter to the educa-

tional community's experience and interest in technology transfer in the

public interest, and if enacted, would result in the bottling up of a large

segment of important technology. If the Government's past record of tech-

nology transfer is a basis for prognosis, the private sector would have only

limited access to these research results, thus impeding rather than fostering

the development of new energy sources.

Last June it became apparent that the Energy was to come to the

floor of the House with the patent provisions originally inserted by

Representative Udall. At that time under the leadership of the Association

of American Universities, quite a number of the educational' institutions

represented here at this meeting were alerted to the fact that here again

the interests of the educational community were being completely overlooked

by the Congress in thp formulation of the law as it relates to technology

transfer through paients. Thereafter, an active and concerted effort came

into being to modify the patent provisions of the Energy Bill., One effort

* cf. to S1.283-
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that apparently paid off, was that by Mark Owens of the University of

California, who approached Representative Kastenmeier of Wisconsin and

provided specific language to provide -for .university technology transfer

the public interest. This was the first instance in my knowledge that

our patent position has been embodied in Federal legislation. Concurrently,

Representative Fuqua of Florida was approached and he introduced an amendment

which in affect, stated that not later than six months after the effedtive

date ofthe-act,thaf the Administrator of the Energy Agency will report to

the President and Congress concerning the applicability of the existing patent

policies affecting the energy programs and-make recommendations concerning

amendments or additions to statutory provisions which are deemed toebe

advisable. This six month period should provide the colleges and universities

with adequate time to formulate the necessary language for the Energy pill.

Another arena in which the pro-Government-I.title forces have come int2

confliCt with the pro-license forces in the past year, is .in the courts.

Two lawsuits have been filed in Federal District Court, District of Columbia,

against Arthur Sampson, Administrator for the General Services Administration.

The f rst lawsuit, for convenience, called Public Citizen #1,'was brought by

PublicIittizen, Inc., the Ralph Naddr consumer advocate grow; together with

eleven interested Congressmen. Public Citizen, Inc., alleged that the regula-

tions based upon the Presidential Memorandum on Patents dated August 23, 1971,

which were about to be promulgated by the Administrator of GSA, providing

for the issuance by Federal agencies of exclusive licenses to use and develop

patents and inventlons,(in some cases,:without compensation to the U.S.
a

Government) amounted to a disposition of Government property in violation of

a
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Article 4, Section-3, Clause 2 of the Constitution which grants to Congress

the sole power to "dispose of and make all needful Rules and Regulations

respecting Property belonging to the United States." The court granted

the plaintiff's motion for summary judgment, adjudged that the.Constitu

,tion prohibits the granting of exclusive licenses without-Congressidnal

Authorization, that the defendants were not so authorized, and it set aside

the regulations promulgated by the defendant.

While this case did not have a direct bearing on the patent position

of colleges and universities, it emboldened Public Citizen, Inc. to file

a second suit, Public Citizen #2, which attacked those regulationt,whick

allow%,,grantees or contractors to be allowed to take greater rights' than

.

a nonexclusive license (i.e., title) at the time-of contracting,or Fn advance'

of the making of an invention. Fortunately, the defensive position of the

Government was considerably stronger in the second suit. It was able to

marshall strong arguments going to the merits of the case and it was aided

by a number of amicus briefs (including one from the.American Council on

Education). Unfortunately, this case was not tried on its merits but was

dismissed on the grounds that the plaintiffs lacked the necessary standing

to bring the suite

The matter is not dead there, however. Another suit has been filed

by a private corporation against HEW, its officers, and the University of

Minnesota in an attempt to have those regulations set aside under which HEW

allowed Minnesota to take title to a patent, the research for which was

financed, in part,by a Federal grant. The plaintiff in this case had previousv
ly and,unsucciessfully attempted to obtain through HEW administrative channels,

0'1
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a non-exclusive license under the agency's Governmental License, in spite
I.

of the fact that there was an outstanding exclusive license.

We see in these last two lawsuits a major challenge to the technology

transfer and patent programs that have been nurtured in colleges and 11-1iver-

eities over the years. If the plaintiffs would prevail in the last mentioned

suit, no outstanding license based upon a Government financed invention would \

be safe from attack. There are hundreds, if not thousands, of these licenses

outstanding.

In conclusion, all I can add is that we-have our, ork cut out for our-

selves in the months ahead. 0

tr
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-FUNDAMENTALS OF PATENT POLICY:
SOME1ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

Wallace C. Treibe1,4
Government Fiscal Relations
and, atent Officer,

rUn rsity of Washington

I'd like to preface everything I say here by admitting that if I qualify

as an expert, it's onLy because I'm more-than 50 miles away from home. My first

thought is to ask ourselves why colleges and universities should involve them-

selves in the transfer of technology and develop a viable patent policy. The

answer is that such steps serve the public interest and insure equity in the

proceeds from inventions. Where Federal grant funds are involved in the support

of the research behind the invention, the universities are able to do certain

things that the Federal Government cannot do well or do at all. For example, the

Federal Government is not able directly to provide the degree of exclusive pro-

prietary protection needed by commercial developers who must invest huge sums in

developing certain inventions. They want some reasonable assurance that the com-

pany down the street won't copy theft expensive development efforts and undersell

them before they- recover their development costs and aj-easonable profit. For

a while, the Government had the authority to grant exclusive licenses of limited

duration to private companies but, even when they'had this privilege, their pro-
_

cedures involved considerable red tape; thus negating their effectiveness. Then

along came Ralph Nader pith his legal suit and the Federal Government is in a

quandry over how far to go; if anywhere; with exclusive licenses.
441

The po,int to emphasize is that if you are going -to attract 'a company or

Sege Appendix B for biographical information-
,
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.companies to invest heavily in an untried and Untested invention, there must be

some vehicle to encourage them to do so. The University with a sensible patent

policy andsome focal point to administer inventions coupled-, perhaps-, with out-

side expertise to- handle- the _patent application details, market investigation,

licenSing and soon, is in the best position to-carry out the import9t'tech-

nology transfer-role most-effectively. .

Another thing. is to get the attention of the potential- developer in the
I

first place and here the universities or their patent management outlets are

in a better position to do that than the Federal Government. 'With respect to

insuring equity in inventions, it should be rioted that if the GovernMenttakes

all, then the inventor gets nothing,,and the university gets nothing and that's

not right; perhaps a by-line, but that's not very much. A patent policy at your

institution will -also discourage informal technology transfer via a consulting

-group- under which the-equities may become more than a rittle distorted. So,

in summary, I think that serving the public interest and insuring equity are the

two underpinnings justifying universities to get into this-area and develop a

viable policy.

I
would like also to say a couple of words about the variability of inter-

:

)Dretations of government piltent -policy. The universities have worked with vary-
.

ing degrees of success to promote a-policy under which Ado-profit universities

may,obtain title and licensing privileges with the least amount of red tape.

This has been going on for at least ten years that I am aware of. I've-been

involved with the Committee on Governmental Relations for about that same'

,
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period-and -more recently as Chairman Qf the Patent Subcommittee. So I'm-fairly

well aware of whatis going on in this area, and Will Fornell has covered the

various level of success that have been worked out. It hasn't bean easy. The

thrust of the university's efforts have been frustrated by the complexity of

the,subject area. Simply attempting to-explain some of these matters to your

favorite congressman involves a7massive education job. Then, of course, there

is the tendency of some of the Federal agencies and the Congress to couple the

non-competitive universities together with private industry. Of course, they

are very different and, as such; they should require .different kinds of treat-

ment. Then there is the over-cautiousness of some Federal agency people who

fear the spectre of fostering monopoly situations (and thus you have restrictive

patent policies like the Department of Interior and so on). This is a kind of a

formidable jungle in which to make any meaningful progress, but it is worthwhile

,

for Lts to keep plugging. We are trying through the Patent Subcommittee of the

Committee on Governmental Relations to foster educational efforts and to provide .

information at appropriate times that may influence change. Our SubcoMmittee .

is going to be, concentrating its al:ten-I-ikon certainly in the coming months, at

this next meeting as a matter of fact, on restating the basis for special treat-

,ment for universities due to their non-competitive nature and other unique con-

siderations.

So all the help that we can get from those of you who want to volunteer

to draft a white papar.or whatever, certainly will be helpful.

r
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FUNDAMENTALS.OF PATENT 'POLICY:

DISCUSSION

Questioner What is yoUr recommendation on a:policy statement as to who

is-covered. Do you-recommend-only faculty,Or faculty and staff, or _faculty,

staff: and students and especially if you include the students, how do you man--

age-to,Make them aware of it-and Argree to the_policy?

Mr. Stam: This remains a continuing problem, even for those of us who

think we,have fully implemented programs. At Cal Tech we are currently look-

ing into some phases of the question you have asked. At Cal Tech it has been

,our practice to obtain employee invention agreements from faculty and staff

so that any inventions created in the course of their work as faculty or staff

with the use of the institute facilities is subject to empioyee invention

agreement leaving title with Cal Tech. These agreements are signed at the

time of employment and so it is resolved right at the beginning. We_foLnd

recently after all these years that a vacuum existed as to how we treated stu-

dents, particulary students who we hired as graduate teaching or research

assistants, or who may hold a felloWship from a federal agency. It's my be-

lief' view.of our contractual obligations that we should have theM under

an invention agreement which will allow us to fulfill any contractual obliga-

tion we might have to the aiency and probably be of assistanae to them in

fulfilling their own obligation. Moreover, I think it's in the public interest

that the institution rather than the individual be in the position to seek and

acquire title.1 I think that most of the federal agencies would agree on that.

rt)
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Questioner:. What is an equitable and motivating percentage of royalties

assigned to. individuals or inventors?

-Mr.'Stam: At Cal Tech the percentage is 15%. I might adVise you
.

this was established by a kind of'an austere faculty body around 1940. The

philosophy behind it was (and once again you get back to the philosophy of

the institution and its faculty body) that they wanted to-make it high enough

to create an air of cooperation. But they did not want it to be of such an

amount-as to cause people engaged in basic research to lose their-objectivity.
1 .

If you-have an engineering school and you want to create applied inventions,

you-might offer a larger reward.

Another Answer: We think at our school that the front end payment, offers

the maximum incentive to the faculty to disclose inventions when income is low

(up to $5,000). Since the heaviest percentage goes to the inventor he will, do

the necessary "red, tape" which goes along with filing a patent application.

And yet it doesn't become the-tail wagging the dog. After the royalty income

reaches a certain level it slacks off and ultimately the institution's share

exceeds by far what the inventor gets. I think it's important to minimize the

tendency to perhaps bootleg research simply because faculty members don't get

an equitable share from the ,university. A policy as described will encourage

the inventor to report inventions-especially when there's no expenso to the

inventor.

Questioner: Was it 15% gross or net?

GO
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M . Stam: In our case it's gross. I think these remarks simply illustrate

that it's an open matter and you have to look at your own philosophies and your

own aims ar\d goals and the nature of your Own faculty body and come up with some-
.

thin§ which satisfies them and the institution. For one thing, some of-the

agencies place el limit on royalty income paid torthe inventor.. The Institutional

agreements-of. the N1H place a- limit on royalty payments probably for the-same

reasons we do. Our faculty has done so to itSell.

Questioner: Do the institutions represented on the platform make a dis-

\
tinction between the individual faculty member supported by sponsored programs

O

versus that individual who i basically working in.a laboratory furnished by the

institution?

Mr. Forneli: As far as our institution is concerned we make no distinc-

tion. We feel that once a man has kind of broken a barrier and is using uni-

y
versity facilities, then the university has right of first refusal to the in-

.

vention.

We do not distinguish between sponsored and unsponsored work insofar as

overall rights are concerned, but the university does disclaim any vested in-

terests in inventions that are developed entirely on a faculty man's own time

o and not involving use of university resources. In the event that he feels that

he is in such a position we do ask that he clarify this, get his departmental

chairman's endorsement-and we then will formally waive institutional rights.

Mr.,Stam: We make no distinction, but I think it is a deeper question.

Gi
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You have to go back to the philosophy of the faculty body and the institution.

There are many institutions which do not have employee invention agreemppts*,

-except for sponsored research which includes a patent requirement.. If you have

that kind of set up your question is irrelevant. When every employee signs an

invention agreement it's the concensus that we make no distinction.

Questioner: Is there any feel among the members of the-panel as to what

you might call "know-how" or non-patentable technology that might be license-

able, or is being licensed?

Answer: Well, philosophically this is a problem for me and it maybe less

so for others. I think that in a university situation where you're publishing

everything you do anyway, when you're doing most of your sponsored research for

government agencies with the responsibility to disclose and publish where you

may be subject to the Freedom of Information Act, I find- it difficult to figure
r.

out how i.n the world we can sell "know-how" even though we've got ati awful lot

of it. I get into a bind saying, "Well; how can I charge somebody for this

'know-how' when other people can get it free?" So, we haven't made much of aR

effort to sell "know-how." We simply encouraged our people to consult. The

faculty is free to consult a good portion of their time.

Another Comment: Where we've-established that patents are impractical and

sponsor's concerned have been fully satisfied, ancryet there is a need for= a

technology interchange between the consultant at the university and the company,

wanting to make this thing even without the patent considerations, I have drafted

.up a three party agreement including the consultant's part of the agreement.
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Of course we want to-be sure that we.donit subvert our own patent policy by

going this route. It's only after we have fully established that the patent

situation won't work, that we consider such an alternatjme.

4
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ANTERNAL ApMINISTRATION OF TECHNOLOGY
TRANSFER:
ORGANIZATION OF A-UNIVERSITY'
PATENT OFFICE

Mark Owens,*
AssiStant Vice President,
University of California

Lee Stam mentioned several times in his comments this morning that we all

have different ways to do,things.and the bett way is the *ay it happens to meet

your own needs. can only speak of how we handle patents at University:of

California. I
am pleased to be able to talk about this subject especially since

you may have noticed from the biographical material handed out to you,, I am not

the Patent Administrator anymore at the University,of California. I stopped being

that about a year and a half ago, and_ I- can't even-claim to be an expert because

the year succeeding my last year, the new Patent Ad-iii-nlifrator, more than doubled

royalty income. But I
iike to beiieve it was because of a good firm base that

had been laid. in the previous-years.

Our structure is perhaps not unique, but we have one unusual feature in that

we have a multi-campus University. As you may know, we have nine campuses plus

various field stations and laboratories in the University of California system,

but this whole system is administered by one organization-known as the Board of

RegAnts. We are. fortunate in that we managed to convince our Board of Regents when

we established the patent policy of the University some yeart ago that the only
o

logical way to operate, as far'as we were concerned, was with one patent organiza-

tion and not with nine different organizations. The University of California

Patent Board is the only committee that reports directly to the Board of Regents.,

19WW-75-Wdix B for biographical inforMation
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It goes through no other administrative head, but reports directly to the Board.

This-Patent Board - consists of eleven people. Now these are nominated -by the

-President and appointed by the Regents, They are all academic-People. There

is no requirement that they be 'academic, it just happens that they-are all

academic, including such people as the Dean of the College of Engineering at

the Davis Campus, and so forth. We then-have two others to round out the-eleven.

One is an appointee of the University-wide Academic Senate. This is where the

faculty feels it haS more input into the structure. And finally there is the

blairman of the Patent Board in which capacity I happen to serve.

Under our policy the Patent Board has all of the authority relating to the-

.

handling of inventions within the University. It establishes or recommends

policy to The Regents And also has all of the administrative authority to handle

inventions. What'has,happened, of course, is that the Potent Board has delegated

all of its administrative authority. to the.Patent Administrator. The Pateht

Board meets annually and discusses broad policy questions and se -forth. Under

our structure the function of Patent Administrator requires a full-time person.

The Patent Administrator is located in Berkeley, the University-wide headquar-

ters. The patent staff of the University consists of four people, the" patent

administrator, an administrative assistant and two clerical people. We have no

patent attorneys at all on the:staff.

What have we set ourselves up to do now that we have established a patent

program-and this patent office? What should we be,prepared to handle? Not neces-
v

sarily in the order of importance but perhaps in some sort Of order of chronology,

o
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the first thing we want our patent staff to do is tonics of assistance to us in

handling the actual negotiation of all patent articles. When 1:talk about

negotiation of patent articles, I am talking about negotiations with federal

agencies (to the extent that negotiation is possible with some of them), with,

prj,vate sponsors of research, and with non-profit 'sponsors of research. Al-

though we have a contract and grant office which is University-wide, as well as

nine separate campus contract and grant offices, to work with sponsored research,,

they do not have any authority in the patent area. The only people who have any

negotiating authority in the patent area are the pedpie in our patent, office.

Secondly, we want to make sure that we get all of the possible disclosures we can

out of the University faculty and staff.° So in order to accomplish this, we have

done several things. One, all of our staff and faculty have signed patent agree-

ments and have thus agreed to report to us all of their inventions so that we can

examine them to determine whether the University ,has or does not have an equity.

I might just point out in passing, that this is an'area where you can have,some

problems you are starting a new patent program. Prior to 1963 when we started

our new program, the only people who signed patent agreements were people who

were working on government sponsored research and every time they got a new con-

tract: or grant they-just signed the same old patent agreement over again. That

patent agreement in essence required that they report inventions so that we could

carry out our committments to the sponsoring agency. At that time, incidentally,

our policy was.that assignment of inventions was strictly optional in the absence

of any committMents to sponsors. In 1963, we changed to a mandatory assignment

policy and required that everybody sign, the new patent agreement, otherwise, they

didn't get paid for the succeeding month. Well, as you can imagine, people learned
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about the, patent policy quickly and 1 must have had thirty phone calls a day

for about the first six months. The complaintt soon ended when the program-
9

became successful, however. It turned. out, and-1 am sure those of you who go

into such a program will find out, that the real probleMs you will have.after

your program gets started is, not taking_ inventions froM people, but in giving

them back and telling them you really don't _want their inventions. That's when

you really get the arguments. The question arises as to how you soliCit disclo-

sures. Basically, there are two ways to do it. You can tell People u've got

to disclose your inventions. This doesn't work very well. You can hire people

to,go out and check notebooks and that doesn't work very well either. It's a

nuisance, and it takes.a lot oftime and a lot of trouble. The way to get in-

ventions, we are convinced, (and I ,know that there is a lot of argument on

thrs), is in making It a financially attractive thing to the inventor to give

you a diSclosure of his invention. So when we went to our mandatory assignment

policy, we also went to a 50-50 sharing of net royalty income with the inventor.

We determined net after taking 15% off the top for administration; we then

recapture all of our out-of-pocket patent prosecution expenses. We then "impound"

the money for a year, and then split 50-50 with the inventor.

fl

After you get the disclosures, what are yougoing-to have your staff do

with them? This can become a pretty time consuming and cumbersome prOcedure. In

our system we are tatkino about between two and three hundred disclosures:a year,

handled by a four person patent staff, which obviously is a pretty good volume.

You have to have some process of review and analysis to determine, that the dis-

closure is worth pursuing any further. The first approach jetlo;'have your own
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patent staff (and as I say, we are talking about two people who could do this)

make a cursory examination to see if the disclosure is at least written in

coherent English so it would hopefully make sense to somebody.. Then, if it

doesn't, we go back to the inventor and ask for clearer explanation. If it

does, .we then go to ad hoc committees of experts. We don't go back to the

Patent Board. The Patent Boardqdoesn't look at disclosures., It is strictly a

policy board. We'll look in our campus directories and pick out Professor

Jones and Smith on some other campus, who we understand are experts in this

particular field, we send. them a form- letter (we have a lot of form letters

you have to with this-kind of volume). .In this form letter we ask for their

comments on the technology with the guarantee that we will keep, their names

confidential. We get back the-comments.from these people, we send the comments

'back to. the inventors, with certain expletives and nasty comments deleted, and-

ask'the Inventors for comments, Tebuttal, or what have you. This is a very

successful procedure. I. think we have been turned down maybe five-times in

twelve years by people who say they. are too busy. Usually, the faculty is very

cooperative In giving these reviews tools. Another method of review, which we

have followed occasionally-, ls to go to licensees.' If we have existing licensees,

who we know have an interest in this particular technology, we might go to them,

(perhaps on A confidential disclosure agreement, perhaps not), and say, "Here

is a new disclosure which we just came up with. What do you think about it?

Does it look like It's worthwhile? Woulskyou be interested?" Now, we have re-

ceived, the reviews and the analysis, and the next thing we're going to have to

do, is handle that invention disclosuire.
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There are basically three thingS we can do 'with the-invention. One is to

thank the inventor for having given us the 'opportunity to look at his new

technology, and give it back to him. This happens in a large percentage of the

cases. We give it back to the inventor and then 'he tells us why we were wrong-

in giving it back to him, and so forth. But many of our disclosures are re-

turned to the inventor with great thanks. Another possibility is to report

the invention to the Federal Government, where the government has been a sponsor,

and say, "Here it is. You do with it as you choose.* If we've decided that the

Invention is worth putting our money into,-we then get an assignment from the

inventor.. So subsequent to the review, one of three things will "happen: we'll

report the invention to the government, we'll give the invention back to the in-

ventor;.Or We'll take the invention, get a formal assignment, and take it from

the inventor.,

CC.

Then we get into the next step of patent prosecution. We have a fund with

which we can retain patent counsel and incidentally, this can get rather expen-

sive,as you can appreciate. This is why we pay on the basis of net rather than

gross. We-probabiy have a sufficient volume to warrant inside patent counsel.

We have a Aarge general counsel's office in the University, some sixteen lawyers,

but we've never felt it was appropriate to haye internal patent counsel primarily

becausaof the geography involved. As you know, our campuses are 600 miles sep-

arated, north and south, and that could become pretty much of an adMinistrative

and travel burden to be going up and down the state, and secondly, we just don't

feel that any one,person or two people could really adequately cover all the vary-

ing technologies which we come up with, so we try to. pick patent attorneys
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throughout the state, depending on their technical competence and location, near

to the Inventor. We watch the work of the patent attorney. We dohlt censor his

work lay_any.-means, because we don't have the ability, but we at- least make sure

that we get copies of all the documents that are.flled, check the billings= to

make sure they are appropriate,-etc.

Then we want to be staffed in order to negotiate licenses with prospective

licensees, because unless you get a license, you've probably thrown your money

away In patent prosecution. We are not concerned with protective patents, we're

concerned with. making money on our patent program. So the Patent Administrator

is then required to go out and try to find the licensees and the lucrative licensei.

The way you find the licensees are several. One is just from contacts, which the

Patent Administrator has made-J years past, with people in industry. Another,

and usually not a very successful way as far as we are concerned, is just to' pull

out Thomas Register and look at all the AAAA companies in the techhological field

.

and send them all a letter. That happens to be, as far as we-ali-e Concerned, a

relatively unproductive way of getting licenses. Another way,.as I have men-

tioned, is to go to existing licensees andseeiif they are interested in picking

up another license in this area which we know is withih their field of_ interest.

Once we find this prospective licensee the' Patent Administrator actually negotiates

the license or the option.

After you have the invention licensed .you're not through yet, because if you

are going to do an adequate job, you have to police your licensee. You know they

are all honest people, but, there can be clerical mistakes and accounting mistakes,
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etc., so you've got to require as part of your license that you get periodic

reports, quarterly reports or whet have you, as to amount of royalty, amount.

-of sale;, etc., eind you also have to preserve for yourself the right to send

your own internal auditors or external auditors, as the case may-be, into the

licensee's organitation to actually check his books in the event yoU feel that

there is a problem..

The Patent Administrator then has -the- responsibility annually of figuring

out, under that rather complicated formulae-mentioned earlier, the inventors

share of the royalty.

The Patent Administrator is still not through though, because she 'has _at

least one-more thing left, to do., Since we do makes lift -le -bit of money with

our-patent program, she- is now required to prepare the distribution of the income

back to the campuses. We guarantee every campus a certain amount of money every

.year. This goes to the Chancellor of each campus (who is the Campus Chief Adminis-

trative Officer in our organization) and he can do with this money as he chooses,

as long-as it is used for graduate studentil support.

a

The-Patent Administrator then receives requests for grants from anybody in

the University who is interested in getting a grant from the Patent Fund. We get

many requests for. such grants. The idea is to give people money from the Patent

Fund in those areas where, hopefully, there will be more inventions upcoming to

keep the Patent fund growing.

This is a verybroad treatment. If you are going to have a complete Patent

Program, this covers what you can expect or what you should expect your people

to.be_doing.
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INTERNAL ADMINISTRATION OF TECHNOLOGY

TRANSFER:
COMMUNICATING WITH THE FACULTY

Roger G. Ditel,*
Assistant Manager
Iowa State. University Research
Foundation, Inc.

The area of communication with the faculty is, i

anysuccessfur'university patent program, because only if

opinion, the -key to

our faculty under-

stands what you are trying to do, only if you have them working with you, will

any program, no matter how well conceived, succeed.

to have good

agreement to assi n inventions to the university or not.

It ls Just as important

communications with your faculty, whether they have executed an-

The word, "faculty", as used here, refers primarily to

chers; i.e., those university employees involved in research

graduate students. Faculty members at Iowa State University

faculty resear-\

, but also includes

are pretty nice

people, and with very few exceptions,'Ottremely ethical. They appreciate. equi-

ties. They want everybody to benefit from their efforts. They talk to each

other often, and there is a great deal

thing, they will tell everybody and if

everybody. The word spreads quickly` They will listen to all sides of an argu-

of interacti If they don't like some-

they ,do like something, they will tell

ment and make their ydecision, but the certalnly resi-St arbi/trary edicts and
,

\ / ti-

pressures.

.-- .

Faculty researchers have attitudes that haVe.been developed over a period
s,

ofd- that must bii considered. If they have crime out of the extension area% ., ,--

or ag icuiture, they very often will mistakenly,bolieve that the best way to get

1See Appendix B for biographical hformation

;`'
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technology used is to give it all away freely, that all that is necessary is to

publish. Some of your faculty members may have very strong anti-business, anti-
.

dollar and anti-patent attitudes as a result of their experience. Maybe they

didn't get a job in industry they wanted once, and keep an anti-business attitude

, without really thinking it through. Most of them don't understand the patent

system.

There is also a lot of misinformation around, including many old wive's

tales. Every few months we have an inventor saying, "Well, I'll just put it in

a registered letter and mall it to myself and then I'll have all the protection

I need." Try carefully to explain to him that that isn't going to do him a bit

of good.

With so many differing attitudes and wrong information in the minds of

your faculty, it's vitally important that you structure any patent policy to

fit the objectives of the individual faculty researcher and the university,

.both from the educational and the research viewpoints. You must convince the

faculty you are working for them, not taking something away from them.

.Now, the faculty objectives in research generally are directed to develop-

ing new knowledge, disseminating it by publication, and thereby having that

knowledge used by someone else. Herbert Spencer, the great 19th century philos-

pher and educator, said, "The great aim of education is not knowledge but action.."

If you can show your faculty members that through the use of the patent system,

by disseminating information that way, they have a better chance of getting some

action and getting knowledge more widely, used than without that system, you have

a good possibility of obtaining a positive response.

<3
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For that reason also it is important that we structure our, patent policies

and systems foc.sciministeringthose policies not for dollars of profit, but

rather to further the university objectives of disseminatingknowl&ige and getting

technology used. The patent system is iheimt available and most widely used for

information retrieval on appliedtechnology, and through the patenting process you

are putting information -into the system.

There is another very good argument with faculty in favor of usingthe patent

system. Most researchers in universities don't realize that new developmentt_that

belong to all through open publication will not attract the risk capital necessary

to bring those developments to the market.

At Iowa State University, we have a Research Foundation which, as a separate

corporation, takes assianment of patent rights. The University itself does not

take, assignment or title to any patents. There is no agreement to assign as a

condition of employment by the University. Over the past five years, we have

.averaged just under $206,000 per year of royalty income from patent licenses.

At the present time, we are at a $50,000 per year level, due to the expiration

of a major patent. However, we are rebuilding our base quite successfully with

several royalty-producing patents, and expect to be back up to the $200,000 per

year level in a short time.

Our Research Foundation was founded in 1938, so we have had a system work-

ing for a long time and get excellent faculty cooperation. We pay all the prose-
-,

cution costs if the inventor agrees to assign to us. There are very few, cases

where the inventors have not come and voluntarily agreed to assign patent rights
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to us. When we do receive royalty income, we deduct 15% of the gross to cover

administrative costs. The inventor receives 15% of the net income, and this has

worked very well, The balance of the net income goes pack to the University to

fund research, to support graduate students, and to support-foreign faculty tra-

vel. Since the University cannot use state funds for faculty travel outside of

the country, Research Foundation funding of such travel is of,great importande.

With regard to research funding, we have a competitive University Research Grants

Program which we run every year, through which around 100 proposals for research

are submitted. We fund the successful proposals from three sources: our NSF

Institutional Grant Fund, our NIH General Research Support Grant Fund, both of

which are going-down rapidly, and our Rqsearch Foundation royalty income. Re-

searchers realize where the funding for these research grants has originated, and

many of the faculty have received such funding. Our younger inventors very often

have received funding from the royalties of older faculty inventors and this fact,

when understood, goes a long way to helping those people feel very comfortable

with our patent system. They can see how what somebody else has done is help-

ing them, and I think we can reasonably expect to stay with 15% of_net income

back to the inventor. The fellow who invented the use of diethylstilbesterol in

cattle feed received something on the order of one-third of a million dollars

for his share. If you have a "big" one, the inventor does very well, but most

of the time there is very little or no royalty income received by the inventor.

I strongly recommend a very low key approach in dealing with faculty on

patent matters. Be helpful, give them feedback. Understand your own patent

system and your university objectives. Understand how you're using the patent
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. system to the benefit of all and be able to explain it. Remember patents

are only a very smaIl part of the whole university complex. You-don't do re-

search at the UnIversity to generate patentable inventions, but often patent-

able subject matter comes out of research unexpectedly.

. .

The important thing is to make the faculty a part of the whole patent pro-
\

,cess, but without making it'burdensome. To do that, I-believe it is critically

important to have a focal point on campus regarding patents that will,give a

fast response. It can't be somebody that's gone all the time,or that has so

many other things to do that when an inventor calls he doesn't get acall back

within a day or two.. We always try to get right back to the individual and sit

down and talk with him whenever that is desirable. Whether you use an outside

patent management organization, or have your own patent personnel, there should
o

be someone on campus listed in the phone book under Patents, that any inventor

-can call and ask for advice, that any inventor can call and get information,

-that any inventor can call and say, "I've got a hot'one for you." Most of the

time there wont be orie of those big breakthroughs, but you never know. Every

once in a while you willAet a call that involves an important invention.

It's important to disseminate information on your program other than by

word of mouth. One of the things we havefound.very usefulin this regard-is a

brochure for the faculty that explains the patent system and how it fits in at

Iowa State. We hand these out whenever possible, and...use them in a variety of

ways. We also inserted a statement on consulting, pointing out that the inventor

may do consulting under existing university policy, but that the Research Founda-

tion does not become a party to that consulting. We have a similar brochure for

7 (3
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industry entitled, "Inventions from Iowa State" and in that we have a statement

that deals with consulting aiso. Such statements help engender a positive atti-

tude on the part of faculty members.

This morning you heard the results of two surveys on patent costs and royal-

ty income. Ws very important that we recognize there should be a lot more to

the patent program in the University than the royalty income. The university has

a-very strong responsibility to help educate its students and faculty on the

patent system. These students go out into industry, and all of a sudden, they

are confronted by a patent systeM that is considered to be very important, and

they've never heard about it before, unless we teachthem. In this regard, one

of the things that we do to help our whole patent program work is to give semi-:

nars on the patent system to eddcate and to stimulate faculty and students. We

give these to departmental faculty meetings, undergraduate classes, and to

graduate students, in which we talk about the patent system in their particular

field. In-some classes we even give the senior students an assignment of going

to the "Patent Office Gazette" in the library and digging out some of the most

recent inventions in a field which is of interest to them in their studies.

They then write a report as one of the lab assignments. It works very well.

You should consider having this seminar capability available relative to patents

from your patent office--but don't push it. Have it there, do a good job when

you do it, and the word will get around. You will find that you are filling an

educational need that's part of the university's responsibility.

We also list patents issued along with other publications in our faculty

newsletter, with patents counted as publications. The Vice President of

a
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Research and Dean of the Graduate College elk'. talks to new faculty members

during his initial meetings with them on our use of the patent system. As a

result, we get a number of them coming to us, asking for more details since

0

the university from which they came probably had a different system or no sys-

tern.

I would like to comment now on our philosophy and practices in dealing with

faculty on patent disclosures and prosecution. Any time somebody contacts us,

even though they only have the concept of an invention, we will record that con-

ception as a disclosure. Withjnany of these, nothing further happens, but we

find it's the second and third' disclosure from an inventor that may be an ex-

cellent one. If we can treat the individual well on his first disclosure and

don't just say to him, "forget it," he'll come back. It costs us very little

to log in a disclosure, but givet us a chance to communicate, to keep up with

activity within a given research area,, and provides a basis for following up

with the inventor at a later date. Another thing we always do when talking to

an inventor the first time, is explain to him that there is only a very small"

chance of any royalty income coming back to him. We_tell him that if lie it

doing it for the money, he is probably wasting his time. 'Also, when the phone

rings and we set up a meeting, we always try to go out to the inventor's lab

and meet with him there. This may-seem minor, but we- believe it can be im-

portant. We used to have our offices in an engineering college
.

building,

but they were moved to the university administration bulitling! Faculty re-

searchers don't like the concept of a university administration building'since

they perceive it as putting constraints on their research. -In your patent

78
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program you do not want to have researchers thinking you are there to con-
.

.
strain them or take something away from them, so if you can go out to their

lab, it works much better.

We always ask fora written disclosure, but try not to get legalistic or

overburdensome. In spite of the fact that others are going to talk about-dis-

closure forms, I dislike such forms. Specifically, I believe it is wrong to

try to get a faculty member to fill out a form early in the disclosure process

when he doesn't understand half of the words and has much other pressing paper-

work to do anyway.

When we have a meeting for the first time with an inventor, at the end

of the interview we give him some printed material, including a copy of

Battelles1 "Resource" of May, -1971, in which Bill. Mays wrote, "Airimer of

U. S. Patent Law." We got perMission to reprint this and hand it to the in-

ventor. If he is interested in learning a little bit about the patent system,

this is a very useful thing for him to have. We also give him a Copy of a

patent office,publication on inventions and patents. We have found these very

good; they help call attention to the fact that there are people,at Iowa State

/-
, that can and will help in patent matters. ,We also -1r-oxide a page and a half

of4fYped instructions on how to write a disclosure, emphasizing this is to be

used only as a guideline, and that what is needed is to cover the technical

points and not to tryto be legalistic. These pamphlets and disclosure guide-

lines help, but what is most important Fs the copy of the brochure, "ISURF and

the Inventor at Iowa State." This latter brochure is widely distributed and

even shows up on departmental bulletin boards and in graduate student offices.
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It helps get the word around and create-a positive climate. We have our phone

number on there so they can call us. Then we try to respond qulOkly.

Once past the disclosure stage and prior to drafting an application, we

often obtain preliminary search of the art. We do this to encourage the in-
,

ventor, and while it may cost us $100 or $150, we always get those results of

the preliminary search back to the inventor. We let him keep copies of the

patents uncovered so he can see what others have done in his field. That feed-

back is important. Turndowns can be a problem, because what you're trying to

do is create a positive attitude and be the good guy in the white hat. !Uwe

have difficulty in-deciding-whether to continue prosecution_ of an invention,

we send it to an outside attorney -for an opinion, which may be a very brief

one. We take that opinion back to the inventor and say, "Well, here's the

outside opinion. Do you think we should go ahead or do anything more?"

Faculty researchers won't ask you to spend more money if it isn't logicai to

do it. if they keep saying, "Yes, we,ought to do-it," and we do not agree, we

shift into neutral and throw the burden on them to do additional work to prove

-their point. In that way, it's not us that have failed; it's they that have

decided not to do anything further.

We also find attorney interviews are very important and helpful in the

final stages of the application. Sometimes it costs a)ittle more, but it

certainly does show that inventor that you're interested in him. So, when we

have patent attorneys visit thee. campus (and we're somewhat isolated) we try and

schedule as many inventors for interviews in a day as we can.

/80 ,
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When the first Patent Office action comes back, the claims are normally

all rejected. The inventor has never seen such a form before, and the basis

of rejection merely says, "35USC102" or "35USCI03." The inventor cabebome

very discouraged. We always-sit down and explain the rejection and the diffe-

rent reasons for rejection. Inventors appreciate the explanation. Most of

their) willtake the time to rea l y study the prior art and give you good, sub=

stantive answe)ts.

When a patentdoes issue, try and find some way to recognize the fact"and

the contribution that has been made. It would be nice to have a certificate

made up that the inventor can frame and put on his wall which recognizes his

contribution. That would be a nice thing to do, wouldn't cost much, and would

help create a positive attitude.

We continue to involve our inventors when it comes to licensing. This

is part of communicating with the faculty. Ybu may obtain important leads

from the inventor.. Fill him in on correspondence about licensing. Keep himi

involved 16 the whole process. We try never to get a point where we say, 1

"O.K., Joe, we don't agree. You have assigned this invention to us and we are

going to make the decision--we're going to do it our way." If you do that and4
he is not happy, if. you 'Can't explain to him why what yOu propose is best, you

e.

willgesome very bad publicity. He won't come back to you with the next in-
:

4
vention and others. in his department: won't come to you.,(Always try and keep the

.
.

Iv

inventor working with you. 'Be very open. Take time to explain the system to

your faculty. Help them even when they say, "1-want to write my own application ,
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and do ft myself. Can I do that?" Tell them the facts, and work with then).

Pretty soon they'll find out that really isn't the-best way to go and they'll

come-back to you.

In summary, good faculty communications are a critical part' of any uni-
,

versity patent program. I cannot overemphasize the need for a patent focal

point on the campus witb;a fast response emphasis. Nurse your inventors, be

patient-with them, and follow up-with them. Theyget more paper work than they

want and can easily overlook patent matters. We had a case where We had the

final application ready for signing and sent a copy to the inventor for a final

review, asking that he come and execute the declaration promptly. We kept call-

ing -him every two weeks to libd out why he hadn't come over, and he always said,

"1.'11 get to it. -I'm very busy." FinaLly he admitted he had lostlis copy.

ow, if he'd told us that in the firstplace, it would have been a lot easier.
/ 7

But thinId_like this lapped, and we try never to put blame on the individual.

You may kid*about it a little bit, but always take a positive approach. Most

/

of all, make sure that your patent system objectives at the university fit with14

tb eo
e0

bjetfives of your faCulty-researchers. Build up communications with them
. ,

Over the long term; yoU.Can'tixi; is on a short term crash basii.' The long term

approach of workinj_foritheM will cause them to work with you and will result in

a viable patent program,,,,,you.Ao it with Offence, you'll have the whole

faculty on your side and''-your efforts will be successful.

11...
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INTERNAL ADMINISTRATION OF TECHNOLOGY
TRANSFER:

DEVELOPING WELL DEFINED PROCEDURES

Joseph J. Keeley,,*
Associate Director
University of Michigan

With the increased attention-being paid to the technology transfer pro-

grams by those within and by those Outside the academic world, it woulsrlie

just good business for,each educational Instr+ufion to-have well-defined pro-

cedures that fullY=delineate the rights and privileges of all concerned. In

other words, some standard boiler-plate or forms, if you. will that wi11 aid

in expediting the-transfer of technology from the campus to the market place.

To prepare for this conference, we checked on the patent policies of some

twenty-five educational institutions and approximately a dozen industrial firms

in the Ann Arbor-Detroit area. We found a wide range of methodology; Yet the

ultimate objective was always the same; namely, to market the campus ideas in

such a manner that wIll_provide recognition and reward to both the institution

and to the researcher. Your speaker has taken the"Ievity of using The Univer-

sity of Michigan forms as reference points. Each of you has been furnished a

packet, bound in our traditionai colors of maize and bfue. We may wish to make

frequent reference to this material.

The new researcher Makes his first decision concerning patent rights on

his initial employment application or in a separate "inventor's Agreement."

We found that industrial organizations usually-make this agreement an integral

part of the emplOyment procetbre, whereas only a few of the educational instittp!

tions,, possibly in-an effort to emphasize the seriousness-of the subject, use a

°See Appendi=x 9 for-biographical- tnforMation
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o
separate -Inventor's Agreement Form: In lorMat,lw have found-that suth,agree-

ments range froM one paragraph In length, to three pages;_ some included refer-

ence to the laws applicable to certain Federal agenclet;, others extended. the

obligation as much astix months after employment. The briefest form observed

consisted of one paragraph with a citation, to a university by-law. Others

noted the consideration for the agreement, the-detalled-obligatibn, and excep-

tions. After a careful study of the forms, we recommend ttat the Inventor's

AgreeMent should indlude at least the following:

A. Full name and Social Security number of the faculty member, or

other type employee;

B. Specify that the consideration for the execution of the Agree-
.

ment is in the employment;

C. That the employee will assign, all patentable material developed

during this employment to the employer;

O. That the employee will assist in the patent preparation;

E. That the employee, will sign all necessary papers, to vest title in

the institution.

F. Signature of employee and date of agreement.

It should be-remembered that the.lack of a formal agreement is not fatal.

The courts have repeatedly recognized the rights of the employer. However, the

lack of an agreement could be costly in the event the inventor should,meke ex!--

ternal contacts or.agreements. Formal Inventor's AgreementaAne,required under

the variout institutional patent agreements of the Federal Government and are

always included in our industrial contracts.
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The-next-question is who should execute the Inventor's Agreement? We

found,that a few-of the educational institutions and-nearly all the Indus.,

9

tries incorporated the agreement n personnel application; hence, there

was no selecti.vity. For those WNie utilized a separate agreement, there was

general consensus that all but clerical, office,end maintenance personnel
$t

should execute this form. We follow this procedUre. Several thouSand agree=

ments are on file. This includes all types of personnel, such as permanent ,

staff, research assistants, students, graduate-or undergraduate, teaching

faculty, visiting scholars, and consultants. To remind the staff member of

hjs continuing obligation, the following statement is included on the monthly

time sheet whidhis signed by the employee and approved by the project di-

rector:

"With respect to inventions6made or discovered by me, or copy-

rightable material produced by me, in the course of the work upon

which I am employed, I agree that my rights shall- be controlled by

the. terms of The University contract or contracts under which I am

employed, and I further agree to Make such assignments of my rights

as are provided in the terms of the said contract or contracts."

We recognize and have provided for that newedployee who may have pre-

viously filed patent applications and/or disclosureS by spedifically exempting

such items from the new agreement. The format is a letter to the file des-

cribing the application or disclosure by the applicant. The project director

,reviews the material- and indicates that he -has noted these exemptions and has

approved'of same by countersigning the memo. ThisirevieW is made prior to an

offer of employment.

8 5
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In-the normal sequence, the next form to be prepared iS,the Disclosure.

This form should include a complete description of the invention, what it dOesi_

what It purports to do, identify what is-new and Fist the contract account Which

provided the research funds. 'Be brief, length does not necessarily lead to

- clarity. A word of caution is in order in the use of the word brevity. The

initial Disclosure on the Holography Patent was less than one page in length;

thrs included a figure plus approximately 100 words of description. It was duly

signed and witnessed by the laboratory director. The best that I could do was

to log it in, and to contact-the laboratory director for further explanation.

This initial patent resulted in a family of patents. To date, over $4,000,000

has been spent in,an effort to develop oommercial applications for Holography.

Since the courAhay!held that the unsupported word of the inventor is

not adequate proof of the invention, it is essential that'ttie-DisclosUre_be

witnessed and dated by one who is -familiar with the art and, yet, is not an
O

inventor. The following 15 recommended:

"[lead and understood by me this of

day month year

Signature

tl

During the past two years, we have developed'the policy of haying the

Disclosure recorded under the Preliminary Document Program. We have found that

industry is more attentive and responds more quickly when they find that the

Disclosure has been so recorded. It is well worth the modest fee of $10.00.

88
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One of the ever-present problems on, campus is,publicatton prior to dis-

closure. We recognize.pat every researcher has th'e.manyialents'of editor,

: -

photographer addllawyer; that he fully exercises his constitutional rights of

free speech, but there is a well-known axiom of patent law, that is, Protect

^-"

yourself' before publication. It is essential that the Disclosure be submitted

as soon as the idea can be adequately described; faculty and research staff

) .

4$

must be constantly reminded of this point. Despite a, relati'vely good public

relations program, we still learn through the scientific Journals about 'ideas

developed on campus. Certain foreign rights are lost when publication precedes

filing. It would certainly be to our financial advantage if we had the'oppor-

tunity of reviewing each publication. However, this would be-an impossible

tasjc for us. At one time, Ave even entertained the idea of sending a repre-

sentative to the AMA,Convention in Atlantic City to see what papers were being-

...presented by_ our staff.

fl

Concurrent with the completion of the Disclosure Form, We ask the in-

ventor to complete a Record of Invention. This form provides a chronalogi-

cal record of tests, witnesses, reference to laboratory notebooks, drawings

and publications. We have found that this form usually provides all the
4

necessary data for the Patent Committee and the Attorneys Office to take

appropriate action.

' The next form.to be completed. is the Assignment. Thi4orm is used to

transfer the inventor's rights to the empXoyer. It should consist of the

following:

A. Nameandaddress of the Inventor.

8 7
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B. << Tull title of the Invention, the serial number or the patent

number if. appropriate.

Cite the-conSideretibn for the Agreement (-$1.00) and such: fang-

liege as "Sell, assign, and transfer unto said the full

and exclusive right to the said inventor or application . . . .

and to any and all Letters Patent which may be granted . . . ."

D. Inventor authorizes and requests that the Commissioner of Patents

issue said-Letter of Patent to the employer.

E. The completed forth is notarized and forwarded to the Commissioner

of Patents to be recorded-. A copy- of the Assignment is returned,

with appropriate notification as to Reel and Frame.

At the University of Michigan, we have developed over the years a generally

acceptable one-page Assignment. This resulted from the combined efforts of The

University and our industrial sponsors.

Assuming that the idea has commercial potential, the next order of business

would be the preparation of a license. It'has been our experience that each

0

license must be accorded individual attention; there is little standard boiler

plate. The license is a very critical instrument; close attention must be paid

to each detail; protect yourself at all times; anticipate possible areas of

misunderstanding. 6 license could be a great asset or it could be a bust.

You can expect considerable negotiation with each prospective licensee: The

license may be-very simple, or very complex; it may spell special- usages, ad.!.

vanced corlsiderations, geographical Limitations, royalty schedules, quality con-

trol,tancellation.for non-performance, etc.

88
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Fwould-liketo cite a product that some..of you may have seen last night

on.T.V.; namely, the "Safety in Sports" special, which featured the new fodtbail

helmet developed by Dr. Richard Schneider, Head of Michigan's Neurosurgery

Department. For ten years Dr. Schneider headed the Football Fatality Committee

.4.06

for the NCAA. Despite a full class schedule, surgery, guidance of graduate

*students, etc., he still-found time toimprove the protective qualities of a

football helmet. The helmet is now being field-tested. We have included a

copy-of the actual license in our packet, and the following should be noted:

A. That the headgear and/or helmet is limited to certain sports such

as football, hockey and boxing; it does not include industrial

safety -- that will be the subject of another license.

B. The different royalty schedule of 5% for football and hockey

helmets, and 2% for other sports,.

C. Advanced payment of $60,000 for executing-the license.
7

D. Assurance of productivity; that is, if.fhe licensee does not

actively pursue +ha manufacture of the Item, the license will

be cancelled. This is a most important provision.

In addition to the forms that were pmviously mentioned, ye have also in-

eluded copies of our-contract forms, and Other material that may be helpful. The

prime consideration for our-participation in this Conference-was the opportunity

to exchange information. You maYall it "quid pro quo," or reciprocity, or

other4xpression which means that we share our talents. I trust that my few

.4

words, plus the,packet.of information will be of someNalue'to you. Any simi-

'

lar material developed-by you would be welcomed.

89
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INTERNAL ADMINISTRATION OF TECHNOLOGY
TRANSFER:
EVALUATING TECHNOLOGY AND FILING PATENTS

Lawrence Gilbert,*
Directorof Patent Administration
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Two topics of major importance to the internal administration process are

theevaluation of the worth of your technology andthe process of actually fil-

ing a patent application. I will begin with the evaluation plOcess,,...,

In-house evaluation. The use of faculty committees or outside committees

for evaluating technology for the purpose of whether or''not to file patent appli-

cations should be avoided like the plague. Nobody knows what inventions will

make it to the market place. Hence, a few guidelines plus common sense should

suffice to enable a Patent Administrator to make a decision to file or not to

file. Decisions to file should be based on the technological merit, the market

potential and the patent status. An evaluation is more suited to a Patent Ad-

ministrator. Committees should concern themselves with policies not operations.

° What are the guidelines? First of all, inventions, covering products, de-
.

- vices, systems, instruments, and chemical compounds should be sought out, iden-

tified and a decision to file made on the above-described basis, especially,

processes and products that comply with-new government regulations, and products

that address themselves to the consumer market.

Since a limited-market potential is the prime factor in shooting down am

otherwise good invention more will be said about that later.

0

*See 'Appendix B for biographical infai'mation

/v4
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Inventions dealing with circuits, components, improvemerrs to instru-

ments and inventions that will result in merely a paper-patent should'be

avoided.

Within this framework the Patent Administrator must adopt what I refer to

as the "shotgun approach." You spray your filings in the general direction of

the market place and hope that 10%, maybe 20% of those get there'.

Evaluation by outside firms. The use of specialty firms such as those

that have sponsored this Forum to evaluate the worth of technology can be

effective, if properly utilized. However,, it is my general feeling that more

oftem than not the Patent Administrator has already decided not to file and

Merely wants a confirmation of that fact in writing from the specialty firm,

hereafter called XYZ Corp, The Administrator can then tell h:s inventor "We

would like to file for. you but XYZ Corp. turned-us down and here is a copy of

their letter." it should not be surprising then to discover that the XYZ

Corp.'s rejection rate is very, high. It-is a case of ,junk in, junk out. I

have hear-6 more than one University Patent Administrator complain that the XYZ

Corp: wasn't providing any service. To quote one, "No point in sending a dis-

.closure to them, they won't file anyway." In Considering the rate of A's-
.

clostireys. the rate of filing by XYZ Corp., perhaps the University Patent

Administrator should reevaluate his techniques internally in locating quality

disclosures by opening up and fostering channels of communication with key de

S'

partments; specifiCally those which have the greatest potential for developing

new marketable technology, such as, medicine, agriculture, chemistry, biochemistry,

chemical engineering and the like. Companies gelling products in these areas are

t.
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-

used to the licensing process. They understand the nature and the process of

embryonic technology which is the hallmark of the university invention and are

willing toI:AM-the-111'0h risk-necessary to bring -the invention to the market

place.

Periodic group meetings with these departments can serve to remove the

mystpry about patents, the relationship of a publication to a U.S. filing, to

a foreign filing,, disclosure requirements, and claithing. . More of that later.

The faculty from these departments might 66 surprised at some of the benefits

that can be obtained from patent filings; for example, industrial support, visit-
.

ing scientists associated with that support, university-industry exchange of

ideas, product or prototype development of an invention, consulting, a license
a

agreemeht oF. an optiop and royalty sharing. For'example, qt MIT we are,in the
dep.

final stages of an agreement with a Japanese pharmaceutical company that will

o
4, '-

provide for a joint development program to be conducted at MIT for a minimum of

two years at a cost of approximately a quarter of.a million dallar's in order

to find commercially significant antibiotic compounds: Now six of the, seven

of those pr)ecedlng described benefits we will obtain in this case. Such a

joint development is necessary because the copounds exhibit activity but not

commercial activity. Jo find commercial liant compounds is another

matter and our inventor estimates that it will take a minimum of two, perhaps

,

three or four years to find them. Without a develOpment program you, have a

very interesting invention, but one that would -never get.off the groUnd.

II you don't know much about patpnts and hence dbn't feel qualified to

conduct group meetings ii410.your departments, you can always find a local

92
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patent attorney that would be happy to step \in for you and explain the vagaries

0

of the patent system.

turn- to our hypothetical specialty firm, XYZ-Corp.t-can serve to

id tify he commercial potential of, the invention and take reasonable risks to

tempt'to'bring it to,the market place, but it can't "makg a silk purse out of

ow's ear." It 'is also my opinion that XYZ Corp. should meet the situation at

t halfway by. initiating programs at the university that will generate more

ty disclbsures.

m up, if you, deslre assistance from an XYZ Corp., to have any chance

of success in terms of royalty return, you must develop internal channels of

communication with your faculty.

' 'Determining the size of the marketplace. Many inventions are meritorious,

they fill a need, they work well, and-have advantages over prior art devices.

Yet often no one is interested in developing commercial prototypes. What's

wrong? A couple of recent examples may serve to illustrate.

MIT in association with the Mass. General Hospital developed an infant mask

respirator useful as a diagnostic tool in determining whether an infant brought

into a hospital and unable to breathe properly is suffering from a heart or a

lung condition. If-the,problem is in the lung the flask could be further utilized

as a 11eans of SsiSting.the infant in breathing: MIT filed a patent application

v

on thd device And a patent recently issued. Several masks were made and success-

fully demonstrated in Boston area hospitals. f-brought in or contacted several
0

-companies, none of which went beyond the initial evaluation stabe.because all of

93
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the companies did not perceive a big enough market. Good inventions aren't

necessarily commercially successful and commercially successful devides aren't

necessarily innovative, The story is always told in the market place.

A second example is a recent invention brought to my attention by another

university. It is simple and effective; a blood warming- device. In this case

no patent application has been filed which makes it difficult to supply the

necessary information required to generate within a company a champion or some-

one with clout who has the capability of motivating his company to bring the in-

. vention to the market place. It is commonplace for many universities in such a

situation to require so-called secrecy agreements. But is that wise or necessary?

I don't believe in the efficacy of secrecy agreements and do not advocate use of

them. In the first place,' such an agreement is in conflict with the usual open-

door university policy. Secondly, most companies are unwilling to talk to you

unless it's on a non-confidential basis. Thirdly, a university rarely has know-

how so must rely solely on its patent rights. Accordingly, if the invention has

good market potential you file. If it doesn't, you don't. If the potential is

unclear, you probably shouldn't file. What you can do in such a case and what

Old in the case of the blood warming device was to contact a company in the

field that I knew and that would be willing to evaluate the market potential of

the device. I told them what the device was and what it did (but not how it
a

worked). It was not a disclosure in the legal or the technical sense. Very

little data was given. In fact a technical disclosure was not given to me. In

this case the company perceived only a limited market and has promised to send me

a-brief-report-to-that-effect-whtch-l-sht11-paSt on.
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The point is that no secrecy agreement was. required to get a.company to

make an evaluation. Such an invention is more difficult to promote,,and it

helps to have a contactiopa track record. If the company's evaluation were

positive, you could negotiate with the company to pay a third party patent

attorney, acceptable to both, to file the application In return for the full

disclosure, and grant to the company a right of first refuS'al to the rights to

the invention. There is an obvious danger in allowing the company's patent

attorney to file your U.S. application on your behalf.

Filing for a patent. The best way to protect the university's patent

rights is by filing a patent application. A disclosure 'that contains the in-

ventor's idea in he form of a preferred embodiment, that is, the idea illus-

trated by a specific example of how the idea works, can,be constructively re-

duced to practice by filing a patent application. It is not necessary actually

to make the prototype. Actual reductton to practice becomes important in the

.
case of an interference to determine the first to invent. Of course if the idea

doesn't work, the patent application or paterrc may fail for. leibk of operative-
.

ness.

Nature of the patent application. A patent application contains primarily

a specification which must disclose the invention rh sufficient technical detail

so as to enable one having ordinary skill in the art to practice the teachings of .

the invention and claims-which-define the area of protectidntfiat the patent pro-

vtdes with respect to potential infringers. The patent rights, as defined by the

Claims, do not give the patente. the right to practice his invention, a right he

has always had, but rather the right to ex6lude others from so practicing.
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The teachings as disclosed in the'patent, b-dO11grp-pe-for-art-to-all-who-come-'

later in time, thereby preventing anyone els'e from gettinlalms to whatever

.4tI

the patent teaches. In that sense, the app*licatjon-vilien4t,
C
issues as a patent

serves as a publication. In contrast, a U.S. Paten+:.6p6ficationls held-in

. .- /
confidence as long as it remains

..

an application'. .!-- - ,

,._ .! `'...-.

...',. '' ' 'f' .
i :,:f.-,. ^. .. , 1 ' 11; t)

Timing of the Patent Application: There'arikAraai periods with respect
4.,.- 4..

2;
-''' ,f'..ii

to the filing of an application. Mope year -rulCobtains in the U.S. This
0 . . . , -.4. /

means that the Patentee has up tWoneirearicamjhe date of a publication to

file an appliction in the U.S:; pmblicati'onfcan be described as a written
,..

0

document available to the generak pisOic,1as,OPposed to a document generally
:":.14 *!

1'4

.t.
!...: zrt

available. Accordi,ngly, a single.pcuMent in a university librarythat makes
:...r;

,

it available to the general public:is a_pUblic6fion while a large number of
- ..

distributed documents that are:,generilly available. may not be.
'-..

For example, a-distributed bachelor's thesis in the Department of Mechani-

.,cal Engineering is available to all students and faculty in the department and

the university but an outsider would require a need to know. Hence, the thesis

is generally available to students ard acuity of the university but not avail-
.

able to the general public.

6

Excepthillosecourtriesthathavegrac,periods,-a-con anywhere in

the world becomes a bar to Ming a U.S. Patent Application in, foreign.. countries.

However, if a U.S. Patent Application is filed priocjAp p publication anyWhere

* I

in the world, the Patentee has one year from-fly ;the filing in: which to

file in any other country. This is called a OdOyention filing and applies to ,all

countries that are signatories to the convention.
1

-
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One final point. Most European countries and also Japan will lay open a

°Patent Application, (that is, make it available) that was. filed in that country

18 months after the filing in. the country of origin. For example, a U.S. Appli-

cation filed in October, 1974, subsequently filed in Japan October, 1975 is

!eyed open in Japan in April, 1975, and yet the application originally filed in

the U.S. is kept confidential' by the U.S. Patent Office unless already issued.

As a result, many companies today learn of U.S. developments (and yours) by keep-

irig.tabs on applications made available under the 16 month rule.

7'

Use of outside attorneys or firms to file patent applications. 1 would

like to conclude by touching cm the topic of the use of outside attorneys or

firms who file patent applications. As has been discussed before, most uni-

versities exclusively use outside local patent attorneys and it is clear they

can offer some distinct advantages, for example, lower cost of filing as opposed

to an in-house counsel. And what are these costs? It costs between $1,000 to

$2,000 to file the average U.S. application. Foreign filing can add from $400

to $500 to file in Canada, to approximately $1;000 in a country such as West

Germany. .To run an internal program will require a minimum of 10 to 15 U.S.

Patent Applications per year or about $20,000 to $30,000 a year. With that

.rate of Ming you can expeCt that it would probably take soMeWhere in the

vicinity of five to ten years to break even.

The other obvious advantage in having outside counsel has also been men-

tioned previously. It's the face to. face communication between the patent

attorneyand your faculty which not only.provides for a better drafted appli-

cation, but it also allows the faculty an increased opportunity to gain an

9?
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understanding of the.patent system.

Summary. In summary, the best advice that. I can give to a university

patent administrator is to develop and improve his channels of communication

not only internally but also externally.

Note. Due to a lack of time there was no discussion following this panel.

O
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MECHANISMS FOR
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER:
THE ELEMENTS OF A GOOD LICENSE AGREEMENT

Clark A. McCartney, *
Director and Patent AdMinistrator,
Government Contracts and Grants,
University. of Southern California

There are, in every case, standard elements for a License Agreement.

As you have just heard from-Joe Keeley of the University of Michigan,

License Agreements are developed from the specific situation of the inven-

tion, your requirements, and those of the Licensee with whom you are dealing.

However, I
will attempt to discuss some parts of a License Agreement that should

be considered. In the instance of my institution, whether it is the best

route-to take or not, we have become directly involved with negotiating

License Agreements. We include in our negotiations a team of three persons:

that is, the Inventor; the Patent Administrator, who acts as the BuOness

Negotiator and Final Arbitrator on license terms for the University, and the

Legal Counsel for the University. We find that this is-an effective team

.
mechanism for arriving at the best negotiated License Agreement for the

University and the licensee to accept. I
suppose such a mechanism is also

a way of ducking some responsibility. If down the line several years you

find out that you have negotiated a dud and you gave away the store, you can

point to the other two negotiators! There is always a, horrendous problem

when negotiating a License Agreement, as one asks himself: "Should I have

included this tVM1 Was the appropriate schedule of payments sufficient, etc?"
4

WelvOad a discussion earlier at this meeting in regard to the economic

side of the invention picture and an inventor's academic incentive to publish

* See Appendi>3 for biographical information.
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his or her research. It is a difficult problem as to the involveMent of

an inventor in the license negotiations. Many inventors, especially in the

medical profession, will want to walk out the door when you start talking money.

Many times, inventors will insist on restrictions to themselves as to their

royalty distribution agreement with the University, with or withoutoan

Institutional Patent Agreement. If we are dealing with a federal agency, that
.

has granted the university a waiver of government ownership based upon our

request for greater rights, there is a conditional requirement to serve the

public interest by marketing of the invention at a reasonable cost. Usually,

the vehicle for bringing the invention to, public interest is through a,license

with terms that will allow a licensee to market an invention satisfactorily

with conditions to his proprietary interests and available investment capital.

You are constantly concerned that you are acting not only to protect and

provide for the interest of your faculty member and his ethical and profession-

al interests, but also your institution's interests through the Board of

Trustees, as well as the interests of the Federal Government.

Usually, the decision has been made before license negotiations as to ,

filing a patent application. There are instances, and we could take quite

a good deal of time just discussing the issue, of when to start license nego-

tiations, that is, before, during or after filing an application or issuance

of a patent. The discussion about a Licensing Agreement.presumably occurs

after it has been narrowed down to one potential licensee. Is this decision

based upon a derived exclusive arrangement? Have you made that decision? Are

you still dealing with one, two.or three different potential licensees. You

have to make the decision, whether you are going to go non-exclusive because

100.
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of the nature of the invention or are you going to go exclusive. How do you

determine the best licensee for an exclusive agreement? This determination

at.

should be preparatory to the negotiation of actual terms of an agreement

with the selected licen°see.

iMany time in the terms of the agreement you have certain conditions

required by your sponsors that must be included in the license, either at

the Federal Government's or the private sponsor's insistence. I aM not

here to give you a lecture on Contract Law and I can't stand here and tell

you what the terms should berin every License Agreement. However, there are

certain license terms and conditions that I
can discuss with you that you

should consider. As a matter of course, every attorney in preparation of a

License Agreement will include specifically who .the parties are in the preamble.

Defi'nitions in a License Agreement are very important and such definiti ns

should be well thought out in detail with reference to the invention it elf.

A discussion of exclusivity or non-exclusivity, assuming that you have \eached

a decision, will of course be discussed in the agreement. In the agreement

for exclusivip, we have found that many of our agreements, including know-how

provisions, have been fortuitous,,especially in the case of a pending patent

application where it might be on the weak side and the patent does not issue.

We make sure that included with know-how provisions there is a percentage

split of payments. A fall back is a good description of this provision.

I tpve examples for you if you would like to review how the clause is written.

The know-how clause, of course, defines in the agreement itself precisely

what is mean- by "know how". As Lee Stam said this morning, it is diffi.cplt

to convince a 4,icensee to accept any percentage part of the payment schedule

101
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for know-how if the patent application is not issued and there is a good

deal of publication. Remember, you are in a negotiating situation for

the invention and the license-you are dealing with.

In the case of an invention that involves manufacture and product distri-

bution, a statement on the delivery should be included. Inclusion of a

statements' clause is very important for any royalty type of agreement so

that your licensee is required to provide statements on'a regular basis

(monthly, semi-annually, quarterly or whatever) of the number of manufactured

articles, etc. Books of account are normally required to be in the agreement

in order that you can go back to an auditable entry into the licensee's books

to make sure that there is a creditable reporting relationship between you and

the licensee. By including this term, a books of accounts clause, in the

agreement, you provide for a credibility factor that cannot be ignored by

the licensee. The payment provisions many times have many variables in the

(..provisions according to the strength of your invention. Royalties themselves

can be fixed rates over the period of the life of the agreement. There can

be sliding scales with offsets to start up costs for the first year, as produc-

tion increases there can be sliding, scales for royalties. Royalties are business

negotiations that require a good deal of effort. Many times marketing informa-r.

tion that the licensee provides, substitutes for information'that you don't

have yourself in order to come up with an agreeable royalty rate.

"Front end consideration" in entering into the license agreement, is

often a way of guaranteeing that you recover at least the costs of putting

a license agreement together. If you have a strong enough invention, many
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times you can obtain this front end consideration in the agreement. As a

matter of fact, I
can recall one agreement we recently neogitated where we

received .a nice healthy front end consideratLon of $90,000 and the licensee

proceeded to exercise his termination privileges under the license agreement

for his own good reasons. We are gOing to a second licensee now that the

' first one is out of the picture. The first liCensee had some political

problems within their organization as to whether they wanted to introduce

a new product and unfortunately they didn't make the decision soon enough.

A-minimum royalty is another consideration in the payffient clause. It

provjdes for guaranteed performance on'the part of your licensee. This clause

is not as readily accepted by many licensees because it holds them to a mini-

mum investment in the license agreement. If you don't have front end considera-
a

.tion, I
would certainly recommend minimum royalties, the first year and/or

the second year-in your agreement. This also.provides some consideration,

and shall I say, support for the agreement you have reached in explaining it

to your Board of Trustees and Administration if they ask "What are you going

to get out of this? What is the value of the contract?" Your answer can be

"I don't know how many things they are going to produce or how long they're

going to be successful in keeping the product from being engineering around

by someone else, but at least I can show you this, that I have minimum royal-

ties guaranteed."

Proceeding from the payment area, a clause regarding sales to the

Government (U.S., state and, local governments) must be considered. As
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you are aware, the conditIons of our sponsored agreements for grants and

contracts with the government provide a minimum royalty free license rights

to the government. You must make sure that this requirement is fully enunciated
0

in your license agreement as to what rights the government has for sale of

the product. If you can receive back from your government agency a right to

sell through your licensee to state and local governments including a royalty

rate, that's fine, otherwise, you have the definite requirement that the sale

.)

by the licensee to the government cannot include royalty payments.

;4 ;

I'll mention a few other legal areas that are not particularly business

oriented in the agreement, but must be.considered. One is a sub-license

clause with a requirement for Separate statements and books of account for

each sub-licensee with approval by the licensor. Another regards infringe-

ment of the potential invention -- who pays for a lawsuit and who prosecutes?

We have obtained some very interesting agreements in this area where if the

licensee wishes to prosecute, they agree to pay or they may wish to offset

against the royalty payments during the period of an infringement suit. In

such a way we can escape the obligation on our part to pay for the costs of

the infringement suit. Howeyer, it is,said the best way to fight'an infringe-

ment.is to license the infringer.

;0

Consider including an improvements clause. The most beneficial improvements
. P

clause if the licensee makes improvements to the invention is to file an

add-on application in the name of the licensor with available exclusive rights

to the licensee. And, In reverse, if you have improvements on which you

file an application, then the licensee receives rights under the terms of
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your origingl license agreement.

In Foreign Patents Application, we are not in a position to go off

fishing and pay foreign filing fees. We just don't have sufficient market

information to do this and to justify the University filing all over the

world. So we normally provide a clause that the payment of foreign filing

A

feqs by the licensees on our behalf will again be offset for royalties paid

for manufactur-and sale of the items in ,the country involved. This ge7erally

is an acceptable clause.

Three more clauses are a termination clause which is very important,

material breach, and default by the licensee. This is the type of /legal

consideration that should be included in your agreement by all means. We

try to obtain a consideration as to whether the licensee desires,'

through an appropriate notice. Again, here's another area of protection you

can obtain. The licensee must provide X number of days notice, and pay a

`consideration for the termination. Believe it or not, we have included such

a clause in several agreements. The renegotiation. clause i usually included

if the rights of the government materially affectthe licensee's rights.

This is normally, insisted upon by the licensee himself. Remember an Assignment

Clause. Especially in the area of medical devices, insist on the right of

inspection and qualitycOntrol rights on your part. We normally assign

the inventor(s) as consultants directly to the licensee for this purpose.,,

Other elements of a license agreement include a No Waiver for Severalability

Clause as well as a Legal Notice Clause. A Due Diligence clause is another

clause to be included'in an agreement. The discussion today on the 'football

license agreement was very helpful.
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MECHANISMS FOR
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER:
MARKETING UNIVERSITY TECHNOLOGY

Niels J. Reimers,*
Manager, Technology Licensing,
Stanford University

After a short intr9duction, I plan to present what I hope to talk about

in outline form, hitting the main topics and then in the question and answer

session which we hope to.have, I trust you will ask questions. It's going

to be a nuts and bolts approach. I think the best learning comes from

Interchange of the audience with the speaker.
O
O

Edison once observed that bringing an invention to a .product was I%
, -

inspiration and 99% perspiration. I recommend that any of you planning to

undertake the marketing of University "Inspirations" read about Edison, and

find out just what happened from the time that very first light bulb went on

until the perspiration produced the product.

Notwithstanding Ralph Nader (nee' Public Citizen) and the Antitrust

Division of the J &stice Department ynuwill find the your invention or patent

is not a monopoly, with rapacious companies eager to sign licenses with you

in order to exploit the public, and I quote from Public Citizen vs. U.S.,

"All of the plaintiffs and contributors to Public Citizen are harmed as tax-

payers and consumers because the patents and inventions have been developed

at the taxpayers' expense either by Federal Agencies or with Federal funds

and the regulations provide for the issuance\Rfexclusive.licenses. A reci-

pient of ,an exclusive license will acquire a monopoly with a concomitant effect

on prices causing plaintiffs and supporters of Public Citizen as consumers to
,-,

pay again for an invention which they have already paid for as a taxpayer."

* See Appendix B for biographical information..
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That,is really simplistic'!

Should Mr. Nader and the Justice Antitrusters prevail with Public Citizen

su'its and their efforts in Congress, principally now with ERDA legislation,

this could be the first and last conference of thi'S sort and the U.S. public

would be the loser. And I don't mean because of lost licensing income to

Universities, which income would otherwise reduce the cost of education. I

O

mean the. loss of .research advancements into commerce which could be providing

jobs., increasing productivity, enabling better health care, helping our

international trade position by competing with new technology to offset

our high labor costs, and so on.

Show me the situation where a University has developed an invention to

-the, point where it can be first licensed non-exclusively, and I'll show you

e company masquerading as a University. This is an exaggeration, of course, °

because there will be situations where a combination of circumstances will

enable non - exclusive licenses without an initial exclusive period. I think it

is important to be aware of the fact, however, as many speakers have mentioned

today, that generally you have to first license exclusively because your

invention is very raw and only an exclusive posifion will encourage the neces-

sary expenditure of private risk capital.

Now.we are at the nuts and bolts part of this: What we do at Stanford,

I do not necessarily advocate for all universities. We ell tend to operate

quite differently. Also, there is no typical case as each invention is quite

different.

Another important point to realize is that the entrepreneurial emphasis
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is all-important. Licensing undeveloped technology is not an objective process.

It's quite a subjective process. You don't simply list your invention for sale

and have domranies trotting around to buy it.,

Also, I would like to reemphaslze something that Roger Ditzel mentioned
O

earlier today -- don't use a Committee. It is really a one-on-one relation-

ship of. you -with your inventor, and you with the companies, I feel that is the

best way to market technology. You are the one that has to decide whether or

not to file.

Yet anotner important ingredient is timeliness. Inventions are very

perishable. You've got to move out, and move out fast. You often have very

little time because of publication by your faculty members. But more important
a

is that most technology has oniy a short technologiCal life. You have to

ride that initial wave of enthusiasm. By the time the patent is issued it is

generally too late. In my observation, your chance of licensing is inversely

proportional to the amount of time the .invention has been known.

Following are the main topics that I hope to cover in outline form, bui* if

we don't before my 15 minutes run cut, they can be covered during the question

and answer period. They are Evaluation, Identification of Prospective Licensdles,

Approaching Companies, Licensing Strategy and finally, Closing the Deal.

Evaluation. I realize that earlier today you have heard how others

evaluate inventions.. That's actually the beginnlng of the marketing process

at Stanford and it is critical to eventually licensing the invention. The

first step, when the invention is disclosed, is to talk with the inventor

and understand the invention. I realize inventions come from all technologies
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and while youcertainly can't be expected to have a total grasp of all

techOologies, at least find out what is different about the invention.

Why does the inventor feel it marketable?

, You can also consult technical peers of the inventor, I- don't do this

too often. At the University of California, as Mark Owens mentioned earlier,

they do use facu[ty who are technical peers of the inventor.

You can also use literature, market research reports, your business,

school library (if you have a business school), and trade journals. I don't

usually do patent searches. I don't 'think 'it's productive in most cases.

When I
do run a,patent-search, it's generally, not for purposes of evaluation.

It is for Otherre'asons.

The real key, in your evaluation process is contacting companies. Contacting

-companiesowilL.bring me-into the next topic which is the identification of

Licensees. It's in your early contact with cothpanies,that,you really find

out whether your invention is worth anything or not. They are the ones who

4

have to deal in the market place.

. In your evaluation, you also of course need to look at whether aninven-

tion is patentable or not. You may, or ma not, call in a patent attorney.

0

As you get further and further into this you will find that you,have developed

a reasonable amount of skill in determining whether or not something appears to

be. patentable.

Identification of Licensees, ;NOw once you've got the invention,prelimi-

-narily evaluated, and you've decided it is something you want to pursue,a

little bit further, which companies will you contact? The key ii'a company

109
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that has access to the market where your product will be sold. It is not

necessarily the company that presently has the approptiate technological

capabilities. The key again is whether he has market access. If it is

a produtt that is gbing to be-used in anesthesia, does he-have salesmen

calling on departments of- anesthesia. in hospitals. It is nice if you could

have both the market and technology match, but the most important factor

again: does your prospective licensee have market access?

Ask your inventor.- He will often know the companies in the field of

his invention. Use technical journals and trade journals. Use the Thomas

Register as mentioned by an earlier speaker. It is used by buyers. If they

want to buy some rope, they look up "rope" and see all, the companies that are

engaged in selling rope. Or,use "Standatd & Poor's", "Dun & Bradstreet",

"Moody's ", "Buyers' Guides", and, on the West Coast, for electronic manu

facturers, the "Western Electronic Manufacturers Association Journal" which

I find is very helpful.

In focusing more closely on the companies, you will find- it useful to

determine sales volume figures. If it shows a relatively small company that

also tells you what level you're going to reach within the company. Also,

during this stage of identifying the company, obtain the names of the chief

officers of the company. This can be easily done through "D & B", for

example. Who do you contact in the company? That's a judgment call and takes

me tote next topic.

Approaching the Company. What do you have to offer? Is yout inventor

willing to consult? That is your proprietary. position? Is there a possibility
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of benefits from future research to your licensee? Do you have a bench model

of the invention? What kind of data do you have? Do you have something to

see or demonstrate?

If your invention is very important and would thusAe very significant

to a company, call the president of the company, contact him personally by

telephone, or in person. I
don't think that a letter is the best way to first

approach a company.

O

You, have to look into the dynamics of their decision making process.

They generally live on their in-and-out-baskets and meetings. Why should

they look at something from the outside? You have to find a product champion

within the company who is going to carry your ball for you within the company.

It is very important that you select the right person. In some cases the

marketing manager is the wrong guy to contact. He can't get enough out of

his basic research people. The research manager may be the wrong -person to

contact. He only has a limited amount of funds, and he would like to support

his own projects rather than something coming from elsewhere. You have to

find the product champion within the company.

In going out after companies and making your contacts, I find it is

necessary to do it in waves. You might initially contact one, two, three,

four companies. Again, that's a judgment call. A key element that you have

to consider is how much time have you got? We receive about six inventions

a month and I have about I30 or so projects to follow. You just don't have

time to survey the industry. And that's not the way to sell technology either.

After you have made your personal contact with the company, you invite
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them to visit. Send a follow up letter and then follow up the letter. Put

it on your calendar for a week, two weeks ahead. You might indicate in your

Jetter that "I'll plan to be calling you in a couple of weeks to learn of

your reaction". Then he-has to be sure to follow up so that he is ready for

your call:

It's not at all obvious how you select different companies. There are

some companies that set up such barriers to get through that you will find

you just won't deal with them after a period of time. With some companies,

the dynamics of interaction with them are such that you never know why they

did not like your invention. I find the best companies are those where I can

easily telephone a person within a company, and can have a meaningful inter-

.

action with him. In very short order, (and I am talking about a week or so,

or less) he'll call back and tell me, "We're not interested for these reasons".

Or, -"We are interested, send us more .information ", and so on. It is just

as important for you to be able to learn of the inventions that you' will

discard as those you are going to take on. Again, this is part of our evalua-

tion process. We keep our inventors closely informed throughout the licensing

process.

Licensing Strategy. Exclusive? Non-exclusive? Option agreement, then

license? How important [s the invention?' How much time can you devote to if?

Do market research. I have a business school student who works full time

foi. me during the summer, part time for the rest of the year. I also make-

,available projects for business school students for course requirements

With good results.
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.
Should you file a patent application before you begin to negotiate or

not? What material do you send- to the company? Secrecy agreements, non-

confidential agreements, media; we'll talk about that some other time.

Closing the Deal. You have got to ride that initial wave of enthusiasm.

You will find it is very hard to resurrect x months rater. It bears repeating

again that university technology is very perishable. You want to move forward

promptly while there is interest, while it has just been published in the

Journal of Applied Physics and the technical community is still excited about

it, to drive quickly to obtain an agreement and then move on to your next

invention.

What are,you going to charge?: There are a great number of factors involved

there. What is the extent of interest of the potential licensees? Is one

%

company the ! "only game in town"? Do you have two, three, four knocking at

your door? The size of the market. Is the world market only ten? Is it

an enormous market? Is it totally a new item? Is it a new process:? Is it

just an improvement'? What is the stage of development? Now much-work is the

licensee going to put forward to bring it to a product for the public? All

'of these you have to consider in "closing the deal".

The preceding is the outline of what I hope to talk to you about which L

hope may stimulate questions.

I
would like to insert one comment based on what

today - the Government doesn't invent, the University

invent. The faculty is there to teach, not to invent

1 1 3

I have -heard earlier

doesn't invent, people

. I don't necessarily
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agree with those who say because he's there,'because you're paying his salary,

you own his intellectual output. Our program is 'optional.

Perhaps in the question and answer sessions later we can talk about

software licenses and know-how licenses.

ti
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MECHANISMS FOR
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER:

'

HOW-UTAH SELLS ITS INVENTIONS-`

C. W.-Martin,.*
Director, Patent an-d

Product Development,
University of Utah

Before start I
want to ,indicate that there are some pamphlets and papers

up here at the front. Please feel free to help yourself. One is a little

_pamphlet on "What to do in Case of Invention" which is directed to professOrs

and research workers to let them know we weren't going to steal their eye

teeth. The second one is a "Guide to Preparation of a DiSclosure". °Actuall4x,

don't recommend that you follow it to the letter since it's a flexible

thing. If a disclosure satisfies the requirements of an engineering notebook

, it is satisfactory. Theonext pamphlet is a foreign application handbook.

I came from private industry and we discovered that it was a lotCheaper for ._

one to prosecute his own foreign patent appliaations .directly with the foreign

attorneys or agents rather than to go through the international houses in

the U.S. This pamphlet tells how to-do it. If you need a list of good

patent associates in foreign countries, I'll be happy to help you there.
4

The next one is a copy of the University of Utah faculty manual which sets

forth the - patent policy. Hore's one on the research notebook and-how to keep

it- We prepare, special notebooks. They are bound editions with a lot of

gold printing on them and we provide these for the inventors to keep records

between the time of their conception until the reduction to practice. The

next one is entitled "Patents, inventions, Copyrights", a kind of catchall.

The last one is a story on what our Engineering Experiment station is doing to

help industry, both inside Utah and out, in.applied research. These are here

and available lor you.

*'See Appendix B for biographical infOrMafion. 1 1 rt.)
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One advantage of being the next to the last speaker is that you have been

shot down in flames, all your stories have been told, and everyone has hit all the

hot points that you had noted in your prepared speech, so I am going to zero in

on only a couple of points. I am going to tell you how to find the man in the
,

industry to whom you are going to sell your invention. I will also touch on

a few other points as I go along.

Earlier we mentioned how to generate the submission of disclosures. The

way we do it at the University of Utah is that we have the brown bag luncheon.

I get in, touch with the deans of the various colleges, set up appointMents and go

over there during their lunch hour. There may be only five men or there may be

'fifty. I then introduce the subject of patents and why we have a patent program,

what it means to them, and what it means to the University. This method has

been most. successful.

Now let's assume that all these good things have happened that we've heard

here today. Your university has granted you enough money on July 1st for another

year, and you have a patent program whereby everyone in the university has signed

an assignment to you. You don't have to worry about that. You have the disclo-
.

sure program set up and you are sitting in your office fat and sassy waiting

for the first man to come in. You are full of confidence, you know you can. sell

his invention; either'tha.t or you're going to work through one of the companies

that will sell it for you. You know that you've got information from a prospec-

tive patentee who is going toptell you who you can sell it to. You may get this

information out of the Thomas Register. You may even get it - and I don't think

this has been mentioned before - from the patentability search. The search indi-

cates other companies that are interested in this field of endeav It isn't

1 I '0



always fruitful, but it might be helpful. So you are sitting. there. It's

all pat. You don't have Jo worry about a thing.' In walks the tooth fairy.

Now, he says, "Look what I've got here." 'What have you got?' I ask. 'Well,'

he replies, 'I've got purple and pink and green carbides here and they are made
O

out of the petunia pollen.' And I say, 'Well now fine, tell me about it.' and -

0

it turns out that it's not as silly as it sounds. Of course, this is a ridicu-

lous example but what follows might,really happen.

Into my office came a very learned professor who had decided to*make

silicon carbide out of rice hulls. Now there are no rice hulls in Utah Wand

I
asked " 'Why are you going to make silicon carbide out of rice hulls.' He

said, 'Well, I
wanted silicon carbide in the first place. There is a shortage

of it due ,to the energy shortage in Niagara Falls, and it's. not beingcproduced

there and-what is being produced is in huge hunks, and has to be reduced in the

ball mill. The silicon carbide wrecks the ball mill aelYway, so I want to make

it in submicron sizes. I
found out that the best source of this silicon carb -ide

was in rice hulls.' 'So,' I
said, 'finer-now what are we going to do with it?'

'Well,' he said, 'there is a big market for silicon cerbide inxeducing used

automobiles, wrecked automobiles and scrap metal into steel.' " We looked into

it, and he had a reduction to practice. Our records were up to date and we were

ready to go, so we filed a patent application.

Next, I
want to tell you the ideal person you should go to in an industry

to sell your invention. You ought to go to the top salesman in the organization.

We had a president'at Merchant Calculators at one time who was an ex-salesman

and Me was the best man to approach with a new idea because he sold himself.

A salesman gets caught up in your pitch, aqd he is associated with it. He
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starts nodding his head wool going along with you, and pretty soon he is sold

himself. He is even offering a few pointers you hadn't thought of. So, find

the salesman in the company because he always wants the new product yesterday.
o

Now, if the President is a salesman, so much the better.

Now let Me tell you who +o avoid. Avoid the finance men because they are

going to amortize the invention, they are going to work it out on their books

and they will squeeze blood out of a turnip and they won't listen. Second,

avoid the company patent attorneys because they are going to want to figure out

a way to design around it. Avoid the engineers because they think they can design

it better. As an example of that, Mr. Carlson the inventor of the famous Xerox

copying machine, came to Marchant Calculators years ago. He.said, "Hey, I have

a hot way to copy," and our engineer, so help me, said, "I can do it better."

Obviously he didn't.

Okay now you know to go to the top salesman in the organizatlon. And how

do you find this man? Well, you!ve had a hint today. Pick up the telephone and

ask for the president's secretary. Ask her a few questions. Secretaries are

very talkative. Just tell her what your problem is. Pull her into it. Make

her a part of your prOblem. They like this sort of thing and the chances are

she will pin point your man. Now you make a contact with him. Okay, what do

you need? If you've got a model, by all means take it along. There isn't a

,

man in the world that can resist punching keys on a calculator, twirling the

platen on a new typewriter, or the like. Give hith something to work with. Let

him to himself. It works and that's the way you sell it.

Next, I want to touch on the matter of using outside sales help. I don't
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think it's had fair treatment here. Should you set up an inhouse organiza-

tion or should you work 'through Battelle, Research Corporation, or the

DvOrkovitz group? These organizations complement the universities. Use them.

Now, some Of you are here from universities, without an existing patent organi-

zation. An easy way to do it is to use one of these companies in starting out.

You know you are going to have to have a man on campus anyway to make your

government reports. So you can take that amount, say that he is devoting

$10,000, of his time a year to doing this work. You've got him any1,44. That's

$10,000 you don't have to account for, but if you are going to run a decent

patent department, one man, one girl, and pay outside attorneys, believe me it's

going to cost you.$50,000 a year if you have got any activity at all. Why not

g6to Research Corporation or to'Dvorkovitz 6r Battelle or whomever, and enlist

their aid. Try them out. Once you get over the $40,000 royalty income mark and

you are assured of getting it every,year, then if you want to get your feet wet,

- .

go ahead and form your own patent department. But you will find Out you sti11,4

0

are going to want to u3e these fellows. I
suggest that this is one,way for you

to get started with a patent department and do it cheaply. Whether or not you

should switch over later you'll get some argument from these companies, but for

o

what it's worth there it is.

NoW, I
might as well go ahead and get my feet wet and jump into this argu-

ment about "know -how. I could feel fhe-bristles'rising during tile earlier discus-

sions about know-how and it really doesn't mean a lot. BUt as one suggestion,

a gentleman from Germany told me that since the EEC regulations were enforced,

if you license in one country, you must license i,n all of them. He said, "I'm

from Germany and I -want to sell drugs in Germany. I
do'n't.want to sell in France.",
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He says, "It's a problem. I don't want ,a competitor there." He. said, "Let me

have if in the form of know-how." A word to the wise is sufficient on that one

I think.

Now, we're getting down, here to contract terms. Should we extract a front
5

end payment? Well, this was touched on by one speaker. And he's right. If you

have a front end payment, first y6u are guaranteed that the Company is going to

do some hard_work to get their money. back. I Personally feel that the more front

end payment you get, the better. Second, your patent may go-down the drain and
2

all you end up with is the front end payment, but at least it insures that they

work on the project. Now, .what about the royalty? People say, "What's your

standard royalty payment?" Well, there is no such thing. If I have an inven-

tion in the magnitude of adding a new and improved eraser on a pencil, I am going

to get nothing for it, but if I've got a cure for cancer, I can name my own terms

and get it, probably. So you have to play it by ear. Usually the royalty pay-
.

ment is smaller were the front end "payment is larger. You've got to trade off

their cash for a greater long term'investment.

Next, should, it be exclusive or non-exclusive? Well, it depends upon the

Invention. For example, we will be having a patent issued very shortly on

leaching ore dumps of mining companibs. It would be ridiculous for me to offer

an exclusive to Kennecott, for example, because they can't use it anywhere but

on their own dumps and it just cuts'me.out of a possible royalty that.we might

be getting from Anaconda, Phelps, Dodge and all the rest. So here's a perfect
0

example of a nom-exclusive licensing arrangement. On the other hand, you some-

times hive to go to an exclusive license and that's where the licensee has a

large investment and can't stand the competition. In other words, you've got to

0
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do a lot of research on this thing. Well, .1 can't go out and sell a non-

exclusive to some companies where we haven't even reduced it to practice for

O

example: So you 'have to play that one by ear.

k

This brings us to the point of how you negotiate. Maybe this suggestion,

would come up better in the'later session, but I'll tell you one thing that

.works. It works for me and I just stumbled onto it. We were negotiating with

o

a company on one invention and during negotiations the prospective licensee

said to me, "Now lookee here, we're just poor old country .boys. We dor:lit know

what we're doinhere." I said to him, "Listen, I looked you up in Dun and

Bradstreet." Thdre were four of them sitting there and they were all multi-

millionaires.. They owned a milling company, they owned the cultivated lands,

they owned 200,000 acres of timbers that were uncut and they owned the local

banker.. I
said, "Every time I've done business with you country boys when I

lived in Texas I
got my shirt ripped off my back." He slapped his knee and

said; "Well, I guess we understand each other." During the negotiations things

were bogging down a little bit and he said, "You know, I think we could get

together maybe, but that $50,000 front end payment you are asking is just too

much." I
said, "Hold the phone we may as well forget arguing about the front

end_payment right now. .There is one thing that is not negotiable and that is

the $50,000. Now if you want to talk on the other issues and keep the $50,000

in the back of your mind, op the back burlRer, all right." Which we did.

Later- on in the afternoon, we had negotiated all the other points and the

$50,000 was never brought up again. The point to be made is that you must

, -

establish the level at which you will not further negotiate. This sets the

stage for all later negotiations- We finally ended up getting the $50,000 plus
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a good percentage of their net sales. Now, why could we get this much? This

is what I am getting at and there is a funny story, which isn't typical but it

happened. We filed,on the silicon carbide process before we even knew we had a

,prospective customer, which is contrary to what we usually do. New'of the

invention got into the papers and lo and behold the EPA had forbidden the rice

millers to burn their rice hulls. Thejirst bite we got was from a fellow

who said, "Look, for God sakes, please come out here and put your machinery

in here. I've got 360 acres of rice hulls six feet deep and every time the wind

blows I block the school buses." Well, this was too good to be true. .Soon

as they,found out there was a buck to be made out .of silicon carbides, things

went a Little differently. But here is a case where we played it by ear and

. 'got the maximum out of, if'. You've got to learn to play them by ear and you

have to have the guts at some point lo-.the negbtiatiofts where you must say .

"No, we're not going to change on this." good tactics because once you

say "NO" and you matte it stick, then later= when you say "NO", there is less

argument. Assume for example that they as :you some jackass proviscon like
4s

"I want' you to hold me harmless in case I'm ever sued for infringing someone

else's patent," You say, "Where did you ever hear that?" And if he says,
4

"My attorney told me to ask you maybe." RAm all you say is MO". And he

will probably say, "Okay, I asked.."

Now, as a realistic source of what royalties you might get, we Use,the',

College of Business occasionally. If we know the area in which the Cnverition

is going to be sold, we ask them to make a search of the records available to

0

them, and to tell us what the total business is in that area. If we have an -

improvement patent, which is most likely what than we try to determine
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the ,fair amount that we are contributing to the product. And let Me tell you

one thing here. Don't ever try to force a license down a man's throat even

if you think that he is not going- to resent it jater. Don't ever do it because

an agreement is a thing thatthat's satisfactory to both sides. You both have to

live with-it and when you sign a contract with a man he should like the

treatment that he gotthe first time. It is this repeat business that at

the ,end of six years is just beginning to catch-up with us at the University

of Utah, and I am truly thankful that I have really never taken advantage of

a-man; at_reaSt I don't think I have.

Now that I
liav_e given /cpu-the gitt Of my story, I'll tell you my joke.

ti
I
heard this one the other day and I think it is apropos herd because there

are just as many different methods of marketing-as there are points -of interest-

,

on how many children constitute a fair sized famil y. Two fellows were talking'

at a class reunion and Charlie, says, "By golly, Joe, 1.toven't been you in

e

ages. /What happened to you?" Well, I am married and got children," "Oh,

yeah? How many children have you got?" 'Oh, I gotlix,° answered joe. "Oh,"

says Charlie with a faraway look in his eyes, "that's a great size family.
/ ')

I wish I had six children." Joe asked, "How many do you have?"' "Twelve",

replied Charlie.
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MECHANISMS FOR
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER:.
WARF - A-SUCCESS STORY

Howard W. Bremer,*
Patent Counsel,
Wisconsin Alumni- Research Foundation

The only thing.worse than-being second, to last on the program-is being

last, especially if one follows an act like Clarence-Martin's and with the

cocktail hour coming soon. I'll watch the time,ibut we still have a job to do

here today: mine is to tell you about WARF and yours is to listen. Now,

if you finish before I do, please bear with me.

Seriously,-my topic is probably one of the easiest to discuss. Obviously,

I wasnrt present when WARF was incorporated in 1925, but it is a pleasure

.11

to tell a success story and,if you measure WARF's success by such circumstancial

evidence as the total dollars that WARF has contributed over the years to

the University of Wisconsin, it tends to support a conclusion of success.

As Henry David Thoreau once said, "Some .circumstancial evidence is very strong,

as when you find 'a trout in the milk."

Iry Antin has suggested that I may be able to-give you some magic formula

or incantation for success. There are, however, no formulas which I can pass

along to you which will guarantee success unless it's the old adage about

hard work. Later I will give you my analysis of why I think WARF has been

\a success.

I will begin with a bit of historic background on WARF which you may

find interesting and some facts on the impact-which WARF has had on the

University of Wisconsin. Detailed facts on WARF's beginnings and its contri-

* See Appendix B for biographical information.
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butions to the University are set forth in a report which was prepared by

Dr, E. B. Fred, Emeritus President of the, University. I have only a few

copies of that report here so if that supply rs exhausted and you would

like to have a copy please leave your nameand I'll be glad to mail one to

you.

In the early 1920's Dr. Harry Steenbock, a professor in the Biochemistry

rrLL

Department at the University of Wisconsin, found that exposure of certain

foods, oils, or pharmaceuticals to the ultra violet rayt of a quartz mercury

vapor lamp imparted antirachitic properties to the substances. He applied

for a patent on this discovery and offered to assigp his patent to the

University. The University was not prepared to handle the patent and refused

it in the following wordS: "The Board' of Regents,cannot be expected to allot

money for a patent application when it is not certain that it will receive

something for such an expenditure." The then Attorney General also ventured

the opinion that the University had no power to defend patents and that,

therefore, patents in the hands of the University represented a questionable

value.

Subsequently, so that the Steenbock patent could be yssigned in some

manner to benefit the University, a plan was proposed to organize a non-profit

sharing corporation or a trust, the necessary capital of which was to,be furnished

by alumni and friends of the University, and whose management was to be in the

hanas of Trustees. It was through this mechanism that Dr. Steenbock's objectives

were accomplished. Those objectives were "To develop a plan for making use

of patentable ideas of various members of the faculty that would protect the
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individual taking out the patent, insure its proper use, and at the same

time bring financial help to the institution and in this may further the

University's research support." Subsequently, on November 14, 1925, with,

3900.00-in capital supplied by nine alumni, each, of who- contributed $100.00,

*
..1-=---wARF's corporate charter was filed.

WARF was the first foundation connected with an educational institu-
.

tion to be formed as an agency independent of faculty and regent control and

without any endowment other than the Steenbock patOt.

Fortunately, the Steenbock patent and the licensing program under which

it was administered turned out fo be a "winner", ultimately returning about

eight million dollars in net royalties. Thus, WARF's first and early income

was obtained as patent royalties and the Steenbock net royalties, as well as

those of some consequent "winners", foremost among which were the Link patents

relating to the anticoagulant, warfarin, which provided the seed money from

which WARF's current assets have been generated. Today the major porti6n of

WARF's income_ is derived from investment activities. However, patent royalties

still continue to make a significant contribution to such income.

What is WARF's patent licensing program?

WARF considers that its patent management program is an-obligation to the

University of Wisconsin faculty, staff and studentS which has as its major

objective the transfer of technology from the University into practical use

for the benefit of the public. Generally, there la no requirement that

inventors at the University assign their inventions to WARF or, for that matter,
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to the University. As a matter of University policy they are free to dispose

of their inventions in any way they, please. Even where an invention is made

with WARF-supplied monies under a WARF grant there is no obligation for the

inventor to report or assign the invention to WARF. He brings his invention

to WARF on a voluntary basis.

The exception to these general rules lies in the area of Federal Agency

funding, which was touched upon earlier, and where there is an obligation

to the United States Government through the particular funding agency. The

University of Wisconsin is a party to an Institutional Patent Agreement with

both the-Depar tment of Health, -Education, and Welfare and the NatiOnal Science

Foundation. MARF participated extensively in the negotiation of the provisions

of those agreements in the form in which they are now offered to other institu-

tions. 43oth of these agencies, as evidenced by the terms and provisions of

their -Institutional Patent Agreements, have recognized the incentive aspect

that is closely associated with invention development and which Dr. Ancker-Johnson

talkecrabout-this morning.

Because of its role as designee of the University of Wisconsin under both

of these Institutional Patent Agreements, WARF has had its patent licensing

policies reviewed by both agencies and has had Those policies approved. It

has gone farther than that, however, in relation to its designee role, in that

it has a formal agreement with the University which recOgnizes the University's

obligations where Federal Agency funding is involved, spellsoutiWARF's

general patent licensing.policies, and affirms that it will take no action

which will be inconsiderate of the University's obligations to any funding agency.
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Fortunately, WARF's relationship with the University is not only contrac-
t

tual in nature but is also very _personal. We feel we have very good people

at the University with whom we work and we hope they feel the same way about

us. WARF's door is always open. to any inventors or potential inventors for

a discussion of,any problems they may have. If 4meone callS, we try to

accommodate them as soon as pOssible mhich is very often the same day since

we realize that timing can be essential and, as was suggested earlier by

Niels Reimers, the follow-up should be quick.

I should add one o +her important factor. According to WARF's policy,

_ .

the inventors of any patents which WARF administers receive 15% of the net

proceeds. Where there is a sole inventor he,alone receives the 15%. Where

there are joint inventors the inventors as a group receive the 15%. There is

no deviation from that policy. The remaining 85% of the net proceeds becomes

part of WARF's annual research grant to the University. I should also ex-

plain that in most cases 15% of the net is really closer to 15% ofi_the gross

receipts obtained from the management of an invention since no overhead costs

are charged against invention accounts. Only the direct out-of-pocket

expenses incurred in handling a given invention are charged-against that

particular invention. After those expenses have been recouped through

licensing or other arrangements, the inventor begins to share in the royalties

at the 15% rate.

In line with the general topic this afternoon "Mechanisms for Technology

Transfer", I would like to make just a few remarks.

First, I would like to talk about the patenting approach. This morning
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Dr. Ancker-Johnson said. something which I have heard often before and which

has always bothered me. She called a patent a monopoly. This, I sincerely

believe, is a misconception and a misunderstanding but one which has served

the antitrust boys all toomell. (These are the people that profess not

to be "anti-patent",but through their participation in developing fille pro-

posed "Administration Patent Bill", the promeoWons of which could emasculate

the patent system, leads me to believe the contrary.) In considering the term

monopoly, keep in mind that a monopoly is something that deprives the public

of something that it has. Patents don't do that. Rather, they give something

to the public -- the disclosure of the new invention. The consideration for

that disclosure is the seventeen year period for which the patent owner can

exclude others from practicing the precise invention claimed. Observe further

that the right is one of exclusion only -- no right to practice the new inven--

tion is conveyed. Such-a situation obviously, could and often does lead to

innovative efforts by others to avoid the patent. Then why patent? Why work

under a.system that has been defined as "an iron-clad, invariant, system of

exceptions to a set of ever-changing, quasi-existent, rules"? A major reason

is that a patent can provide at the least cost a solid base froM which benefits

for the University can be derived. This is an important consideration from

the University viewpoint.

In licensing an invention we use the approach that Niels Reimers has

suggested, for we too believe that personal contact is most important. We

don't circulate Fists of inventions and we discourage people from using

such lists for evaluating their Interests in what we might ;have to offer.

We sincerely believe that face-to-face contact is the only approach which,

in the end, will bring a satisfied licensee back a second time.
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There is a story that one-of my colleagues tells that I thi-nk supports

the premise in the face-to-face approach to licensing. It seems that at one

time one of his friends was looking for a job but could find no employment

for which he was particularly trained. He did notice an ad for a bulldozer

operator but he didn't have the slightest idea of how to operate a bulldozer.

Nevertheless, he personally applied for the job. The foreman asked if he

.could run a bulldozer and was assured that it was no problem at all. He

61-imbed aboard the machine without knowing how to start it. 1,n fact, after

much fooling around he couldn't even find the starter. After a short time

the foreman returned and asked him if he was having trouble. He said the

machine wouldnt start whereupon the foreman climbed up and started it.

At that point the foreman asked if he knew anything at all about operating

the machine. The obvious answer was "No" and consequently.he was fired on
--
the spot. But, said he, "I learned how to start a bulldozer." The moral to

that story is of course that as a result of the face-to-face contact you

are better prepared for a second attempt. You get the feedback from the

potential licensee. Why didn't hetake your invention? What are the real

reasons for not taking it? Is It a matter of economics perhaps peculiar

to that potential licensee? Are there other problems present which you may

not have foreseen? Answers to such questions are certainly going to help

you in preparing for the next contact that you make. In general, we look

upon a licensee as a partner in the invention and we try to design our

licensing arrangement so that in its operation it is equitable and mutually

beneficial'. That makes everybody happy in the long run.

Let me now give you just a few facts on the resultS of some of WARF's
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efforts which, we believe, are attributable, among other things, to the fate7

to-face policy it applies in licensing. Some of the data I am about to give

you are somewhat reminiscet4of Bali of the many stories you have probably

heard- which start ,"1 have some good news for you and I have some bad news

.for you." I'll begin with the good news. Over the period beginning with

1928, when WARF made its initial grant to the University of Wisconsin, until

June; 1974, WARF has been able to give grants to the University totalling

over sixty-seven million dollars. During that same period WARF has had

forty inventions which produced licensing income of some sort. (Please

understand, however, that those forty inventions didn't produce the sixty-,

seven million dollars. Those are the combined funds,derived from many

sources.) Of those forty inventions, fourteen have produced between $10,000

and $100,000 each, nine have produced between $100,000 and $1,000,000 each

and three have produced more than $1,000,000 each in net royalties.

Now for the bad news. The forty inventions which produced the' income

required consideration of.1,552 disclosures which were brought to WARF

and from which came about 360 patent applications and,247 issued patents.

We currently have about 70 disclosures still under consideration and get

new onesat the rate of about 60 per year. Currently, the pending and

issued U.S. and unexpired'patents total about 275. These patents represent

in reality about 165 licensable area of.technology since some of the licens-

able technology is represented by more than one patent. Thus, using those

figures as a base, only about one out of every 40 disclosures considered

for patenting and administration during WARE'S lifetime has ultimately produced

some income. There is really no way that one can predict that an invention

e
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will be successful at the time the initial disclosure is made, particularly

when the criterion for success is the income which can be derived from it.

If you, or your Board of Regents, or with whomever you deal, looked only at

the odds against an invention generating income in view of our experience,',

you might be inclined to take all of the monies that are budgeted for a patent

and licensing function to the local ,race track where the chances for gain

On the "long shots" are often better. However, fortunately or unfortunately,

depending upon your individual Viewpoint, there are many other considerations

which enter into the picture. Major among suchconsiderations, of course,

is the movement of technologyjrom the University into use for the benefit

of the public.

It is interesting to consider what impact upon the general economy

the inventions which WARE has successfully_licensed has had. I don't think

many people have looked at that aspect of.licensing. To arrive at some

reasonable conclusion we have taken the amount of royalty income which has

been generated by each of WARF's forty licensed inventions and have trans-

lated that royalty income into the.estimated sales which the licensees had

to make to generate that royally income. These are the results of that

translation: Four of the inventions represent one billion five hundred

million dollars in sales; nine inventions represent eighty million dollars

in sales; nineteen represent twenty million dollars in sales; and eight

represent one million five hundred thousand dollars in sales. The impact

on the general economy of the licensin§ of inventions generated by programs

at the University of Wisconsin is certainly evident. And this is.only z

single University's. impact. Also, consider the impact on currency balance
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of payments which royalties generated by licensing in foreign countries can

potentially have. WARF, for example, has had a number Of inventions where

the. income from foreign, sources through licensing has far exceeded that which

has been obtained in the United States.

In summary, WARF can perhaps be classified as a unique success story

because of many interrelated factors. The ones I have chosen which 'I think

are most significant are these:

I. Its concept and its basic governing principles came from

pedple who had a great deal of foresight;

2. Its early admin4stration and investment policies'iwere In

the hands of able and dedicated people;

3. The +6ention in relation to which it was conceived and

founded was highly successful;

4. And this is very important, it was founded at a time and

.t.has functioned through a time. during which the tax. laws

were myth more favorable to this kind of organization

than they now are. (The tax aspects related to the

planning for and operation of a patent licensing organi

zation are something that you wLII havesto very carefully

consider in view of the tax act of 1969.);

5. It has made many good friends in the industi.dalcommer

cial scene and such good friends can be calked upon'

for an analysis of someeinventions in the absence of

thei.f.kind of protection afforded by,a patent application

or patent;

- and last but certainly not least-

6. It has been blessed with good luck.
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MECHANISMS FOR TECHNOLOGY, TRANSFER

DISCUSSION

Mr. Latker: I have enjoyed all these panel speakers very-much and all

theirpointS were weft taken. Being with the Federal Government,, however,
'R.

I do have somewhatp.rei problem with the overtone that foran invention pro-

gram to be successful it must produce income. I have a different view on the

idea of the necessity for producing income. To my mind, a successful patent

program is one that provides a situation in which the inventor ultimately

knows that he has failed. There. are many situations in which the inventor is.

in an organization that makes no effort to provide -him with the knowledge that

his invention is a reaLwashout. Frankly, in a situation like that I think that

you have an unhappy environment. To my mind, the university environment -especl-

ally should be one that gives the inventor the chance of knowing why his inven.T

tion ultimately failed. If the program provides no income back to the university

that can be ploughed back into the research, well, I think that's sad, but that
9

to me is not a,mark of failure if the creative people on the campuses know that

their institutions have made their best efforts.

0

/Questioner: I would like to have Clark McCartney tell us a.bit more abou4

what he means by the back" clause.

Mr. McCartney: The first type has to do with the percent split on- ayments

between know-how and the license of the paten+ed invention. That is o fall

back clause where if your patent application fails, you still have something in

terms Of Income for this agreement. Another type of fali back, of course, is the
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.minimum royalty payment clause where it's a fall back to whereliou_have a'per-

lormance guarantee written into the agreement so:that the licensee 'is -bciund to

cleaver X dollars to you for minimum performance.

Questioner: In view of the panel's comments on. recommending that the per-

sonal approach be used to licensing, I was wondering if they'would care ,to

analyze the government's approach which is advertising-through Nil (National

Technical Information Service) as .a means to obtain interest from industry?

Answer: I think that's almost hopeless.

Questioner: Should the licensor or the lincensee be pieced in'a posi-

.tion of handling the enforcements Of the invention in case the invention is

-being infringed by a third party,?

-Mr: Martin: We handle this at the Universityof Utah by making it op-
,

---tional. Our agreeMents include a provision whereby upon notice by the licensee

that there is a potential infringer, the University of Utah, as lidensot, may

or may not file an infringement suit. FirSt, if the allegation is unclear we

don't want.to be forced into.fiting something that we feel has no merit, and

in thoSe cases we turn it down. Then the licensee has the option of filing

suit himself in our name. We agree:to cooperate in all respects, but the.licensee

-must underwrite the suit and he can-keep everything that he makes out of it.

Contrary to something that was said earlier this morning, it does not relieve

the licensee at any time of.having to Continue h royalty payments to us.

Questioner: I wonder if the panelists would comment on improving the
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success ratio. byletting the need to pull the technology be replaced by a

',push Of technology into the marketplace. I think that_sOme of the organiza-
,

tionS you deal with have applied research prOgraml whichcould-dotha,work.

-For exeMple, you actively seek to do research in areas'where something patent-
-

.able might come out of it and maybe the -one in forty-uccess ratio-would be

improved. Does anybody haVe any experience in tryingthat4

'Mr. Bremer: I think the approach 'that you have to use is that the_need

try to pull the technology - I can only speak for experience at WiSCoulh.

In looking toward the applied areas youere in a4I probability lodkihg

il

pri-

, marily at the engineering school or the agricultural schow
r
within a univer-

,:." I

sity. The agricultural schools have generally taken the position that they

eb
are providing a ,service for the state, especiallyilf it is an agriculturally

oriented state, as is Wisconsin, and they usually make the results of their ,

investigations available through publication or other means without moving

in the directionof patent protection: There are exceptions, of course.

In the-Engineering School there is a different mechanism that is sometimes

employed. For example, a company can make a specific grant to the-university

that is designated for use by a specific investigator for a specified end. ,.

However, the university will not accept that kind of grant with any restrictive

clauses attached such as a restriction on patent ownership. In such a'situe-

tion the company can do an end run, in e sense, through a consulting agreement '

-containing an iriveritioicownershiOclause with the investigator to whom the

grant is directed.' In that way the company would obtain the benefits of the

applied research but without interfering.witt the university protocol. SO
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you can do applied research with company sponsorship -at a university by .em7

ploying that mechanism and I- think that may respond in a-sense to what you

are looking for.

Mr. Gentry:- I'm not sure what Norm Latkerls-point was about-making

money- -and-success but in my administration of patents, and the -knowledge-1-

have of others, I don't know of any situation where an inventor is told that

he will be unsuccessful unless his invention makes a lot of money. I think

we all work overtime to try to let-down inventors whose ideas-are not the

greatest.in the world. as gently as possible and to make-him feel successful.

-So, Norm, what was your point.? Maybe. l-mlssed it.
o

Mr. Latker: Some of the peOple here haven't really entered into active

programs. There was.some overtone *along -the line that, well, this is a diffi-

cult business and there is a prospect that you know you'll never make a nicker

in the business. The only point I was trying to make is that if you never

!fake a nickel,-but you do have a program, then you are serving a pUrpose at

the university by providing to the inventor the knowledge that he is being

taken care of.

Mr. Bremer: I think, Norm, that. he primary purpoSe, and we certainly

subscribe to this purpose, is the transfer of the technology out of the uni-

versity community and into public use as quickly as it can be dtne on a rea-

sonable basis. Money-Making is really incidental- to that process and that's

where the good luck comes in./ If you catch the good ones why that's fine,
hll

but I know in WARF's history thetla have been many inventions where there has
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been a: transfer of tedhnology_with-liftle:expectation.,Of any -returm at all

and It has been just a-matter-of-Serefidtpidtty where some return has been_

generated with a late blooming-kind-of' patent on some -technolOgY'that

was not expected to generate any kind :of income. This has, perhaps,,been

expeciaflytrue in the medidal

Mr. Latker: The feedback to the inventor, I think, is very important in

continuing his research. He may be living in an Alice. in. Wonderland sort of

situation and feedback would help him guide his future research. The hope of

ever getting big ones out there if you don't ever have a patent focal point

in your institution is not a bright one.

Questioner: I just want to inquire about infringement from the other

side of the coin: the defense of the infringement, say, in what the institu-

tion should or should .not reasonably exptect to take in that area. We have

been asked inCa few cases at least to bear the expense of the defending. In

the event of that contingency, we have resisted so far. I don't know whether

our fears are justified or -not:'

Mr..McCarthey: Well in my-discussion on the infringement clause, which

was limited obviouily because of time, I made reference-to the fadt that we

of course allowed the licensee to defend in an infringement suit; - or bring

infringement for that matter if he wishes to do so, and prosecute on4lis=own

without expense to the lincensor. However, if we come up against a toughy

and we want to continue negotiatiohs,-wahave allowed, that where he has to

defend, then expenses could-be offset-at some.percentage:of the Toyaltiet
,
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received from the lincensor payments. That is a trade-off which has gotten

us over some of the difficult areas in negotiation.

Mr.- Bremer: Of course, if you license nonexclusively, you've got two

'optIOns and that's the easiest,-way to go in that Circumstance, that is, to

license rather than litigate. -A nonexcluiive license-can be designed to

have-exclusive-overtones through setting-up a royalty schedule which -will

Al.Verthe benefit of-a semi-exclusive arrangement but still provide an in-

centive by establishing royalty rates on an ascending scale measured from

the effective date of the agreement. in that way the licensee-who gets in

first still has an advantage over the licensee who comas-in later, but you-

have not foreclosed your position to license.

Questioner: A 40 to I shot bothers me. It either could be because the

invention Isn't that goo& or it could be that the IicenSing agent isn't that

good. Is there any thought of switching horses in midstreath if you had

fair shofat it, say, a year, two years, three years or whatever the tithe is

for-the invention ? Or try-another mechanism, give it back to the inventor,

-try another corporation? You are-doing it-in house: In other words, Just

don't hold it all the time and say, "Well, I gave my best shot,"- because you

may not:have the contact and the inventor may be the loser not because the

invention is bad, but becauselof not having the right contact. is there any

thought in yoUr program of switching horses?

Mr. Bremer: I think there are several considerations in that. First,

thekind of figures-that are quoted are not 40 to r, they are more like 500,
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to I. Those are the odds that are more normally quoted on a disclosure ul-

timately producing income if you look at them all. Second, at most universi-

ties there is so much federal agency funding that it Is almost impossible today

to find,an invention that isn't touched by, or contaminated, you want to use

the word, by some federal agency funding and you don't have an option in that.

case. The only option you have !eft is to give the invention back-upon the

request of the particular federal funding agency. If there is federal funding

you can't give it to the inventor, and if within three years you haven't One

anything with it, the funding agency is within it!: rights to ask for the inven-

tion to be assignod back to them. In reality,you don't have Many options over

a long period of time unless the inventions stay in the portfolio. Then what

happens is just the result of human nature, as the inventions age in the port

folio they get less attention, unless, of course, you get into an invention

area where you've got a late bloomer. We have had several of -those where the

Inventor has been ahead of his time by six, seven, or ten years and suddenly

the technology has caught up with the invention. You then suddenly kind that

you've got a licensable package that you didn't have before just because the

technology. didn't exist on the commercial scene earlier.

Comment: I'm going-bock to the question the licensee handling the en-

forcement action and the panel seems to think that the issue is who pays for

the cost of litigation. I think that may well be one of the-simplest points,

to handle. I think 'we all know that tn the patent business the-enforcement of

a patent litigation can be a very nasty affair. There are a Vot of aspects that

can'be drawn into -a patent suit and I am wondering whether you all have been
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in that situation-where the question of the handling of the litigattcn by the

licensee was a matter of embarrassment to you or potential embarrassment to

your inventor, or possibly leave you the Public inteeest Corporation open-to

a potential -anti-trust violation because these-patent lawsuits are-hot simple.

They are not restricted to the question of whether it is =a valid patent, simply

.whether there is an infringement, and they want a_plain reading of the word. This

can be a very complicated. subject and since me all represent universities that

have a purpose other than-defending a licensee's patent position, we-have to

think.,of these things.
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INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY:

PRIVATE RIGHTS ANDPUBLIC USE

Norman J. Latker,*
Patent Counsel,
U.S. Department of Health,
Education and Welfare

Anything Identified as opinioni of course, in no way represents Administration

or Department of Health,EdUcatIOn, and Welfare policy..

On-the eve of this country's bicentennial anniversary, 1 think it appropriate

to revisit the Constitution and its framers to refresh our memories on the birth-

of the intellectual property clause,

As we all know, the Constitution was drafted in the context: of a struggle

with a government which had abused its obligations to. defend the rights of its

citizens.- Thus, it was no accident. that the salient portion of the Constitution'

Arafted for the purpose of protecting your liberties -made the Government the ser-

vant and protector and not the master otyour.individUal rightS.

Thus, the fifth amendment of the Bill of Rights proVideS that:

"No person shall, . . . deprived Of life, liberty or pro-

perty, without due process of law; nor shall- private pro-

party be taken for public use without justtompensatton."

It appears that the absenCe of any one of the three words, "life" --

"liberty" -- or "property" could have the effect of negating the other two: This

seems especially true if you were not guaranteed the right of "property" under

the conditions specified, since private "property" is a necessity Af you are to
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have control of your "life" andifilberty". I might add inferentially that it is

Contended'by-soma that the free enterprise system is dependent on /or sprang from

these words, since without the protedtion-of,private property from arbitrary 0-

trusitm, that systeM could not exist. Certainly the words distinguish our society

from the various forms of the world's collectIVIst societies.

NOW, we.all know that the word "property", even at the time of the framing

of the Constitution, included "intellectual property", But not-withStanding the

generic protection of property in the fifth amendment, the framers chose to be

even more explidit about this specific category of property, and provided this

language in-Article I, Section 8:

"The Congress shall have power to . . . promote the progress

of science and useful arts, by securing for limited times to

authors and inventors the exclusive right to their respective

Writing and discoveries."

Why -- this special handling Of this category of property?

There, was no recorded debate in.the Convention on SepteMber'5, 1787, when

Article I, Section 8, was presented, and it was approved unanimously. That the

products of the mind should prospectively receive legal .protection, even from-a

,centralized Government to be formed, was a principle upon which no one disagreed,

probably due-to some positive prior experience and examination. Within the eight-

teenth-centdry context of natural .laws or rights, intellectual property had re-

ceived affirmative expression not only in English andtommonWealth laws, but in

the Declaration of Independence, which provided that "All men are endowed by

-I 4 13
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their Creator with certain unalienable rights", and "that to secure these rights,

-governments are instituted among men . . ."

Madison, the chief architect of the ConstitUtion, did not end his interest

in intellectual property with the Constitutional Cohyention. He made the follow-

ing illuminating statements in support of,the.prospective Federal authority to

award patehts and copyrights:

In the Federalist on January 23, 1788:

"The utility of this power will scarcely be questioned.

The copyright of authorS has been solemnly adjudged, in

Great Britain, +6 be a right of common law. The right to

useful inventions seems with equal reason to belong, to

the inventors. The public good fully coincides in both

cases with the claims of individuals. The States cannot

separately make effectual provision for either of the

cases, and most of them have anticipated the decision

of this point by law3 passed at the instance of Congress."

In a letter to Thomas' Jefferson on October 17, 1788, he made a more im7

Portant insight:

"With regard to monopolies, they are Justly classed

among the greatest nuisances in Government, but is it

clear that as encouragements to literary works and

ingenious discoveries they are not too valuable to be

wholly renounced? (These two sentences appear to be an

attempt by Madison to distinguish between-past monopolies
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of commodities granted as personal favors and the suggested

monopoly for novel. intellectual property.) ° Would it not

suffite to reserve in all cases a right to the public to

abolish the privilege at a price to be spetified-in the grant

of (This apPearS to-be the first reference to GovernMent-

"march-i rights1) Monopolies are sacrifices of the many to

the few. Where the-power is in, the few, it is natural- for

them to sacrifice -4 many to their own partialities and cor-

ruptions. Where the power, as with us, is in the many,. not

in; the few, the danger cannot be very' great that the -few will

be thus favored. It is much more to be dreaded that the few

r-!;44

will be unnecessarily sacrificed, to the many."";(Parenthet1tl-

sentences and.emphaals-added.)

In this statement, and especially the last sentence, the answer to the'need

for specific protection of intellectual proiperty, notwithstanding its generic in-

\ -
clusion in the fifth amendment, seems apparent. First, the use ofthe term "mon-

°polies" suggests that Madison knew that the nature of an individual piece of

intellectual property is such that it could be useful to all people and at the

,same, time be susceptible of ownership by one person, while on the oth hand;

diversity of ownership of all other categories of property, precluded te possi-

.bility of monopoly. The strong possible argument against an indefinite monopoli-

2ation of valuable intellectual property and its end product under only the fifth

amendment and his recognition that "The States cannot . . . make-effectual provi-

sion ", suggeSts that Madison knew that the rights of the creative few would be

in danger withOut clarification In the Constitution. Thus, a compromise was
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struck under which intellectual proper:1*y was to be owned _for' only-a limited term

in exchange for the-creator's right to exclude. It was under these circumstances

that intaledtual,property--- that property which 'makes posSible the use-of al

:other property =c obtained special consideration in the Constitution.

Therwis little that I've presented-that appears to be subject to ques-

tion. Even-those whohave difficulty with the intellectual property clauSe do

not advocate its repeal. Their-argument has not been directed agei*st the Gov-

ernment's responsibility for protection of private propeily and the - especial re-

ward promised by the intellectual property clause, but erosion-of the concept

through convincing of an immediate need to limit the reward in the "public inter-

est" or because of public involvement in the difficult delivery process which

intellectual property must move through before reaching the public.in useable

form. These arguments, used in inappropriate situations, are probably what

Madison considered "to be dreaded".

As we discussed on previous occasions, since the inception of the patent

system, this country has moved from a rural to a highly industrialized nation.

In the process, resources and creators flowed into highly sophisticated induStrial

research organizations. Such creators-were required to assign their creative

rights to the organization without any added compensation over and above their

salaries. As I noted on that occasion in greater elaboration, this arrangement

was tolerated by society and confirmed in the courts as to private organizations

and their employees.

When the 17 billion dollars of Federal funds began flowing into research

some twenty-cfive-or -so years ago, through the funding of the Federal Government's
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contract and grant system, the simplistic policy that "What the Government

64'public) pays for (or even partially-pays for), it should own" was applied

in practice to the totarinventive'reSult of some Government funded research

Programs. This was-really .an extension of the already developed and accepted,

concept applied to private industry, discussed above, that an employer (here,

the Federal Government) can take assignment from an employee-(in this case, the

Government's grantees -or contractors).

As I indicated previously, I
thought utili -zing this concept in all Govern-

ment contracting situations to be poor policy, as it did not maximize delivery

of inventive. results to the public, or protect the equities of all the parties

involved-, in.my experience or that of others. This was explicitly pointed out

to DHEW by the GAO in.its' 1968 Report to the Congress on "Problem Areas Affect-

ing Usefulness of Results of Government-Sponsored Research in Medicinal Chemistry",

which provided;

"On the basis of our observations, we proposed that the

-Department direct its efforts toward timely determination

of rights to potentially patentable inventions in order

to reduce uncertainties as to the - status of invention rights.

We propoted also that the Department clarify the intended use

of Institutional Patent Agreements, of which only limited use

has been Madeo but which appeared to be a useful device for

-I

assigning ownership rights while protecting the public interest."

After my review of theConstitution, I believe that the-legal basis for

this finds some suppor7f.
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Now, the prUmary argument of advocates of a Government-title ,policy with-
_

out reservation_ maintain that those Government research prOgrams utilizing a

Government - license policy result in an "unjustified windfall" in the contractor.

Notwithstanding the fact that noGovernment research program,really, utilizes a

GovernMent-license policy without reservation, consistency would lead-one to the

belief that a Government-title-policy without reservation results in an "unjusti-.

fied windfall" in the-Government. If there Teally-weresuch a "windfall" in the

Government, the policy would be constitutionally suspect, since there is a sugges-,-

tion that "private property" is being "taken for public 'use without just Compensa?
, .

tion% since the chain of title, as provided by Article U, Section 8, must 'start

with the inventor, and proceeds to the Government only through contractual assign-

ment.

In truth, "just compensation" for future inventions generated ,under Govern-
?

ment contracts cannot possibly be determined at the time of contracting, no

matter what patent clauses are used, and any equitable policy, in which the Gov-

ernment wished to retain exclusive rights would have to be based, on compensating

the owner of the exclusive rights at a time-when its'commercial 'value could be

assessed. Compentation Wouldordi6rily be in excess of the contract price, un7

less the invention were the specific object of the contract, which ordinarily is

not the case. In ,lact in the area of grant research it is by definition never the

(I would point out that anyone supporting a Government-title policy with-

out reservation at the time of contracting would need to establish that all
4

future inventions were the specific object of their contracts; otherwise, the

Government would be the recipient of.a "windfall".)
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Now, I
consider it nonproductive to belabor the arguments supporting the

0 it

:two extremes of possible Government patent pdlicy. I have chOsen to fault the

one extreme not for the purpose of supporting the other, but merely because It/.

is the former that has iiizircome the. more vocal. Unfortunately, when one-extreme

surfaces and the Flier re tnt t, the GoOernment policies that sit in, the

middle become pressure to give ground to the vocal extreme. Since as y/ou all

/

know, DREW patent olicy already sits in a middle ground, we cannot responsibly

move without .andoning the protection of some of the equities of't' parties

1he
involved. But, unfortunately, this type of resistance provides to_ 'extremist

the) gument that we, in turn, are extremist inour position.

/
,.

I Now, ofall the variant policies one finds. ,under the Presi kls Statement )

/1 ,

of Patent Policy, which tn itself provides the framework with which reasonable
. ,

.

men can find a middle ground, I believe DHEW's to be the most acceptable. It

emerged from the crucible of debate with the clear recognition of the Govern-

mentts obligationto protect the. equities of all the parties, including the gen-

eral public.

DHEW has two methods of making disposition of invention rights. Its stan-

-
_dard policy is to defer determination until the invention. is identified. We

never take title at the time of contract, thus obviating any possible claim of

-unjust enrichment. In the majority of cases in which the inventing organization

'seeks-to retain the exclusive rights to an identified invention they have made;

-we'grant the request, subject to the kind of conditions Madison discussed. Thus,

1(
-there is a requirement the if the organizati/ chooses to license its rights, it

first determines whether nonexclusive lice sing will result in obtaining further

///P
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development funds. It exclusive licensing appears necessary on the basis of ,

market conditions, then we limit such licensing to five years from-first com

Mercial sale or eight yearS. from the license, Whichever occurs first. You all

know that there, areother"March=in" conditions that needn't be detailed .here.

If the organization itself Chooses to develcip the invention, the limitation on

its exclusive-,position-parallels that which it could give.to.a licenSee. The

grant of a,request is nearly always based on the fact that further risk capital

is necessary to develop and bring the invention to the marketplaceand the

Department does not intend to provide these funds, ordinarily because such'

funds have not been appropriated. This is equivalent to a-deciSiOn that the

invention was notthe specific object of the contract, and we do not wish fo.pey

"just compensation" over and above the contract in order to Maintain full. 1-ightt

o

in the invention. The deciSion to retain rights in an identified invention in

the instances where this has been done was based on a finding that there wads an

intention to contribute the additional funding necessary totring the invention

to the marketplace. This is tantamount to a decision that the invention was

the specifiC object of the contract and, therefore, the contract price plus the

additional investment is "just compensation".for the taking.

Further, in our Institutional Patent Agreement program, under which grantees

with patent management capabilities are afforded a first option to .any invention

made under their grant, an objective decision waspade by the Department that

because of the basid nature of the research supported, any invention that evolved

could not be the specific object of the grant and would always require further

development which we would not support. Thus, in this-situation, we basically
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decided that_njust.compensation".over and above the grant would always.;be re-

quired in order to maintain full rights in the Government, and that we did not

wish to make such payment. I would add that the decision to permit the ,first

option. in the_lnsfitution ts -conditioned-, on the same limiting cOndifiohi

ized under our deferred-determination policy.

Now, in_ practice, what has'happened since-the 1968 GAO Report? The:stat--

iitics we have collected can be considered to be only apprOximate-in that they

were accumulated -very-rapidly- through our files and with conversations -with the
1-

parties in interest., The statistics are-on the low side, as not all the inter-

estedparties could provide information -to-us within the time frame necessary,

.
and most that .gave us statistics _were conservative when they felt -figures could

imit be readily verified.

First, in regard to the GAO comment's-on Department performance, I would

note, that since January I, 1969, the Department has entered into -41 new Insti-

tutional Patent Agreements, bringing the total number to 56. Second, i regard

to.deterMinations undet our deferred determination policy, average-processing

time is running between' 15 and 20 weeks, from time of receipt of A petition to

final determination. This compares to a situationln 1968 when petitions basic -

ally were not processed.

ilow, in regard. to rights dispositions, our files indicate that 167-pateht

applications were filed since 1968 by institutions who chose to exercise'their

first option to Invention rights- under their Institutional Patent Agreement.
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Under the 167 patent applications filed, the universities have negotiated 29

nonexclusive licenses and 43 exclusive licenses. In-addition, seven options to
-,

i,i pse have been negotiated. Seventeen joint - funding. arrangements with commer-

cial organizations, involving only he possibility of rights tofutureinventions,

-have been made. I consider this an important statistic since it IndicateS a

willingness to make arrangement's prior to the time that inventions have been

made on the badis that,the .institution has the flexibility.of providing to the

concern some- invention rights- if an invention should evolve from the_jointly

funded effort. The institution'gatns this ability to-negotiate by virtue-of its

Institutional Patent Agreement. We are advised that on the basis of all the

agreements noted, approximately.24 million dollars of risk capital. was committed

to the de4elopment or making of Inventions evolving with DHEW support.

Under our deferred determination'policy, it was determined that since

;
July I, 1968, 178 petitions have bean/feviewed. Of these 178, 162 petitions were

granted. Under the 162 petitions granted, the institutions involved and respond-

ing have to date granted 15 nonexclusive licenses and 35 exclusive licenses.

These licenses have generated a commitment of risg capital of approximately 53

million dollars. One of the petitions granted involved a burn ointment discovered

at a university, which was patented for the university by Research Corporation,

licensed to a pharmaceutical company, clinically tested under the direction of the

company, and cleared by the Food and Drug Administration on the company's initia-

tive. The 'drug is now commercially available.

To my knowledge, this is the only drug outside the Cancer Chemotherapy
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Program which was initially Department support -and= -has reached

the marketplace through -the investment of risk capital from the drug industry.

We are aware, of at 166st-five other drugs outside Cancer Chemotherapy at various

Stages of development which. Were discovered with Department support ancrare now ,,

being developed with private support under licenses made possible under our

deferred determination policy. (I cannot at this time advise whether the

licenses granted under inventions retained under IPA's involve any drug develop-

merit Situations, but it is presumed they do.) TheSe numbers compare to zero

situations at the time of the GAO Report.

The approximately 75-million dollars committed to development of-Department

initiated :inventions, although on the face appeaFFrig-tObeinsignificant in

comparison to the one-and-a-hall billion dollars yearly devoted to-research and

development at D1-01, is in fact substantial when compared to:the 100'1.01.11am

dollars devoted to directed research with profit-making organizations in 1973 and

to leSser amounts 1n-praceding ycoutu .o The= comparison to the 100' mi Fl ion dollars

is,deemed mare-realistic, since the 75 million dollars committed is substantially

all, for development purposes (directed research). /

Much more significant than the. figures involved .is the information being-

-provided by, members of ouraudience which indicates that in the iast two years

industrial organizations have. been actively pursuing University research, which

believe to be clearly the result of the audience's active solicitation of collab-

orative-arrangements, which, in turn, was partly motivated by the flexibility

provided by, our patent policy. Thus, while the GAO Report indicated that in
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Many instances investigatort formerly could not reach the point of condlusive-

failure_ with their innovations, that pathway appeart to -be open, along with the

hope of successful utilization.

In light of the above, I believe Mr. Madison_ would be pleased that DHEW'

had not "wholly renounced" monopolies as "encouragements to literary works and

ingenious discoveries".

In times of stress, other countries have abandoned, to their ultimate

/regret, commitments to individual rights for-what was claimed to be the immed-

iate-Dpublic interest". The concept of individual rights. and the intent to-

-protect theM stems from the natural law understanding that rational individual

thought leads to survival' of adl, while"Collectivitm leads to ultimate abuse

aof such rights.

We are asked now byisome to "wholly renounce" the intellectual property

clause on the basis of that portion bf GovernMent research funds commingled with

those of the private sector in order 'to complete the, arduous task of bringing

an idea from the lab to a finished product in-the marketplace. There are too

few who understand that to do so could ultimately, Mean the liquidation of the

private_ ownership of all intellectual property ether than that kept secretor

the fractionalization of all collaborative effort involving Government funding.

As the man said, "The price of liberty (and property) is eternal' vigilance".
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AVAILABLE CORPORATE ASSISTANCE:
THE RESEARCH CORPORATION

Willard Marcy,*
Vice President - Patents

The I nnovat i on . Process in the Educational Institution

The speakers at the previous sessions of this meeting have discussed

thoroughly many facets of the complex process involved in the transfer of

technology originating on university campuses. In reviewing the points pre-

viously brought out, it seems clearly evident that educational institutions

have a much greater awareness then ever before of their responsibilities and

obligations relating to effective transfer of technology developed in their-

research laboratories. What is more, this awareness is growing rapidly and

will undoubtedly result in the near future in a great increase in the utili-

zation.of university-generated inventions. This conference, therefore, seems

very timely and quite appropriate, and we at Research Corporation are pleased

to'have an-opportunity to participate.

for my tapk this morning I would like to review briefly the necessary

steps that.an educational institution should consider in developing effec-

tive technology transfer, then discuss the capabilities of Research Corpora-

tion and how and where they can be utilized by the institution, and finally

discuss a patent awareness program, being funded in part by the National Science

Foundation, which Research Corporation is undertaking with-the Cooperation

of eight institutions selected to serve as a microcosm of the university community.

Review of "Transfer Steps

The key steps to be considered by any educational institution in developing

4-Sea 7IFFTWIdix B for biographical information
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adequate means for technology transfer are:

..,..- Development of an.institutiOnal patent-policy

,... Formulation of procedural mechanisms for carrytng out this- policy,

including the establishment of an institutional patent committee

.... Development of means for identifying inventive concepts.

.... Development of procedures for evaluating previously identified

inventive concepts, including both possible commercial-viability

and patentability

.... Establishment of-plans for utilization of the most promising in-

ventions and technology for the public benefit

Developing suitable arrangements'rrangements 'for carrying out these plans

Taken in sum these steps constitute the process of innovation.

Existing patent policies at educational institutions come in all con-
;

ceivable lengths and variations, but generally cover the matter of ownership
4)

or equity based on financial or other contributions of the parties involved

in the discovery and testing of inventive concepts. A number of the important

points to cover in drafting'such policies was covered in one of the sessions

yesterday., For a typical standard poiicy, reference should be made to a sample

published in the Handbook of College and University_ Administration 2,

Chapter 8 (McGraw - Hill, - 1970).

Unless implemented, any published patent policy is meaningless. There-

fore, logical and Workable procedures are an essential adjunct to any patent

poiiCy. Responsibility for carrying out the procedures must be assigned
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unequivocally to an individual or'anoffice in the administrative branch of the

institution. In addition, a patent committee made up primarily of faculty re-

presentatives is also needed to interpret the patent policy,'judge questions of

equity and to oversee the functioning office in carrying out the policy.

The identification of inventive concepts is essential in order to bring

to bear the mechanisms set up to deal with these concepts. However, this is

perhaps the weakest link In the innovation chain of events. The strengthening

of this step is the objective of the NSF-sponsored patent awareness program to

be discussed later in this talk. At present, inventions are left for identi-

fication by the faculty researcher. While this person should be the first to

know when an invention has been made, frequently he is not oriented to or in-

terested in looking at his scientific output in this manner. For this reason,

other people and different techniques should be used to ensure that as many

inventive, concepts as possible (are identified.

The evaluation of inventive concepts for possible patentability.and com-

mercial promise should be left to knowledgeable and experienced scientists,

engineers and business-oriented individuals. Since a wide spectrum of such

people are not usually found on university campuses, the evaluation step is

.frequently done by outside organizations having available such expertise.

Once identified and evaluated as being worthwhile developing, however,

inventive concepts will never benefit the public unless strong, positive initia-

tive is mounted. Here again, in many instances, the educational institutions

have neither the knowledge nor financial or business-oriented capability to
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carry such initiatives through. Recourse to outside assistance is necessary.

Costs of the Innovation-Process

The cost of carrying on the 4nnovation process at educational institutions

will vary widely. Since much of the work will involve resolution of policy and

equity questions, the actual cost of such resolutions may well be obscure. Fre-

quently, the individual or office assigned major responsibility for handling

inventions also has other major responsibilities as well, and allocation of costs

is difficult at best. Evaluation of inventive concepts may well be done by peer

scientists for no additional compensation, but may take appreciable amount of

time which would otherwise be devoted to teaching and research. While patent-

ing costs are usually well defined since they will be documented in billings from

patent attorneys, the costs of negotiating contracts, grants and license agree-

ments will not be so well documented. These difficulties were discussed in the

morning session yesterday and it was quite evident that the real costs for carry-

ing out the innovation process are generally not well known even at those institu-

tions which have been involved for some time in this area of interest.

Some rules of thumb ideas,, however, may be worthwhile using. In our-eic-

'perience at Research Corporation we have found that only about one invention in

ten passes the evaluation stage, and only one in ten of those accepted becomes

licensed. Of those licensed, only one in ten produces appreciable royalty.in-

coma -- $50,000 or over per year. Put another way, for every large royalty in-

come producing Invention, licensing negotiations must be carried on for at least

ten inventions, and evaluation must be done on perhaps, 1,000 inventions.
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While it is not possible to say how much these steps would cost for any
r

specific Invention until the particular case is actually processed, one might

say that, on the average, each evaluation might cost in the range of $500 to

$5,000, each patent might cost in the range of $1,000 to $3,000, and finding

prospective licensees and negotiating licenses might cost in the range of

$1,500 to $10,000. These costs vary appreciably depending on the technology.

The cost of developing patent policies, settling matters of ownership and

equities, administering an innovation prograM, trying to obtain contracts and

grants based on recently discovered inventive concepts, or in attracting en-

trepreneurial interests, just cannot be'quantized, One way to control such

costs would be to set up an office with a definite number of staff
*
members and

predetermined budget. if this office then works diligently and spends no .

more than its budget, it will be able to handle only ascertain number of cases;

ideas beyond. the capabilities of the office staff or its financial resources

would remain fallow or be taken up by others, perhaps through publication, with-

out benefit returning to the institution&

0
Again, based on Research Corporation experience, one should expect about

one invention to develop from the expenditure at an institution of about

$1,000,000 of contract or grant money. if a .firm effort were made to ferret

out inventions, one might expect this ratio to increase to about-one invention

per $500,000 invested.

Another rule of thumb- to guide administrators in setting up an in-hOuse

capability for handling the innovation process is that the institution should
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have about $20,006,000 of contract or grant money in the scientific or engineer-

ing areas before such a capability should be considered. Up to this amount the

institution would be well advised to use outside expertise entirely. Even with

an in-house capability, use of outside expertise is advisable in the more com-

plex and highly market-oriented cases.

Research Corporation Capabilities

I should like to turn now to describe briefly Research Corporation's

organization and capabilities, and to comment on when, where and how educa-

tional institutions can best take advantage of these.

Research Corporation is a nonprofit, tax-exempt foundation, with NO

main objectives. These are

.... to support fundamental scientific research at educational rnstjtu-

tions through its.grants "programs, and

furnish educational, scientific and other nonprofit institutions

an inventive administration service, including the evaluating,

patenting and licensing of inventions.

The invention administration program is conducted by a technically trained,

. market-oriented staff. The staff's members include 8 chemists and chemical

engineers, who are experienced in the chemical, pharmaceutical, and foods indus-

tries; 2 mechanical engineers., and 3 electrical and electronic engineers and

physicists. One additional member is trained in aeronautical engineering. All

staff members have had industrial experience before joining the foundation.

The staff is located in New York and is divided administratively into two

IGU
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groups. One, group is responsible for initiating and developing suitable re-

.

lationships with the institutions served, as well as for evaluating inven-

tions emanating from these institutions. The other group is involved in pro-

secuting patents covering accepted inventions, and in initiating, developing

and concluding licensing arrangements with industry. The latter group is also

responsible for administering the licenses during the life of the patents.

Individuals in both groups also are available for and do furnish advice to

institutions when requested, concerning patent policies, and equity and licens-

ipg problems.

The foundation charges no fees for its services, relying on its share of

any royalty income resulting from its patenting and licensing activities on

behalf of the institutions. In case of.certain types of litigation, primarily

that involving infringement, the institution may be asked to share the cost.

.Fortunately, such cases are rare, having occurred on only two or three Occa-

sions in the past 25 years where institutions were involved.

All income obtaited from licensing activities is divided between the

foundation and the institution in accordance with prearranged agreements. If

the institution's patent policy allows,a portion of this income is also shared

with the inventors. The institution's income is available for any purpose the

institution chooses. The foundation's share, however, after expenses, is made

available in its entirety for its grants programs.

The foundation maintains favorable working relationships with all the

government granting agencies, particularly the National Science Foundation and

161 I.
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the Department of Health, Education and Welfare. Not only does it try to keep .

up with the important changes in policies of these agencies, --but it also -be-

-comes involved in the progressive evolution of these policies whereve?'_and when-

ever this is possible.

Thus, Research Corporation is available and can provide helpful assistance

to educational institutions in many areas, including the formulation of patent

policies, the development of mechanisms to implement these policies, the identi-

fication and evaluation of inventive concepts, and the patenting, licensing and

administration of inventions accepted for development for the public benefit.

Patent Awareness Program

Earlier in this -talk I referred to the identification of inventive con -

cepts as a weak link in the innovation process. With both- intellectual and

financial encouragement from the National Science Foundation, Research' Corpora-

tion'has embarked on a program to increase the ability of faculty members and

.administrators alike to recognize inventions developed at educational institu-

tions. As the last topic of this talk, I would like to describe this program

briefly and to indicate the expected results. Under the NSF grant these results.

will be made available broadly to interested parties when the entire program has

been completed.

The program is envisioned as the -fisting of a premise that development of an

enhanced patent awareness.at educational institutions will lead to an earlier and

more widespread identification of inventive concepts_resulting from supported re-

search. Such an identification, in turn, is expected to result in a more effective

commercial realization of inventions to the benefit of the public, and a better

understanding of the technology transfer process as it relates to inventions from

academia.
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The work is already underway and will continue over a,three-year period.

As mentioned previously eight institutions )of higher learning in the United

States, have been selected-for this program. These range from_very rerge, very

-diverse state=supported universities to relatively small, basicilly technologi-

cal institutions. ,"

The rogrambonsists of four parts:

.... a preliminary review of the ongoing research at-each institution

.... an educational and indoctrination phase

.... a period of continuing intensive support

.... analysis of results and preparation of a final report and work

output suitable for publication.

The Preliminary Research Review involves a study of al:l reports made

by. the institution for the previous five -year period relating,to

sponsored' research.

As part of the study, preliminary visits are to be made to the

participating institution to obtain and discuss the content of these

-reports with the' administrative staff. Some attention will be devoted

to selecting those projects which appear to have some promise of either

-leading to patentable inventions or to new and commercially useful tech=

nology. This study will .alsO enable the selection of the:mbstoromis-

Mg "areas for further indepth study. The purpose of this review is to

-- provide a base for later comparison of the results of the next two

phases.
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An Educational and Indoctrination phase will consist of lecture- seminars

specifically directed to those faquIty researchers working in the discip-

lines that are deemed most likelyto provide inventions.

Generally these meetings will be oriented towards one broad discipline

at a time - chemical, mechanicaror electrical. Additional- meetings may be

necessary to cover adequately medical schools or health science centers.

Each meeting will consist of a lecture of about one-half hour's length

followed by a question and answer period. All lecture-seminars at each

institution will be completed within about a three-day period. Additional

ad hoc forum discussions will be scheduled as requested by individual or

group researchers. Meetings will, in general, be limited to up to 30

attendees. Any subsequent meetings will belimited to no more than I0

attendees at each meeting so that individual participation and interac-

tion can take place more readily.
O

The third phase of the program will involve conferences between the in-

dividual researcher and Research Corporation staff members. These con-

ferences will be conducted at each institution beginning during the three-

day,lecture-seminar period. A selection for such individual conferences

will be made based upon studies of grants and contracts proposals and inter-

im or progress reports on ongoing research, and on an indication of personal

interest by the researcher.. This phase is felt to be the most important

and most productive part of the experiment,

These one-to-one meetings-are-designed to develop both a better
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knowledge of the nature and-direttiOn Of the individual research project

and also a better rapportwiththe researcher himself. -Historically, we

havefOund that the establishment of a-personal- sense of mutual trust and

respect- between researcher and Research Corporation staff member over -

comes= much of the reluctance to disclose inventions.propprly-and adequately.

During these individual meetings the general material, covered at the lecturer

symposia can be refined and related to specific technical- problems and-

syncracieseof individual researchers. In addition It will be poSSible to

develop a time frame for future monitoring of the research process and este-
.

blishing future meeting dates. .

The, initial conferences will be followed by a period of continuing

support over the following two years during which frequent additional per-

Sone! ,conferpnces will be held, as necessary. We are convinced that the.

developMent of patent awareness must be a continuing affair. Attendances -t

lectures-seminars and immediate follow-up personal interviews appears to

be,e4ective initially in developing or enhancing, an awareness, but, un-

fortunately, in the long run the new knowledge.is quite transient, lasting

only weeks in some cases. To overcome this,a Research Corporation staff

member will return- to, the institution at least two days per month for the

,

first 12 months after the completion of the initial- personal intervews and

then I day per month'fOr approximately 10 more months.

The fourth part of the program would provide an,eValuation of.the

effectiveness of the program and. the production of a reproducible work

O
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output. The evaluation would involve both short-term statistical and

qualitative analyses and. similar long-terth.analyses.

The total cost of this program is estimated to be about $200,000 and the

total elapsed time is expected to be three years.

At a minimum the proposed program is expected to accomplish the following:

Devetopment of an awareness that inventions of value to the public

maybe inherent in academic research projects.

Definitioh, in general terms, of an understanding of the factors

that make.an invention both patentable and licensable.

.... Development of an understanding that publishing and patenting are

compatible and not irreconcilable opposites, as is frequently felt

to be the case by academic researcheqs.

.... Presentation of the role of the patent system in developing new pro-

ducts or processes for the public benefit.

.... Provision of descriptions of the various methods, other than through

patents, for transferring technology.

.... Encouragement of closeAorking relationships with government grant-

ing agencies and industrial sponsors through development of a know-

ledge and understanding of institutional patent policies, administra-

tive procedures and faculty andadministrator responsibiLities at

individual institutions.

.... Development of a broad understanding of technology transfer methods

through preientation of actual case histories, including some indica-

tion of economic and other benefits accruing to the general public,
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the government, the Institutions, and the inventors.

.... Development of appropriate and more effective-mechanics for evalua-

ting inventive-concepts from educational- institutions.

Development of an awareness of means for carrying forward worthwhile

inventive concepts to commercial use for public benefit.

Conclusion.

In the discussion this morning-the innovation process -in- educational institu-

Lions has been described, and some practical hints as to.costs and-recommended

practices were,presented.

Theorganizationand general capabilities of Research Corporation were des-

cribed and some idea was given as to the ways in which the foundation can assist

educational Institutions in developing inventive concepts through its invention

administration progi~am.

One area of assistance currently being provided by the foundation with- finan-

cial support by,the National Science Foundation, was summarized in some detail,

along with the expected results. This program is designed to enhance the patent

awareness of both faculty members and administrators at educational institutions.
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AVAILABLE CORPORATE ASSISTANCE:
BATTELLE DEVELOPMENT1CORPORAT1ON

R. F. Dickerson,*
Vice President and General Manager

BDC-What it is and 1-1614 it Works

It is a pleasure to be able to have a few minutes with'ou this morning.

We-are pleased with the-apparent success of this meeting and the interest that

you all have shown in the various discussions up-to this point. I' sincerely

hope that it has been a valuable experience for each and every One of you.

As several of the speakers mentioned yesterday, I. think there are times

when a,university might require the assistance of an organization such as The

Research.Corporation, Arthur D. Little, Inc., or ourselves in the evaluation

and subsequent licensing of some of your ideas. I believe that there are many

universities who are initiating an active patent program which can be helped

by one of our organizations temporarily. We feel that we can provide a service

during the time that the university is developing its patent and licensing

business. We are well aware, of course, that if the business reaches the pro-
.

per magnitude, the university should consider strongly establishing 'its own

-people to accompllih.the patenting and marketing functions of Battelle DeVelop-

ment Corporation (BDC). Nevertheless, we are ready, willing, and able to assist

in the interim if the university really is interested in establishing a strong,

patent and licensing program.

A little about BDC may be in order. BDC is a wholly-owned subsidiary of

Battelle Memorial Institute (BMW We are chartered as a not-for-profit organi-

zation, and we are assigned the responsibility of searching for inventions,

*See Appendix B for biographical information
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evaluating these inventions, developing those which pass evaluation, and, sub-

sequently, attempting to license these inventions to industry. We are proba-
.

bly one of the few organizations of our type with money to invest in the

development of worthy inventions.

The word,. worthy, is an interesting_ word. As you can imagine, we have,

t.

over fhe years, developed a rather strict method of evaluating ideas to deter-

mine whether or not they are worthy. Our first step is a screening process in

which we-subject the ideas to a set series of screening criteria. The idea does

not necessarily have to pass all the screening criteria to pass the screening

itself. However, should it not comply with certain of the criteria, it is most

assuredly not going to pass the screening operation. The criteria briefly

stated are as follows:.

1. The idea must offer some benefit to mankind. In other words,

we do not look at gadgetry, cosmetics, weaponry, etc.

O

2. The idea must be a major improvement in a technology, device,

or process. We feel that a minor Improvement is hardly worth

the effort of development since.its lifetime may be relatively

short.

3. The idea must have potenfiatioepatentability. You must re-

member that our source of income, which, incidentally, woulcrbe
,

also your source of income, is royalties from licensing. In

order to obtain these royalties, we must have a reasonable patent

position to offer the licensee. BDC or any other organization
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like us does not develop what is commonly known as industrial

know-how. Therefore, the licensee must accept, with the license,

the responsibility of the final product development'and the

final product marketing in order to make the invention a success.

4. The idea or invention should not result in a product that could

be considered-controversial as far as BMI is concerned. An ex-

ample of this might be a new birth-cOntrol device. It is com7

pletely acceptable for battelle to do contract 'research, in the

area of birth control. However, for Battelle to market the li-

cense on a birth- control device arid, consequently,, obtain income

from this device might result in controversial discussions and

comments with which Battelle would just as soon not become in-

volved.

O

5. If the development of the invention to the point of licensing

will take more than 18 months, BDC does not tend to have a

great deal of interest. We have determined that successful

licensing is best performed if the invention can be licensed

to industry at the earliest possible time. We have also found

that a period of 18 months is a rather long period for this

initial development.

6. We will not take on ideas and inventions which require a pilot-

plant facility id'order to interest the potential licensees.

This is just a bit too much for us to accomplish.

1 70
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7. We are cautious when government money has been Invested in the

development-of an idea. I must say that this is not reason enough

to drop the idea from further consideration. However, it is,rea-

son enough to raise a caution flag and cause us to study the poten-

tial market for this product with a great deal of care.

If an idea has passed the quick screening test, we then go into its various

facets in more detail. We examine the patent literature by performing raither

detailed patent literature searches both in.the United States and in Europe.

We submit the-idea to technical evaluators skillIzid in the particular techno-

logy in order for them to tell us what their opinions of the technical feasi-

bility are. Finally, we submit the invention to our marketing people so that

-they can get some quick idea about the market potential of the subsequent pro-

duct.

If the idea still looks good to us, we then go into the various facets

in still more detail. Our marketing people, for example, begin to do a

7"<7."

sonably detailed analysis of the type of market that will exist and-estimate

the income through royalties and fees. The patent people begin ,to think in

terms of the preparation of a patent to cover the invention or ideas, and the

technical people begin to think about the type of development program that

might be needed to get the idea into a, licensable stage. Naturally, we not

only encourage, -but we demand, feedback from all three of these sectors.

We believe that the patent people should have some say in the-type of

research that is done in order that the strongest possible patent position

c
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can be obtained. AlSo, we feel that the marketing people must tell the

technical people the point at which development could stop andsthe item

could be licensed.

The technical people, marketing people, and patent people must then

come up with an estimate of what the development will cost from initiation

to license and how much time would be involved. If the cost is such that

we feel a ten-to-one return on the investment can be recovered over the ,life

of the patent, we are in a position to accept the invention and proceed with

its development.

Our problem is one.of shortage. Over the past 2 years in which have

-had'i*responsibility for BDC, we have been able to license every idea which
o

has cleared our screening andoUr evaluation. There is a shortage of good

ideas, and we feel that we are. not having an opportunity to look at all the

good ideas that might be available.

It is my personal feeling that the universities offer an almost un-

tapped source. It is also my feeling," thg't there must be a mechanism by

which organizations such as BDC can discuss with the inventors on the, staff
0

and faculty of the universities what really constitutes a good marketable

idea. I
believe that, if the potential inventor had an idea of what consti-

,
tutes a marketable invention, we might see a great deal more of.them.

I am also of the opinion that universities are ignoring a good source of

income when they do not attempt to set up an active patent and licensing pro-

gram within the university. In order to do this, the faculty of most

1'72
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universities must be motivated more than they may be at this time. I think

this motivation could be accomplished if the administration would indicate

an interest in patentable ideas by some mechanism and make certain-that the

inventor is aware that the administration is willing to give credits for pa-

tents and patentable ideas.

BDC is available to assist the universities in any way that is reason-
,

able. If you would like us to discuss university, patent policies with you,

we would 3be pleased to present the ideas we haVe. If you would like to ex-

plore ways in which BDC could work more closely with your faculty and staff,

please do not hesitate to ask us since this really is our Job.

4

Again, I appreciate having had the opportunity to participate in this

meeting. 1 hope that you all received some-value from the session, and I

wish to personally thank Dr. Allen Moore, his associates, and the entire

administration of Case Western Reserve University for organizing this

conference.

a
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AVAILABLE CORPORATE ASSISTANCE:
ARTHUR D. LITTLE, INC.

Alfred R. Johnson,*
Director, Invention Management

The Inyention Management Activities.of ADL.

It is my pleasure this morning to acquaint you with Arthur D. Little,

Inc., al6so known as ADL, and` our Invention Management activities.

Universities may benefit from such activities, in some cases, from the

experience we have developed in commercializing inventions. While a univer-

sity\may have faculties with creative people who conceive valuable inventions,

there may be no full time administration at the university to manage such de-

velopments properly. There is, however, an obljgatlon to have the new techno-
J

logy benefit the public and also to provide additional funds for the university

and the inventor. Skilled assistance is therefore necessary if maximum use is

to be made of this creativity. This is a very difficult business, as anyone

who has been involved must realize, and there are no pat answers or solutions.

We do.believe that we are in position to be of help and so -I will give you a

brief description, first, of ADL and then of our Invention Management work.

ADL was founded in 1886 as a firm of chemical engineering consultants to

the paper industry, and was incorporated shortly thereafter. From the time

of Dr. Little's death in 1935 until 1951 control of the corporation was in

M.I.T.; it is now controlled by a trust for the benefit of the employees,

although a small amount of stock is publicaliy traded.°

The company consists of approximately 1600 people about half of whom work

11-SW7KITITZWdix B for biographical information.
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directly, for clients. Some 25 percent of our business is with the government

and 75 percent is with commercial clients. Roughly one-third of our work is

technical and involves laboratory investigations, one third is nontechnical

and relates to such matters as economic planning, marketing, and management

consulting; and about one-third consists of a combination of the first two.

Because of the type of business, we have contacts with people at the

management level throughout the Unites States, and in fact, in many places

throughout the world. This can,of course, be of considerable help in our

attempt to launch a new product or new process.

The need for Invention Management. arose within ADL as a means of exploit-

ing inventions made by the staff, but not owned by clients. Normally any in-

ventions made while-working for a client belong to that client, but we have

found that, prLoperly handled, we can often get support from a manufacturer

for further work on an invention made by a staff member and owned by An in

return for an option to a license. This means we can also participate in

any commercial success of the invention through a royalty arrangement as well.

Such laboratory support is very welcome by the inventor, and, others involved

in the project, as they normally want to be associated with the invention as

it is developed. Invention Management at ADL is now about sixteen years old

as a full time.activity and extends to the development and commercialization

of inventions made outside ADL.

As stated above, getting new technology into the stream of commerce is

a very difficult and high risk business. Consequently, we have set up criteria,
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based on our own experience, that must be met in order that we undertake a

project-to develop an invention.-

These criteria are as follows:

I. The inventor must be very enthusiastic concerning the comer-_

cial potential of his discovery.

If the technical person is not enthusiastic, the invention is

almost impossible to market.

2. The estimated market potential must be in excess of $2,000,000

a year sales in the United States.

It is hard enough and takes long enough to make an invention

pay off, so it might as well te an invention that is reasonably

worth while in the event it becomes successful.

3. There should be a good proprietary position -- that is, the

invention should be patentable or involve a large body of know-how

or both.

It is necessary to give any licensee a commercial advantage if

royalties are desired, and this, is a legal, way to do this.

4. The invention must fulfill an identifiable market need.

Too often we have seen clever and innovative inventions that

lead to generalities. Developing a licensable situation from such

inventions is usually-too difficult, and unprofitable.

5. The Invention-should not only involve sound technology but

17G
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should be an imsortarr,* technical advance.

We have found that minor improvements in processes and pro-
,

ducts are of little interest to prospective licensees.

6. There should, as an extension of the .last point, also be a

clear competitive cost advantage or a new product distinctly better

than its competition.

7. Finally, the technology must be carried-at least to the

demonstration stage.

Too many ,inventions are pure speculation, and to investigate

seriously such invantions, mhere:the inventor himself has not de-

monstrated the principal, involves excessive risk.

It might be interest to-discuss briefly the procedure we follow with

respect to inventions submitted to us from universities. A description of an

invention is sent to us, and when sufficient information is available, and it

appears that it might meet the criteriasgjust disCussedi the invention is sub-

mitted to the proper staff-maapers at ADL for review. Their time is paid for

by tho Invention Managenent section as though we were a client. We try to

complete our evaluation within three or four weeks even though a Preliminary

patent search is often required.

Since our income depends on successfully handling new inventions, 'the-

N.I.H. (not invented here), -fctor is not present. But even so, not more than

one twentieth-of considered inventions received any further encouragement by

us. Although we prefer areas in which we have a good technical background,.

0
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there really is no limit to the type of technology which we will consider.

Hopefully a temporary, exception to this is a limitation pu-'upon us by the,

HEW. If HEW funds. any part of a research project, It attempts to retain

' rights to any invention made on that project, A policy of HEW is that only

non-profit patent lidensing organizations can handle such inventions. AIR'

naturally feels that merely because it pays taxes, that such discrimination
o

is unwarranted and hot in the public interest. We have, because of this

policy, had to refuse to handle several interesting inventions.resulting from

HEW Sponsorship, submittedto us by universities.

Assuming now that we. have made a preliminary evaluation and are favor-

ably impressed with the possibilities of successful commercialization, we

then suggest an Agreement with the university submitting the invention in the

event we do not have a general Agreement. The nature of the Agreement may,

of course, vary with circumstances, but normally it provides for exclusive

control by ADL for a period of time usually twelve to eighteen manths. If

we do not succeed dtiring this period in obtaining'an active commercial part-

ner, we may be required by the university to terminate the Agreement and give

to the university all Information, data, models, patent rights, etc. 'developed

during the'course of the project.
0

We do assume all the expenses or cause a licensee to assume such expense

incident to the project from the time we begin our evaluation. Such expenses

may involve further patent activity, further laboratory work, marketand eco-

nomic appraisals as well as costs associated with presentattons and negotia-

tions of licenses. We also may be involved in the subsequent policing of the
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pateht-iicensed_zInd perhaps revisions of the Agreement.

ADL' is paid, if at all, through the division of :income from options and

Menses-granted-. A.typical,aerangement caps for an equal division of income

although -this may be Modified as necessary.

We 'have not, so far, attempted in many -cases to/at-for univekities in

the exploitation of inventions arising from their faculty, but where we have,

wehave been reasonably successful. Through an Agreement-With M.I.T., for in-

stance, with respect to ore invention,..we have made and are currently making,

a major contribution to their royalty income account.'
O

Once an Agreement with the university has been consumated for a particik-

lar invention,'we look upon the university as a client, but our day -to -day re-

lationship is primarily with the inventor. .We do believe'that the inventor

should be personally involved -- not only in the presentation %f She invention

to an industrial partner, but also, perhaps, in carrying out3further work

sp-ontored by the industrial optionee or licentee. Thit sponsorth1p could be

an appreciable contribution to the work, of any.departmeht.

Since the program We have carried out at ADL with ADL developmentd has been

successful' in generating ajsigniffcant amount of,sponsoreq, work and royeltieS,

we befieVe thesame approach can be successfully extended to inventions arising

out of university research..
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'DR. DVORKOVITZ AND ASSOCIATES

Lloyd Patterson,*
Vice President

4#.;
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A Brokerage Service for University Technology Transfer

It's always a good feeling to be able to give a presentation and then

escape and have th&questions that may result answered by a colleague. But

Bruce Dahlim and -1 work so closely together that I don't think there will be

a problem. Last night I went over the listing of the institutions attending'

this particular seminar and it was pleasing to note that over 50% of those

present have some sort of an arrangement with Dr. Dvorkovitz and Associates.

Also, there are several in the audience-that know of the firm's name, however,

don't quite understand how we function and the-services offered.

I would like to point out that we hope to and ire striving to be a

profitable organization. We are international and the simplest definition

of Dr. Dvorkovitz and Associates is that we are product scouts and new

technology brokers.

We have offices throughout the world. These offices are small - one or

two men per major country. The offices are headed by nationals who are full

time salaried employees. Their-basic role in life is to find new products

and new processes and obtain authorization to expose them for possible busi-

negg,or joint venture arrangements. We program these opportunities and dissem-

inate the information into the most likely potential licensees' hands. Over

the past fourteen years we have tried to develop a program and a system to

approach the most Likely candidates.

SeAppendix B flor Viograpinieal informations
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You've probably noticed out in the other'room we have had a computer

terminal on display. Computer terminals per se'are not unique. We have data

base banks in the U.S., Itrael: and Japan and these-banksocontain over 7,000

new developments which we have been able to find -by contacting over 14,000 diff-

erent sources during the past 14 years. We place the program of each one of

the particular developments we-have reviewed into the computer. We'-do the
c.

same with major corporations which have listed their. interests and-needs with

us. We then use the computer essentially as a marriage bureau system. 4

The technique as employed roughly three years ago by Dr. Dvorkovitz and

Associates and it is proving to be extremely successful. Currently we have

over 500 arrangements for which we are responsible. Many of these have come

from Universities and are tieing capitalized upon by corporations throughout

the world.

We have an established group of more than 300 clients. Examples are

Standard Oil of Indiana, Sherwin Williams, Pillsbury, Quaker Oats, Kimberly

Clark, etc. We have as many clients overseas as we have in the U.S. Our

obligations are first to these corporations. They pay us an annual retainer

to find new products and processes and to assist them in accelerating their

technical research and marketing programs.

ti

None of our sources haVe any monetary obligations to us at all. We

basically work with four types:

I. :The Universities. We have been approaching the Universities and

trying to assist them in licensing every way possible. Each one

t
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of our people, whether in England, France, or here in the U.S.,

approach every major technically oriented university. Univer-

sity sources are not always the- large, well known school. Some

of the smaLler institutions have been extremely productive and

very successful. The universities, presently, constitute approxi-

mately 10 of -the total base -bank we offer to our 300 clientt.

If our clients-reject the technology:Ile have-offered to them based

on interest and needs, then we have additional thousands of direct
..

contacts throughout the world that we can go to and offer the' tech-

nology accordingly. These interests and needs we receive come-

from the direct contact of visiting with research dirlectors, vice

presidents in charge of corporate development, and presidents of

smaller companies. They give us this information primarily be-

cause they are interested in accelerating their programs. They

truly are interested in new products and opportunities. The

other three types of sources that we do deal with constitute a

larger percentage of the data bank.

2. The Independent Laboratory. Here there are typically five, ten,

or fifteen men concentrating in one given area,- having expertise,

in that area and, of course, doing research for profit. We have

been very successful with. these groups. They prepare an excellent

package to pretent. Everything is tangible.

The Major Con 'rations. This could be spin off technology.
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don't like to uset.he term becauie it always gives one the

feeling-that perhaps its "old hat and dusty" end has. been on

the shelf for a long time. That isn't necessarily true and
0

we're finding that much of the technology offered by the ma-
3

jor corporations is of a kind that has experienced success.

We have been successful in licensing corporation technology

a

and it's becoming more available.

. The Governmental Institutions. This includes the MEW, the USDA,

the Bureau of Mines, etc.

These are groups that are providing us with technology to expose for

licerAs both on an exclusive and non - exclusive basis. So our total base

bank of over 1,000, I
have previously mentioned, is made up of technology

coming from theSe foUr basic sources.

I
do wish to emphasize that the universities are beginning to place more

technology-into our system and therefore this percentage of the total data-

bank is increasing considerably. The quality is also increasing and this is

one thing that pleases us. More options and licenses involving,university

tpchnplogy have been experienced by our firm in the last three years than ever

betore. We;,.6aye had a recent license which involves a six figure monetary

number - a university development going into a major corporation' in the U.S.I
SO we're delighted with what we are experiencing.

The biggest problem we are encountering with the universities is that the

preparation of the licensing package has not been sufficient. Normally, things

183
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aren't very tangible. A corporation will not pay fora paper patent. They

O

find that they need something that they, can put their "teeth into." They

want to have a model that they can pull apart and-test and determine whether

or not that-particular development is an improvement over the prior art.

Also, sufficient time for patent filing overseas assists in making an ideal

paAage. We like to have U:S. patent applications filed, but we will also

consider offering nnly know-how if filing-has not been done. Our clients are

interested in lead time. Corporations are usually, looking for the opportunity

of getting a product into the marketplace before their competition does.

We believe the system and the technique that we do offer can be, and

is proving to be, very beneficial to the universities as well as other

sources, and of course equally beneficial to our clients, the licensees.

That is why we were continuing to be retained and have a continuing increase

in our data bank size.

The company is relatively small. Our total staff is in the magnitude

of 30 people, but we are doing only one thing: international licensing.

We don't do any laboratory evaluation, market research, or acquisition work.

At the beginning I mentioned that we don't charge our sources and this

is a very important thing as far as our service is concerned. We believe

.that the people who have invested money in a.development and have done an

adequate job of preparing the package for license have done a sufficient

amountoand now they should receive a return.

4
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When I
mentioned the company, being responsible for 500 success stories

many of these, of course, are options which may never develop into a license.

Some of them also involve joint ventures. A portion_of these, however, cid in-

clude arrangemiets with universities. One of the fascinating things about

this is that many of these corporations that have taken licenses and'options

from the universities, are also the corporations that have been funding and

plading money into the hands of the same universities. Therefore, knowing

the 'right people to meet, knowing what is available besides just giving the

money to a university In a general way, has been extremely profitable Un pro;
0

moting licensing and technology transfer between universities and corporatiOns.
0

6 Our organization in the last three years has been placing a considerable

amount of effort in trying to work with,the universities. In addition to our

annual industry/university forums, which began in 1973, we have setup several

.
Individual seminars, with the University of Miami, and Northwestern, for ex-

amples, trying to introduce industry, and get the industry feedback into the

university. This seems to help. You can do this on your own, of course, but

0

the critical point is that you must prepara properly, to offer properly.

During the last few days I
have listened to a lot of problems being discussed

and there are many involved, but one of the solutions is to prepare your pack-

aoe so you can at least encourage the industry to become interested. As I

,

6'm/4,4-mentioned they are not interested in just an issued patent. You need

something tangible. You should have a sampl, a working model, make available

they faculty member involved, have the patent people involved, have some sort of ari

idea like controlling or monitoring air pollution or something of this nature.

185
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Corporations a not difficult to work with. They are willing to give you

the feedback of what they are interested in finding and what they need. We

haie programmed much of that ihforMation in our computer data bank. Industry

is.in search.- they need products, processes, technology, etc.

So, what's so unique about our computer terminal? What's so unique

about computerization? It's the way we are using it to locate and establish

the technological fit. Competition? In a recent survey there were 50-55

corporations, firms or groups claiming to be involved(yin international licen-

sing, or licensing in general. We believe Dr. Dvorkoyitz & Associates are

different and unique. We believe we are complementary to some, such as Research

Corporation, Battelle Development Corporation, and Arthur D. Little, Inc.

They function differently, have a different purpose in life. Our basic role

is to serve as an intermediary, offering opportunities based on profile in-
Co

formation. The story is very simple. Industry is anxious to meet you. In-
a

dustry is willing to pay. If you can expose your technology properly, you'll

0 0

end up being very successful in your licensing activities.

186
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AVAILABLE CORPORATE ASSISTANCE
DISCUSSION

Questioner: As a general question to.the panel, I wonder if there is any-

thing inconsistent with being a not-for-profit organization and the fact that

innovation largely deals with an entrepreneurial spirit.

Mr. Dickerson: I
think it really depends on what your purposes are. If

your purpose is like,Battelle's to introduce technology to industry "not-for-

.profit" doesn't necessarily mean you don't make a profit. Being;non-profit

means just that. The two words are kind of different. The only thing about

a not-for7profit is that you have to turn your income into the purposes of

the not-for-profit organization. So in our case we have to be entrepreneurial

in the business we're in to make the money hopefully that goes back into the

corporation to be used for its other charitable functions.

Dr. Marcy: I think that the terms not-foc-profit and non-profit are

really definitions in the Internal Revenue Act. The way that you go about

your operation really has no relationship to that except that you have. to

be careful that you don't do certain things that throw you over into the pro-

fit category and get you in the situaticn where you have to pay taxes. The

advantage to being a non-profit or a not-for-profit organization, as we look

at it at least, is that 50% of our income would go into the federal govern-

ment coffers if we heci'to be taxed. We think that 50% is-better spent by

supplying, grant money for basic research at universities and we think we

know how to do that _quite well. I
didn't stress this when'we were talking
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before, but our grants are given for fundamental research in the sciences and

we are just about at the moment, the only organization in the whole country

that is doing this to any extent. We frequently find that we're giving grant

money to individuals who have first approached HEW or NSF and have been turned

down on the basis that the proposal is too far out. Why don't you go to Re-

search Corp., if they will support you for a year or two and if You are success-

ful, come back and then we'll give you a grant, from NSF and HEW. So we

think that our little bit of pittance in this area is seed money and we'd much

rather give it back to the university for this kind of research than to give

it to the federal government.general treasury where it's going to get lost some-

where and never come back. So in our case, the not - for - profit and non-profit cate-

gory is something we are jealous about and we want to keep. It doesn't have

any reference really to the entrepreneurial spirit or the way we go about'doing

our activities.

May I say onemore thing. You can be a not-for-profit and still pay a

federal tax. If you.are chartered as a not-for-profit in the state, you may

or may not pay federal taxes depending upon what IRS decides in the next'six

or eight months.

-Mr: Dickerson: This is a more critical problem with Battelle than it is

with R4search Corp.-, believe me.

Dr. Johnson: Well, I am about the only guy around here who is in busi-

ness to make a buck and pay taxes, aside from Bruce Dahlbo (of Dr. Dvorkovitz

and Associates). BLit our business is based on doing work sufficiently well,
o
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even though the price may be high, that somebody will pay for and pay us

enough money so.that. we can pay taxes. And we do. And our handling of in-

ventions and dealing with people have to be on that basis and the. object is,

of course, to make money for whoever we work for. If it's the universities,

we intend to make money for them and I
don't know that it's such a great

difference between a not-for-profit and non-profit, but at least I know that

in our case we are successful in making a profit.

Mr. Rosenberg: J know that many of the questions here will be concerned

with how universities and colleges interface with the technology and the patent

development corporations. I am also concerned with ,how HEW; for example, inter-

faces with these groups and I would like, if I can, to take a-feW minutes and

ask Norm Latker if he could comment on that. That is, specifically, how does

his age/Icy interact with.corporations such as represented here?

Mr. Latker: I wanted to volunteer that information. First, I'd like

to say that the HEW patent policy just didn't grow out of a vacuum. I think

Will Marcyols prefactly correct in indicating, hat his organization had a
/

great deal to do with how it developed. The,-uitimate idea was to write an

agreement that would create the kind of interfaces that we needed with patent

management organizations,,already in existence. Basically there are two

clauses in our institutional patent agreement that directly relate to Research
3

Corp. One of the clauSes provides that any patent management organization

that an institution uses must be for a non-profit patent management organiza-

,

tion, so Dr. Johnson's criticism is perfectly:correct. The second clause has

to do with royalties. Now, these are two negative kind of aspects that are

18
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in the agreement, and nearly the only two negative aspects that-you find.

The_first one to my mind makes some-sensebecause the Department had some

fear that in providing first options to the institutions that we would create

a patent portfolio in the hands of the universities that might attract the kind

of patent management organizations that Tom Martin spoke about yesterday. Basi-

cally the limitation in the agreement was put in there with that in mind, but

not aimed at anybody like Arthur D. Little, Inc. Secondly, we recognize that

when the clause was included, you don't have a problem with the non-profit

patent management organization because we know that the funds coming from the

university sector are ploughed back into the research area. With the profit

making organization, we don't know where the other half q the funds go. Our

reasoning was that as long as there are non-profit people in the area, let's

go with them because we are getting more funds back into the research area.

The royalty restriction to-my mind makes less sense. Some major univer-

sities have been unable to acquiesce to the kind of ceiling. that we have

established. You know, a better policy on a long range basis would probably

be to examine at the time we make the institutional agreement, what the univer-

sity policy is. If it appears to be reasonable on its face, then,you could

just go with it. But unfortunately at this time we do not have a sliding scale

situation and the prospects of changing it is somewhat dependent upon the

squeaky wheel. This is all reading up and getting back to Arthur D. Little, Inc.

because to my mind Arthur D. Little is not really a patent.management organiza-

tion. It is sort of a hybrid organization in that it functions like Battelle

and contributes risk funds up front. This is quite different from the kind of,
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patent management organization we were thinking about when we wrote the clause.

My answer to Arthur D. Little is eking this line that the invention rights in,

our deferred policy or institutional patent agreement policy are left to the
o-

institution. Now the institution can pick out its licensees at its own dis-

cretion. If I was an institution, I would view Arthur D. Little as a prospec-

tive licensee as opposed to a-patent management organization. If they are

going to make a,contribution of risk capital to the bringing of the invention

to the market place, then the institution is in a position. to license'them.

The-mere fact that Arthur D. Little is not going to be the last licensee is

not material from HEW's point of view. What we want to see is -the invention

get.to the market place. So to a certain extent r'm Just putting the ball

back into Arthur D. Little's court here in that I think it's up to them to

decide whether they can live with the conditions of our deferred determina-

tions clause in the institutional agreements and become a licensee in a situa-

tion where they are going to risk capital. After their participation has

ended they would need to seek out the ultimate deliverer to the public then

0

write their own contract in concert withsthe university's interests.

Questioner: I would like to know more about Dr. Dvorkovitz and Associ-

ates. Since they indicate there is no cost to the university, I think they

need to tell us just exactly where the money comes from,'when the-university

is bound, and when the potential licensee is bound to Dr. Dvorkovitz. How

are they limiting the marketing capaWity of the university when this in-

formation gets into their system? In other words, we need to know just whet

kind of a brokerage agreeMent this Is. What are your relations.hips with the

,industry people who,look at yOur data bank?

1/4
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Mr. Dahlbo: Well, actually there were several questions asked. First

-of all the university is not committed to us on any kind of an exclusive basis

such that they lose any of their options. Throughout the world in our rela-

tionships with various sources of technology we do have different kinds of re-

C .:. q
lationships. In some cases, We have exclusive agreements whereby the licensor

agrees that we wrII, be the exclusive agent acting on kis behalf. This is still

not an agency agreement in tha legal sense of an agent whereby we can bind any-

one. However, with the universities we have taken the approach that we do not

expect to limit them. We view it rather in .a practical way. If we do a success-

ful job for any source we think they will be willing and eager to work with Us

in the future. So it's put on a basis that if wa perform for them they will

Probably want to give us new things in the future. If we get them at an early

enough stage, we'll do a good job for our clients in bringing it to their,

attention, giving them the lead time they want. So as far as the commitment on

the part of the university is concerned, none of your options are given up. You

are free to make direct contacts if you want to. Now, on the industrial side,

again we have different types of agreements with different industries. We have

different types of .services with these people depending upon how they contract

with us. So in some cases:some of the companies want to receive things firm-

before its given to others and we explain this to our sources.. In other cases,

people contract for service in which they may receive the information at the

same time that other people do throughout the'world. In other words, it's a

general information service in that case. So the commitments,on tne side, of,

ihOustry vary considerably according to the.kindoi service they want from us,

but the commitments on the side of the licensor, in the case of the universit-y,

O
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are clean cut. Nobody is committed to let only us work on their behalf. You

do not give up your rights to make direct contacts if you want to. Negotia-

tions are normally conducted directly between you and the licensee although we

are wiiling to help if we are requested.

Dr. Tyler: Bruce had told me several years ago that they have an office

in Vienna and a expert who traveli behind the Iron Curtain and represents

them, and one of their objectives is to exchange technology with companies and

perhaps universities behind the Iron Curtain with the Western World. So there

are two questions: (I) Are these countries generally honoring the Interna-

tional Patent and License Agreements that prevail in the rest of the world?

and (2) Has this been effective in the sense that any appreciable amount of'

technology has been transferred in either direction?

Mr. Dahlbo: I
would answer the first part of the question by saying

first of all that we're not, I am certainly not a lawyer or a patent attorney

and-our company is not in that field so I couldn't comment on some of the fine

points about to what extent they honor the Patent Agreements and-Patent Laws of

the conventions. As far as I know, in general, they do. The-extent to which

.technology transfer actually takes place, in one direction or another, though,

is governed by other things, economic conditions and what not. In general,

in talking from our viewpoint, we have been more successful in getting tech-

nology from the Socialist countries to license elsewhere than we have been able

to get it from.elseWhere and bring it into the Socialist countries. This isn't

too surprising because in many cases they have invested their money in. heavy

industry, and in that case there is no function served by a Middleman. If they

193 ,
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wantto put up a better steel mill, they know where to go. Or if it is a

hugechemical complex, they know where,to go. So they don't go through a

middleman in that case. The other thing is that they work on a 5-year plan,

and so on, with certain programs. They know what they want tot do next and

in general`,, -they know where they want to go to get it. It is very hard to take

something new, go to a Socialist country, no matter which country it is and

try to sell them in the sense we are accustomed to in this country.. To pro-

mote am idea, that is, to get them to start something new isn't part of their

psychology, it isn't part of their viewpoip.A. While they do have a lot of,

research and a lot of very interesting things making it possible for us to

get technology from there and bring it back, in all honesty I would hate to

say that we could make a living oil what we have been able to license in the

other direction.

Questioner: In view of the comments with regard to the estimated market

potential of inventions and discoveries being relatively high, what happens
b

to these inventions and discoveries that are far less than two million dollars

annual sales, the sum total of which may provide a college or university with

a portfolio of a lot of small hits rather than one large one?

Dr. Marcy: Naturally, one wishes.to talk about successes and the big

things because it is more dramatic. I would say that most of the inventions

that we handle are in the $50,000 a year category or under in terms of -numbers.

Now, one has to have a royalty..income.

194
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'Questioner:, We are talking now, primarily, abOut sales. I think the

.figure -of two-million dollars a year-annual sales was mentioned. -Project

that if you can in terms of royalties. What would that be?

Dr. Marcy.: In terms.of dollar Income, if yoUlre talking about two

Million dollars imsales at 5% income that's $100,000, isn't rt? Now if

you are talking -about one that only Commands 2% royalty income, why theh-bf

course the sales would be that much more to get that $100,000.. It is very

difficult for us at least to think in terms of sales and use that as a-cri=

terion. We tend to -think in terms of royalty income We can get because that's

what the university is really interested lnand what we are interested-in.

Mr. Dickerson: Could'I add something? Remember r told.you our cri-

teria was 10 to 1 income to us. If we. put $10,000 Into something we hoped

to gat out of that 10-times $10,000-overthe life of the Tiatent, whatever

it is - $100,000.. So you can't' go, we don't go as Dr. Mardy says, based on

sales alone except that you've got to guess at the sales to figure out what

your potential royalty income will be.

Dr. Johnson: I- guess I used the two million dollar sales figure. That

was only to indicate that the market should be a good sized market and not a'

small one. We have licensed things that bring in two thousand dollars a

year and it takes almost as much time and almost as much money and just as

much risk as to get $2,000 a year of which, in thiS case, the university would

get $I.,000 as it does to handle something with a much higher potential. Of

course you are right, you are thinking in terms of .how much royalty it brings,
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but the two million dollar sales figure is just to give an indication that it

O

should be good sized.

Mr. Stam: 1 have a comment: I think the university community in our

particular case, has a high statistical success in licensing and a low royalty

income. We are serving two functions for the federal agencies who sponsor us,
6

and for essentially the local business community, by transferring this techno-
-

logy because they are making instruments for which there is a need but a small

market, with serving a business function for small business, to which maybe a

$50,000 increase in its cash flow is significant and, we're seeing to it that

these little inventions, which may significantly contribute to the advance of

commercial products available, do reach the market place. Maybe this is one

area where the university acting on its own, in its own area, can fill a vacuum

left by development outfits, no,matter-how who neceserilyThave

plated a minimum on what they will handle.

Dr. Marcy: Weil, 1 would like to make a comment on that comment.

our case, we think in terms of just recouping the money spent. If we-can see

-that over the life of a patent we are going to spend $10,000 and we can see

that we'll get $10,000-back, we'll pick it up. We dorilt want $100,000 back

on that $10,000 investment because in a way, which is perhaps different from

the other people here, we again identify with exactly the problem that you

are talking about, Lee, that it's important for the university to recognize

its obligation to federal granting agencies and put people in the businesses.

This is the thing to do. We have actually patented things where there is no

hope of getting licensing income back just farthatvery reason.

19:6
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Mr. Dahlbo: I guess we're somewhat different than the others in the sense

a

that we take a statistical approach and, frankly, throdgh the years we found

it's very difficult to )redict what will succeed and Since'we are not develop-
, .

ment peivieourselves, we often don't know what the Market potential may be on

.e)

different inventions some end up handling many different types of inventions.

By the nature of our business we have to pUt our time into it to try to get a

licensee and then what happens at the end-of that is that some generate-a lot of
O

money and -some don't generate very much. But we don't find that out until

afterwards.

Dr. Freise: I'd like toask the panel if there is any feeling that a

lot of what is submitted to you people by universities is really not going to

ffrt

be usable technology? that.is, if the univerSity has any expertise at all It

can probably recognize the really big patent. if it is something that does not

require large amounts of development the university will probably proceed on its

own. It's the smaller ones that they are not sure about that may 'be submitted

to Research Corp. or Battelle or given to Dr. Dvorkovitz to put into their data

bank. Our survey indicates that the institutions working on their own appear

to be doing somewhat better statistically than the general figures quoted by the

companies. I
have a feeling that it is because you don't follow the small ones

that the university. may follow and secondly, you may not get the good ones".

6

Dr. Marcy: This is kind -of an aside before I give you an answer, but yes-;

terday you showed in your report you have a list of 100 universities that you

contacted and-1.,think you-made the statement that something like 40 of these also

had agreemeiitAWith Research' Corp., is that right?
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Dr. Freise: Of the 50 that responded, 42 had agreements with Research

Corp.

Dr. Marcy: Oh, then I missed the point. And my comment is not really

germane, B'ut I took yoUr list of 100 schools and I counted how many actually

do have agreements with Research Corp., and it was 80 of them. Now, not all

80 of these are submitting invention. disclosures through us at the same level

of activity. Some schools of those 80, we never hear from. Now either they

don't recognize that they have an agreement with us, they don't remember

or the person who negotiated the agreement with us has left and nobody has

replaced him or something like that has happened. Many of the schools submit

one or two inventions in the course o4pa year. Now this is ridiculous from

a university that has four or five or ten million dollars worth of research

grants. There are other universities that submit something in the order of 35

or .40 to us a year. Now, I think this goes right back to defining an inven-

tion and how you recognize it at the university level. My .feeling is after

working with a number of universities that the university people themselves,
s

including the inventor, do not recognize an invention when they see it, and

also they do not recognize whether they have done work that is sufficient to

make an Invention. The inventive properties in a scientific discovery may

not relate at all to what the guy was working on or thought he was working or,1

it may be entirely peripheral. It takes somebody with some experience and

expertise, in identifying an invention to tell whether something is worth look-
A

ing into or not. And that's when Lee Stam's strong point is. He can take

what is pre raw data from people at Cal Tech and he can give it one quick look
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and say, "This is inventive," and "This is not." Whereas I think that in.meny

schools it is not even recognized that you need to do that. So when you try

to generalize on the basis of a survey such as you did, I think it's almost

impossible to draw any valid conclusion unless you know one heck of a lot

more detail about how-the inventions surface at the university. And it is
o

this point that we.are trying to approach- in our NSF studies we are going to

be doing.

-Dr. Johnson: Well, I have just one comment on small income and Large.

Historically,- whether it is NRDC in England, Research Corp., Battelle, or

Arthur D. Little, whoever does this, there are one or two, maybe at the most,

three inventions, that power the whole thing, and all of the rest of them are

of practically no importance. So it's kind of a numbers game. If you see

10,000 different inventions then the chances. of your getting a bid are 10,000

times better than if you onl see one. And, I suppose what you try to do is

to,be sure that you don't mi s the important invention.

Mr. Dahlbo: I wonder if there is any concern about the success of this?

That is, the more successful a university may be in a monetary sense with its

inventions, won't there be an increasing detraction away from basic research

at that particular university? That is a question for the panel as well as any-

one in the audience.

Dr. Marcy: dWell, there is always a danger of this. It is very interest-

ing to work with an inventor who for 20 years has been altruistically oriented

and thinks that patents are dirty. To have him make an invention that suddenly
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turns out to be a million dollar invention overnight, it is interesting to see him

switch 180 degrees,andolt almost invariably occurs. So you've got to be care-

ful how you treat the inventor, if you really want to retain him on youf- faculty

after he has made his invention, whether he is going to have any value to you or

not. We had an inventor once recently who was in a chemistry department, had a

very good reputation, and commanded something in the order of $200,000 worth of

federal grant money a year from various agencies. He had something like ten or

twelve doctoral students working for him and about ten or twelve post-doctoral

students working for hith. He was really Gung Ho. He made an invention and he

said, "Gee, this is such a simple invention.
I know how to exploit this all by

'myself." And so, In due course, we arranged with him to exploit his own inven-

tion. But when he said that to me I turned to the university administrator

and without the inventor knowing it, I said, "Well, now they're going. to have

to make a decision sometime down the road. Either-he is going to be a college

professor for the rest of hiS life or he is going to go off and be an entrepe-

neur." And the response I got from the administrator was, "Oh no, we can con-

trol this." Well as sure as shooting, after two years he stopped being a

college professor and now is a businessman. And this happens, and you can't

help it , human nature being what it is, with most people. So, you've got to

take this. What you do about it is up to the university, and
I think that the

inventor wiII solve the problem for you by quitting the university because as

soon as he gets the smell of the green stuff in his nostrils, he is lost.
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A,NOTE ON THE INFORMAL DISCUSSIONS OF OCTOBER 16, 1974

As indicated in the preface, a primary function of the conference was
a

o

to stimulate a maximum of personal interchange between all the participants.

To promote this kind of communication, the final afternoon session was divided
ti

into separate concurrent groups each intended to address in further detail the,

subject matter initiated by the four panels. These meetings were completely

unstructured and allowed the conferees either to remain at one meeting or

leave one and attend another to seek additional information or to discuss

specific problems.

eDue to the informality and the highly specific subject matter of the
O

discussions, no attempt was made to record these particular sessions for the

Proceedings.

O
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION OR PROGRAM PARTICIPANTS,

IRVING ANTIN

Irving Antin is currently the Director in the Office of Research
Support at Marquette University in Milwaukee, Wisconsin. His

paSt administrative background includes positions as Secretary
of the faculty and Director c,f Bureau of Publications at the

University of Wisconsin at Milwaukee.

Mr. Antin received his B.S. from the University of Wisconsin
(History), an M.S. from the University of Wisconsin (E. Asian

Studies), and has done doctoral studies at U. of Wisc. (Economics,

Economic history).

He is affiliated with the American Economic Association, Organ-

ization of,American History; Association for Asian Studies,

Society for History of Technology, Natural Conf. Admin. Res.,
Nat. Conf. Philanthropy, SRA, NCURA, Assoc. for Inst. Res.,

AJCU Conf. on Research, AAAS.

HOWARD BREMER

Howard Bremer is a native of Wisconsin, and is presently patent

counsel for the Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation. He

received his B.S. in chemistry from the University of Wisconsin,
-and an L.L.B. from the University of' Wisconsin. Mr. Bremer is

a mcmbcr of the State Bar of Wisconsin, Patent, Trademark and

Copyright, ection of State Bar of Wisconsin, and the Milwaukee

Patent Law Association. He has been admitted to practice with

the courts Of the State of Wisconsin, United States Patent Office,

Court of Custom and Patent Appeals, District Court Southern
District of Ohio and the United States Supreme Court.

THOMAS BERRY COBB

Dr. Cobb is presently the Director of the Reseai,ch Services

Office at Bowling Green State University. Born in Atlanta,

Georgia, he received his B.A. from Southern Missionary College
(Physics and Math), an M.S. from the University of South Carolina

(Physics) and a Ph.D. from North ,Carolina State University
(Physics). ;,Dr. Cobb is a member`ember of the American Association

for the Advancement of Science, American Association of Physics

Teachers, The Society of Sigma Xi, and the American Physical

Society (Ohio* section).
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RALPH DAVIS

Ralph Davis is currently the Associate Director 9f the Division
of Sponsored Programs and Patent Manager for the Purdue Research
Foundation. A native of Alabama, he received a B.S. from
Auburn Uand'an M.S. and a Ph.D. from Purdue University. Het

holds a faculty appointment as Professor in the Departmentf
Agronomy and has served as Assistant Dean of theGraduate,Scitpol-
at Purdue. He was Visiting Professor at Oregon State UniverSIty,
1959-60,.President of Crop Science Society of America, 1962-63,
and Editor of "Crop Science", 1964467. He is a member of Sigma Xi,
Phi Kappa Phi, Omicron Delta Kappa, Gamma Sigma Delta, Alpha Zeta,
American Society of Agronomy, and AAAS.

R. F. DICKERSON

R. F. Dickerson is Vice President and General Manager of Battelle
Development Corporation. He joined Battelle in 1948 as a
Metallurgical Engineer specializing in research concerned with

nuclear materials. He has been with the Battelle organization
since that date and has served as Assistant Division Chief;
Research Division Chief; Assistant Department Manager; Staff
Manager at Battelle-Northwest; Assistant Director of BMI Inter-
national; and Director of Marketing, Battelle Development Corp.
He has been responsible for the management of research, Battelle
construction and real estate in the- Pacific Northwest, and marketing
of research, both in the domestic and international markets.

Mr. Dickerson holds a Master of Science Degree in. Metallurgical
Engineering from Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State Univer-
sity, where he served as an instructor prior to-obtaining his
graduate degree.

Mr. Dickerson is a member of the American Society for Metals,
AIME, and the American Marketing Association. His community
activities include work with the Boy Scouts, Kiwanis, Goodwill
Industries of Central Ohio, Inc. (where he is'on the. Board of

0.
Trustees), and various youth athletic programs.

ROGER DITZEL
Y.

I

Roger Ditzel currently is serving as Assistant Manager of
the Iowa State University Research Foundation, Inc. Born in
Iowa, he received his B.S. in chemistry from Iowa State University.
Mr. Ditzel is associated with the National Council of,University
Research Administrators, the Licensing Executives Society, and

the American Chemical Society.
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G. WILLARD F'ORNELL

G. Willard Fornell has been- Patent Administrator for'the Univer-

sity of Minnesota for the past 16 years. He received his B.B.A.

from the University of Minnesota.

He has been active in COGR (NACUBO) and served on the committee

which produced the publication "Patents at Colleges and Univer-

sities"earlier in 1974.

EARL, FREISE

Earl Freise serves as Assistant Director in the Office of Research

and Sponsored Programs and is Associate Professor in the Department

of Materials Science at Northwestern University. His educational

background includes a B.S. in Metallurgical Engineering from
Illinois Institute of Technology, an M.S. in Material Science,
Northwestern University and a Ph.D. in Metallurgy from the

University of Cambridge. He is a member of the American Society
for Metals, the American Institute of Mining and Metallurgical
Engineers, the American Society fdr Engineering Education, and
the Iational Council for University Research Administrators.

LAWRENCE, GILBERT

Lawrence Gilbert 'is Director of Patent Administration at
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. He received his

B.A. from Brandeis University, an MIM from American Graduate
School of International Management ,a.nd a J.D. from Suffolk Law

School. He has consulted for the New EnglandIndustrial Resource

Program. He is-a member of the American Bar Association, the
Massachusetts Bar Association, the Boston Patent Law Association,

and the Licensing Executive Society.

He has been at M.I.T. since 1966, serving initially as a Patent

Attorney.

ALFRED JOHNSON

Alfred Johnson is. the Director of Invention Management with
Arthur D. Little, Inc. He holds%a B.A. degree in Chemical
Engineering'and Business Administration from MIT, and a Juris
Doctor's Degree from Boston College Law School. He is associated

with the American Patent Law Association, Boston Patent Bar
Association, and the Licenling Executive Society.
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JOSEPH J. KEELEY
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Joseph Keeley is the Associate Director in the Office of Research,
Adbinistration for the University of Michigan. A native of
New Jersey, he received his B.A. from St. Mary's and a J.D. from
Georgetown University. His past and present memberships include:
Federal Bar Association, District of Columbia Bar Association,
American Management Association, American Society for Industrial
Security, National Conference of Research Administrators, and the
U. S. Naval Reserve.

NORMAN J. LATKER

Norman Latker is Patent Counsel for the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare in charge of the.;tatent Branch, Office
of the General Counsel. He is responsible for the adininistra-

1/4

tion of the Department's patent program and for legal Services
to the Department relating to and involving patents, inventions,
and other forms of intellectual property resulting from the
Department's billion-and-a-half dollar annual research and develop-
ment program. He also advises the Veterans' Administration and
the Agency for International Development on an ad hoc basis. He
attended public schools in Chicago and received his Bachelor of
Science and J.D. in Law=from the University of Illinois. He
is a member of the Illinois Bar and Registered Patent, Attorney
in the United States Patent Office. He currently serves on the
Executive Subcommittee of the Federal Council for Science and
Technology, and Chairman of the Subcommittee,on University Patent
Policy. He served recently on. the tnteragency committees which
drafted the new patent section for the Federal Procurement
Regulations and the GSA Patent Licensing Regulations; he also
served on the Patent Task Force advising the Commission on Govern-
ment Procurement. Formerly he had been Patent Counsel to the
National Institutes of'Health; served on the Staff, Judge Advocate '

of [he Air Force Systems Command, Washington, D.C.; was AssistAnt
to the Chief Patent Advisor, Army Ordinance TankAutomotive Ommand,
Detroit Arsenal, Warren, Mich.; and was a Patent.Examiner in the
United States Patent Office.

1ILLARD MARCY

Willard Marcy has been Vice President, Patents, for the Research
Corporation since 1967. A native of Massachusetts, he received
his -S.B. in chemistry and chemical engineering from Massachusdtts
Institute of TeChhology and a Ph.D. in Organic Chemistry.

He joined Research Corp. in 1964 as Director of Patent Programs,
after holding various responsible posts with the American Sugar
Refining Company. He served as a Major with the Chemical Warfare
Service in 1942-46. He is affiliated with the AAAS, American
Chemical Society, the Institute for Chemical Engineering, the
Food Technology Institute, the Society of Chemical Industry, and
New York Academy of Science.
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CLARENCE W. MARTIN

C. V. Martin is Director, Division of Patent and Product Development,

at the University of Utah-. Born in Texas, he received his under-

graduate training at the University of California at Berkeley. After

an extensive career in industrial patents management, he joined the

University of Utah in 1968.

CLARK McCARTNEY

Clark McCartney is Director and Patent Administrator, Department
of Grants and Contracts at the University of Southern California.

A native of California, he received his undergraduate training
at Harvard, and his Law degree from the University of California

at Berkeley. He is currently president of the National Cduncil

of University Research Administrators and is a member of the

Committee on Governmental Relations of NACUBO.

ALLEN MOORE

Allen Moore is the Director of the Office of Research Administra-

tion for Case Western Reserve University. A native of Texas, he

received a B.A. in Chemistry from the University of Texas and
an M.A. and a Ph.D. in organic chemistry from the University of

Illinois at Urbana.

He maintains affiliation with the AAAS, the National Council of
University Research Administrators, and the Society of Research

Administrators.
0'

MARK OWENS

Mark Owens is Assistant Vice President and Director of Business

Affairs for the bnivetsity of California. He received his B.A.

in Political Science and a J.D. from the University of California.
'He has been active in COGR (NACUBO) and is currently serving on
the patent sub-committee. He is associated with the California
State-Bar, Phi Alpha Delta Law Fraternity, Order of the Coif,

member.of the Board of Trustees, San Francisco Law School, Dean
and Faculty Member, Zan Francisco Law School, Licensing Executives

. Society, and is currently Chairman of Water Advisory Commission,
Pleasant Hills, California.

LLOYD D. PATTERSON

Lloyd Patterson for the past seven years has been Vice President
of Dr. Dvorkovitz & Associates, Ormond Beach, Florida. A native

of Illinois, he did undergraduate work in biological science and
holds a degree in prosthetic dentistry. He is an active member of

Sigma Xi, the Scientific Research Society of North America, and
the LicensingExecutive Society.
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NIEI,S J..REIMERS

0

Niels Reimers is Manager of Technology Licensing, at Stanford
University, haying established this program at the University
in 1970. He holds B.A. and B.S. degrees in Mechanical Engineering
from Oregon State University. He came to Stanford from an
extensive background in industry. He is currently affiliated
as a trustee of the Licensing Executives Society.

ALLEN PERRY ROSENBERG

Allen Rosenberg is Senior Project Specialist, Office of Research
and Project Administration for the University of Rochester. He

was born in Philadelphia and holds a B.S. in Pharmacy and a Law
Degree from Temple University. 'He was active on the COGR
(NACUBO) Patent, Trademark, and Copyright sub-committee that
produced the booklet "Patents at Colleges and Universities"
earlier in 1974.

He is a member of the Bar, Indiana, New York and Pennsylvania;
a member of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania and Monroe County Bar
Association; and a member of the National Association of College
and University Attorneys.

. T. L. STAM

T. L. Starr is Patent Officer for the California Institute of
Technology and Executive Secretary for the California Institute
Research Foundation. He received a B.S. in Engineering and a
Bachelor,of Law from George Washington University. He is a
member of the COGR (NACUBO) Patent, Trademark, and Copyright
sub-committee that produced the booklet "Patents at Colleges and
Universities" earlier in P374. He is also affiliated with the
American Patent Law Association, the Licensing Executive Society,
and the National Association of College and University Attorneys.
He is licensed as a member of the District of Columbia Bar and is
a registered Patent Attorney.

WALLACE TREIBEL

Wallace Treibel is Governmental Fiscal Relations and the Patent
Officer for the.Uniyersity of Washington. A native of Washington
State, he received his, undergraduate training in accounting at the
University of Washington. His past affiliations with the University
of,Washington have been Coordinator of Veteran's Division; Businesa
Manager, Adult Education! Research Accounting Officer and Director
of the Office of Grant and Contract Services.

He is amember of the ,COGR (NACUBO) Patent,' Trademark, and Copyright,

sub-committee that produced. the booklet "Patents at Colleges and
Universities" earlier in 1974.

0
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BETSY ANCKER-JOHNSON

Dr. Ancker-Johnson is Assistant Secretary, Office of Science and

Technology, U. S. Department of Commerce. Born in St. Louis,

Missouri, she received her undergraduate training in physics at

Wellesley College. Her doctoral studies in physics were completed

at Tuebingen University in Germany. She had'had extensive experience

in teaching, industrial research, and executive management prior to

joining the Government in 1973.

Her professional activities include the authorship/of over 60

scientific Tapers and the holding of several patents, issued or

pending. She has served as a referee for Physical Review Letters,

Physical Review, Applied Physics Letters, Journal of Applied Physics,

Proceedings I.E.E.E., Electron Device Transactions,, and an advisor to

the National Science Foundation, and the National. Research Council.

She was a member of the National Advisory Committee on the U.S.S.R.

and Eastern Europe of the Office of the. Foreign Secretary, National

Academy of Sciences. In the American Physical Society, in addition to

serving as a CouncillOr-at-large, she has been a member of the

Executive Committee, the Committee on Women in Physics, and the

Committee on Minorities. Other affiliations inclUde membership on

the National Advisory Committee on Oceans and Atmosphere and partici-

pation as a regional panelist an the President's Commission on White

House Fellows. She is a member of Sigma Xi and Phi Beta Kappa.

Dr. Ancker-Johnson is a trustee of Wellesley College and has been an

invited lecturer at Ohio State University and before the New York

Academy of Science.
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UNIVERSITY PATENT POLICY- QUESTIONNAIRE

1. What office and/or university official has responsibility for
administering your patent policy? .

0

2. How is the decision made on whether to obtain a patent?

Faculty Patent Committee

By outside consulting firm ("such as Battelle or Research

Corporation)

_ By University Patent Administrator
0

What University Rank?

By Professional PatentPromotion Consultant

Othe'

3. =How is the; patent program staffed within the university and
what percentage of time does each devote to the program?
(Use "professional" categories, e.g. engineer, lawyer,

secretary, etc.)

A

C

D

E

F

4. What type of firms outside- the university are used in the patent

application program (e.g. patent attorneys)?

'Which outside firms does your insti;ution use to promote patents

and inventions?

Research Corporation

Batelle

None

Other

tf



6. a) Number'of Disclosure's processed per year

NUmber of Patent Applications filed'each year

c) Number of licenses processed per year

7. How are the expenses incurred is the University Patent
Program covered? (percentages)

From Royalties

As an indirect cost item

6,

As a direct contribution from the University

Other

,a)..(Optional) What is the estimated' annual cost of administering
A A

the university's Patent Program?:

b) (Optional) What is the approximate royalty income to the

University from-patents and - inventions?

c) (Optional) ,What is the average percentage-of in-house

development?

9. Is your institution interested in reviewing-the results of

this 'survey? Yes No

Name and title of official
responding to questionnaire

Please return to:

-Dr. Eirl J. Freise
Office of-Research & Sponsored Programs

Northwestern University
633 Clark Street
Evanston, Illinois 6020L
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SAMPLE -- TYPICAL LICENSE INCORPORATING NTH AGREEMENT

APPENDIX D,

LICENSE AGREEMENT

AGREEME::T made this day of , 1972, between THE

REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN (hereinafter referred to as

"LICENSCR) whose principal office is located at Ann Arbor, Michigan,

and 4-
(hereinafter referred to as "LICENSEE")

a corporation organized and existing under the laws of , having

a place of business at

WITNESSETH THAT: t

WHEREAS,. LICENSOR is the owner of U. S. Patent Application Serial

No. , filed. , relating to certain

compOunds useful. in medical diagnosis; and

WHEREAS, the United States Government, through its Department of NOTE:

.Health, Education and Welfare, has provided monetary support for the INDICAY1fiLor

work which. led to the Invention disclosed and claimed in said Patent SPONSORSE:

Application; and

WHEREAS, LICENSEE desires a license to manufacture, sell and use

"Licensed Product" as defined hereinafter, and LICENSOR it willing to

grant such license under the terms and conditions, hereinafter stated;

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the above premises and the

covenants contained herein, the parties hereto agree as follows:

Article I - Definitions

The following terms, as used in this Agreement, unless the context

clearly indicates to the contrary, shall have the meanings Set forth

in this. Article:

a) The term "Licensed Patent Rights" shall mean any patent issuing.

on U. S. Patent Application, Serial No. filed , any

divisions, continuations, continuations-in-part and foreign counterparts

of the same, as well as any other patents relating to compounds owned or

controlled by LICENSOR which are based on inventions made withing three

(3) years of the date of this Agreement.

h) The term "Licensed Products" shall mean any products claimed

in the Licensed Patent Rights or whose manufacture or use is covered by

claims in the Licensed Patent Rights.
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0 The term'"Licensed Territory" shall mean: the United States

and other countries in which there exist any Licensed Patent Rights.

d) The term- "Net Protees of Sales" means the gross sales of

Licensed Product sold pursuant to this license less allowances to
. -

customers for spoiled-, damaged, outdated and returned goods and the

amounts of discounts, transportation charges-and all sales and excise

taxes or duties paid, absorbed or allowed together with all other al,

lowances and-adjustments actually credited to customers, direCtly or

indirectly. No royalties shall be sayable on sales between LICENSEE

and its Affiliates.

e) The term "Affiliate" means: (i) any business entity which

LICENSEE shall own or control, or which shall own or control LICENSEE,

or which shall be under common ownership or control with LICENSEE; and

(ii) a business entity. licensed by LICENSEE to sell Licensed Products

under the label.

f) The term "Exclusive Period" shall mean, with respect to any

country withinthe Lidensed Territory,' the period of time during which

no Licensed Product is', in 'fact, marketed or otherwise supplied in such

couoiry by others than LICENSEE, its Affiliates and/or its sublicensees.

Article II - Grant of Licenses

Subject to the terms and conditions hereinafter set forth, LICENSOR

herQby grants to LICENSEE and its Affiliates:
.

a) A -right and license under the Licensed Patents to manufacture

and/or sell the Licensed Products in the Licensed Territory, said right

and License to be exclusive, as to each country within the Licensed

Territory, for a period to be negctiated but in any event not less than

five (5) years from the date of the first commercial sale of a Licensed

Product in that country by LICENSEE, its Affiliates or its sublicensee.

The right and license thus conveyed shall include the right to sublicense

others, and to prosecute, at LICENSEE's own expense, infringers of the

Licensed Patents.

b) No license is granted by this Agreement, either expressly or by

implication under any patent rights owned or controlled by LICENSOR, ex-

cept as provided herein.
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Article III Royalty

ay At the times and in the manner set forth hereinafter, LICENSEE

or its Affiliates shall pay to LICENSOR in United States funds, five

percent 15%) of LICENSEE's and its Affiliates Net Proceeds -from Sales

of Licensed Products manufactured and/or sold in-a Licensed 'Territory

during the Exclusive Period and two percent (2%); of LICENSEE's and its

Affiliates Net _proceed from Sales of Licensed Products outside the Ex-

clusive Period for the term of this Agreement.

b) If LICENSEE sublicenses another firm, then LICENSEE shall pay

LICENSOR one-fourth (1/4) of any royalties received by LICENSEE-from

such-sublicenseeS.

c) In the event and for so 1c5h4 as LICENSEE'S or its Affiliates''

sale of Licensed Product under this Agreement reasonably requiresthat

LICENSEE or its Affiliates become licensed under the patent of a third

party, LICENSEE and its Affiliates shall be entitled to deduct the amount

of any royalties paid or-payable under such license from payments then or

thereafter due to-LICENSOR under this Agreement.

d) If LICENSOR hereafter grants rights to another in a country of

the Licensed Territory on terms or at a royalty rate more favorable then

the terms or royalty rate given LICENSEE or its Affiliate under this

Agreement, LICENSOR shall promptly notify LICENSEE, and LICENSEE and its

Affiliates shall be entitled to the benefit of such more favorable terms

or rates as to said country, commencing at the same time they are avail-

able to such other party.

Article IV - Reports and Records

a) LICENSEE or its Affiliates shall render toLICENSOR within

sixty (60) -days ,after,the end of each calendar quarter a written account

of all sales of Licensed Products made by it and its Affiliates during

stich quarter, and shall simultaneously pay in United-States dollars to

LICEWjOR.the%royalties due with respect to such sales under Articl III

-hereof.

]o) LICENSEE and its Affiliates shall keep full, true and accurate

bookS of accounts and other records containing all particulars which may

be necessary properly to ascertain-and verify the royalties payable by
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the hereut,der. Upon IkICENSOR's request, LICENSEE and its Affiliates

shall permit an independent United-States Certified Accountant selected

by LICENSOR 4eXcept one to whom LICENSEE has some treasonable objection)

to have access during ordinary business hours to such of LICENSEE's-or

its Affiliates' records-as may be necessary to determine, in respect- of

any quarter year ending not more than two (2) years prior to- the date of

such request, the correctness of any report and/or payment made under this

Agreement.

c) All royalty payments required to be made.by LICENSEE and its

Affiliates under this Agreement shall be determined in the national

currency of the country where the sale on which the-royalty is based was

made, unless-otherwise agreed to by the parties on a country-by-country

basis. The royalty payments accruing on sales by lacENsEE or its Affi-

liates in any country, shall then be converted "to United State6 currency

at therate of exchange legally obtainable in. each country on the date

royalties are-payable, and payment shall be made in United States dollars
r'

to the account. that LICENSOR indicates. Should the payment of the amount

of royalty or the manner of payment provided in this Agreement be prevented

in any country by Government regulation, LICENSOR agrees that LICENSEE or

its affiliates can satisfy its obligations under this Agreement as to said

country by paying the legally permitted amount of royalty in the legally

permitted manner.
ry

Article V,- Patents

a) LICENSEE agrees that it will, at its own expense, prepare, file

and prosecute those patent applications relating to Licensed Products

under which LICENSEE desires to be licensed, said patent applications to

be a3 signed to LICENSOR.

Article VI - Duration and Termination

a) This Agreement shall become effective upon the date hereinabove

written, and, unless.it is sooner terminated in accordance with any of the

provisions herein, it shall remain in full force and effect for the life

of Licensed Patent.--

b) LICENSEE may terminate this Agreement in its entirety, or on a

patent -by- patent or country-by-country basis, by giving LICENSOR written

O
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notic.-.! at-least three (3) months prior to-such termination.

c) In-the event that either party defaults drbreaches any of the

provisions of this Agreement, the other party shall have the right to

terminate this AgreeMent by giving written notice to the defaulting party,

proVided however, that if the said-defaulting party cures said default

or breach within sixty (60) days after said notice shall have been given

thiS Agreement shall continue in full force and effect. The failure on

the part of either of the parties hereto to exerciseLor enforce any right

conferred upon it hereunder shall not be deemed to be a waiver of any such

right nor operate to bar the exercise or enforcement thereof at any time

or times thereafter.

d) Upon the termination of this Agreement by LICENSOR for any cause

LICENSEE may notify LICENSOR of the amount of Licensed Product LICENSEE

then has on hand, and LICENSEE shall then have a license to sell that

amount of Licensed Product, but no. more, provided LICENSEE shall pay the

- royalty thereon at the rate and at the time provided for.

e) If during the term of the Agreement, LICENSEE shall become

banLcupt or insolvent or if the business of LICENSEE shall be placed in

no hands of a receiver or trustee, whether by the voluntary act of

LICENSEE or otherwise, this Agreement shall immediately terminate.

f) Termination of this Agreement for any cause shall not release

eithvr party from any obligations theretofore accrued.

Article VII - Department of Health, Edudation and Welfare NOTE:

INCORPORATI11

a, is the understanding of both parties that the licenses granted THE NIH
AGREEMENT

heLeunder are subject to the conditions and requirements established by INTO THE

the United States Department of Health, Education and Welfare annexed LICENSE.

herelo as Appendix A, and which are to be considered part of this Agreement.

Article VIII - Law to Govern

This Agreement shall be interpreted according to the laws of the

Statv,of

Article. IX - Notices.

Notice hereunder shall be deemed sufficient if given by registered

mail, postage prepaid, and addressed to the party to receive such notice
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at the- addess given above, or such other address as may hereafter be

_designated by notice in writing.

Artidle X_- Assignment

This Agreement shall be hinding upon and inure to the benefit of

the respective successors-and assigns of the parties hereto.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have caused Aese presents

to be executed in duplicate by their duly authorized officerS as of the

day and year first above written.

THE REGENTS OF
THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN

By
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APPENDIX D

PATENT LICENSE AGREEMENT

LICENSE AGREEMENT effective as of March 1, 1973,

cetween Regents of TFE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN (hereinafter

"UNIVERSITY"), whose address is Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104,

and THE ,SPORTEQ CPMPANY, a Delaware corporation (hereinafter

"SRWEQ"), having a principal place of busineSs at 225 Franklin

Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02110, whereby it is agreed as

follows:

1. Definitions

(a) "Licensed Patent(s)" shall mean U. S. Patent No.

3,462,763 and any reissues, extensions and renewals of same,

zinc any Further Patents which SPORTEQ may elect to add to

this License.

(b) "Further Patents" shall mean any Patent owned or

ountrolled by UNIVERSITY claiming an invention in protective

11421mets useful in the fields of football, hockey, baseball,

bnxing, wrestling, rugby and lacrosse.

ic) "Licensed Product" shall mean any recreational helmet

CdtLIng within the scope of any unexpired claim of a Licensed

Patent or the manufacture of which helmet involves the

practice of any unexpired claim of a Licensed Patent.

(d) "Net Sales" shall mean total billings leds any

freight charges, taxes or discounts reflected on the invoice

and less returns and allowances,
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2. Grant

WEIVERSITY hereby...grants to SPORTEQ a license under

Licensed Patents to make, have made for it, use and sell

Licensed Prdaucts, which license shall be exclusive in the

field of football, hockey, baseball, boxing, wrestling,

rugby and lacrnsse helmets. SPORTEQ shall have the right to sub

license any controlled .affiliate which accepts in writing

the terms of this Agreement. To the extent that the license

is exclusive, SPORTEQ shall have the right to sue infringers,

'to retain recoveries therefrom, and to-grant LicenSesim

settlement of infringement suits upon such terms and conditions

as it may deem fit, provided that any prospectiye Licensee

under this section is not controlled directly or indirectly

SPORTEQ . UNIVERSITY shall have the right to be represented

by its own counsel at its own expense'in any litigation

involving .Licensed Patents,.

3. Royalties

For the License granted SPORTEQ agrees to pay a royalty

of: 5% of Net Sales of Licensed Products sold as football or

:hockey helmets. The royalty rate on Licensed Products other

than football and hockey helmets shall be 2%.

t,
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SPORTEQ also agrees to pay UNIVERSITY, upon execution

of this Agreement the sum of $20,000. Unless additional

payments of $20=,000-each_are_made_on_Zune_1_and_September_i,

1973, this Agreement may at the option of UNIVERSITY be

terminated ,by written notice.

-RepolEt,and Payments

Within 30 days after the end of each calendar quarter,

SPORTEQ shall submit to UNIVERSITY a written report setting

forth the Net'Sales of Licensed Products sold during said

quarter accompanied by payment for the royalties accrued-

in such quarter SPORTEQ shall also remit to UNIVERSITY

40% of any royalties received in said quarter from sub-

Ucensees not controlled by SPORTEQ.

SPORTEQ shall retain and require its sublicensees to

retain records relating, to the sale of Licensed Products

h)r at least two years for inspection by UNIVERSITY'S

r.Tresentatives at all reasonable times for the sole pur-

pr;.: of verifying SPORTEQ'S reports and nayments under this

Agreement.

8
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5. Ownership and Further Patents

UNIVERSITY represents and warrants-that is the owner

ofLidensed Patents and has the right to grant this License.

UNIVERSITY further represents and warrants that it is not

aware of any patent other than a Licensed Patent which would

be infringed by the manufacture, use or sale of any Licensed

Product. SPORTEQ may, at its election, by written notice

add to its agreement as a Licensed Patent any Further Patent

owned-or controlled by UNIVERSITY, without any increase in
0

the royalty specified in Section 3. Neither SPORTEQ nor any

controlled subsidiary of SPORTEQ nor any customer of either

-shall have any liability with respect to any Further Patent

owned or controlled by UNIVERSITY until and unless UNIVERSITY

qhall have given SPORTEQ written notice of such Patent and

SPORTEQ shall have failed to add such Patent as a Licensed

Patent within '90 dais after- such' written notice.

h. Infringement

In the event of any litigation against SPORTEQ ,or any

controlled affiliate of SPORTEQ , based upon aclaim that

Licensed Product infringes any claim of a patent owned

by a third party, which claim is supported by the disclosure

of any Lidensed Patent, during the period of such litigation

SPORTEQ ritay1-;withhold any royalties due UNIVERSITY hereunder

or other payments which may be required to preserve the
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,MANUFACTURE.

character of the License herein granted and apply the sa.-3e

against attorneys' fees, damages, costs and other out-of-

pocket expenses incurred in such litigation, the balance of

any money so withheld to be paid to UNIVERSITY not later*thah

90 days after thetermination of such litigation.

o

7. Term

(a) Unless sooner terminated, this License shall continue

in force until the date of expiration of the last to expire

of Licensed Patents.

(b) Either party may terminate this Agreement by breach

by the other if such breach is not cured within 90 days after

written notice thereof.

(c) If SPORTEQ is not actively pursuing commercialization

o1 the football helmet within 1 year frot this date, UNIVERSITY

may terminate this license by written notice and SPORTEQ shall

have no right to recover any money paid to UNIVERSITY. Criteria

which_determine the seriousness, of Licensee's commercialization

inLerest will be either a commitment for production tooling or

Llto continuance of an actively funded R&D program.

H. Assignment

This Agreement may be assigned by SPORTEQ to any successor

in interest to its business in Licensed Products.

9. Notices

Any notice given under this Agreement shall be considered

sufficient if sent by certified mail, return receipt ,requested,

to the address specified in the preamble of this Agreement

or to such other address as_may be specified from time to

time by the parties.
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This Agreement shall be deemed to have been negotiated, made

and performed in Hichiggn. It shall therefore be ,construed, inter-
_

preted and the respective rights of the parties hereto shall be

determined and enforced in accordance with Michigan law.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have caused, this

instrument to be executed by their representative duly authorized

officers on the dates indicated.

O
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APPENDIX E

A SHORT BIBLIOGRAPHY OF SIGNIFICANT PUBLICATIONS

(I) Patents at Colleges and Universities, by the Committee on Governmental

Relations NACUBO (1974). Copies are available on requeSt from the

Committee on Governmental Relations, NACUBO, One DuPont Circle (Suite 510),

Washington, D. C. 20036.

A publication designed to present guidelines to aid institutions in

formulating patent policies.

(2) Handbook of College and University Administration - Academic (Volume 2),

prepared by Asa S. Knowles and is available from McGraw-Hill Book Company.

Pages 105-127 of this volume deal with guidelines to aid institutions in

their formulation of patent policies. It also presents a basis or rationale

for the policy's existence.

(3) What to Do in Case of an Invention, prepared by the Division -of Industrial

Development and - Research of the University of Utah.

An outline of what, steps the inventor should take in the initiation of the

patent process.

(4) Patents and the University Inventor, prepared by Research Corporation,
405 Lexington Avenue, New. York, New York 10017. 1

.

Summarizes for the inventor the value of the patent process and the relation-

ship that should exist between patents and publications.

(5) General Information Concerning Patents, U. S. Department of Commerce,

Patent Office. Available from the Superintendent of Documents, U. S.

Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C. 20402

A brief introduction to the subject including how the Patent Office works,

what applicants must do, and a,definition of patents, copyrights, and

.trademarks.

(6) Patents and Inventions: An Information Aid for Inventors, U. S. Department

of Commerce, Patent Office. Available from the Superintendent of Documents,

U. S. Government Printing 00ice, WashiQgton, D. C. 20402.

A step-by-step guide to help the inventor decide whether to apply for a
patent, how to obtain patent protection, and how to promote his invention.

(7) A Primer of U. S. Patent Law, written by William J. Mase and published in

The. Resource (May, 1971- No. 6). Available from Battelle Development

Corporation.

Provides the reader with a general framework from which the patent process
develops. It also develops some basic criteria for the identification and
evaluation of possible inventions.
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(8)
,

Evaluating and Patenting Faculty Inventions, prepared-by Researdh corporation,
'405 Lexington Avenue, New York, New York 10017.

Develops various topics which should be considered in patent evaluations.
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